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PREFACE:

This book is designed to impart to the reader an 
understanding of how the Anointing of the Holy Spirit is 

revealed through the teaching and proclamation of the Word 
with the demonstration of His power. I have included many 
testimonies of divine healings and miracles as well as how I 
learnt to host and pursue the power of the Holy Spirit. 

What we share throughout these pages have not been learnt 
in a classroom with a teacher, but through traveling dusty trails 
and on rivers, through taking risks and sometimes failing. The 
realm of faith has been my classroom with the Holy Spirit my 
Teacher. We have learned many lessons through many varied 
experiences, often accompanied by emotional ups and downs. 
One thing I have learnt through it all is that the power of faith 
is the key to the heart of God. Pleasing Him is my utmost 
priority. Throughout these 43 odd years of ministry I have 
made this my focus and my mission: to see Him glorified, to 
serve Him faithfully and to be obedient to His call. 

Most times, before meetings, I sit quietly alone in His 
presence as I seek His heart for the people I am about to 
minister to. Sometimes, in those moments, He plays out 
the whole meeting to me so that I know exactly what to do. 
Sometimes he nudges me to completely change my message 
and what I had planned. 

I remember that I am His son and servant, His messenger, 
but I am also aware of the magnitude and responsibility 
of the power that has been trusted to me: His Word. I see 
myself armed with a weapon; a mighty sword which conveys a 
powerful, liberating message. As these words are sent out, the 
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oil of the anointing infuses with faith of His word and ignites 
and releases the fire of His power. The result is salvation, 
healings and miracles.

I have not and do not stand alone, He is the One who goes 
with me and MUST get the full reward and Glory.

Isaiah 55:11 VB: “So it is when I declare something. My word 
will go out and not return to Me empty, But it will do what I 
wanted; it will accomplish what I determined”.  
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Dedication

To my wife, Callie who has travelled with me and 
shared in the wonderful Gospel and seen the power of 
God manifest in many ways. We have travelled many 
roads, airways and unusual routes. 

To our three children, Jenni, Simon and Lisa, and their 
spouses who walk in the power of what we know.

You will go further, see and do more.
To our grandchildren — the power is in your hands.

To those who have travelled with me into many nations 
and who helped share this wonderful message of the 
Gospel.
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Author’s note

For the past century, the subject of Divine Healing has 
caused much debate, excitement and controversy in the 

Church.  The continuing debate reveals a crying need for a 
Scripture-based doctrine that brings the truth.

It is not my intention to bring a theology on the subject in 
this book, but rather proof of walking the truth.

I have recorded some of the things God has done with our 
family as we have preached this amazing Gospel in many parts 
of the world.

My reason for writing this book is to bring glory to the 
Lord by boasting about His mercy and power, and to let the 
testimonies speak for themselves so that both my family and I 
and you - the reader; may be built up in faith.

While sharing these testimonies I could not help think 
that, on so many of these occasions, my family were left at 
home while I travelled. At times Callie, my wife, was without 
her husband and our children, Jenni, Simon and Lisa, without 
their father. Sometimes, with my being absent, my family felt 
more than understood my heart and love for them. Callie had 
to ‘stand in the gap’ at home to field all the responsibilities 
and still remain tender whenever necessary. At other times she 
would be with me and our children left in the care of someone 
we trusted.

Often, on the roads in Africa, in an airplane jetting to 
another far-off destination, or alone in a tent, I would have 
tears streaming down my cheeks as I pictured our young ones 
going to school, or being tucked up in bed at night. I would 
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pray often that they would not hate the Church, because “Dad 
was not at home again”.

Callie, Jenni, Simon and Lisa, this is in honour of you. 
Thank you for being patient and steadfast in your faith and in 
your trust in the Lord Jesus Christ.

When you were lonely while I was gone from you, this 
is what happened and some of what our Lord Jesus Christ 
and the Holy Spirit taught me. Make it your own, and your 
inheritance.
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Introduction

I had the great pleasure of meeting Bob and Stella Bosworth, 
in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, (son of F.F.Bosworth) on 

two occasions, one of which I will never forget.

Bob had just returned from West Africa where T. L. 
Osborn had spoken to over 15,000 evangelists. Bob said that 
he and Stella had had the pleasure and privilege of sitting on 
the platform whilst T. L. was preaching to the crowds. 

Bob showed me some of the footage of the crusade on his 
video camera. He suddenly stopped and turned to me and said 
with a glint in his eye, “You know, Keir, while I was there with 
him, T.L stopped preaching in one of his messages and said to 
me, ‘Bob if only they would preach the Gospel’. T. L. paused 
a bit and said it again, ‘If only they would preach the Gospel!’ 
Then he continued with his message.

It was one of those moments in which the minutes were 
frozen. To make them tangible, I had to grab them and embed 
in my own heart. I have never forgotten that. 

Divine Healing does not mean giving up medicines or 
fighting with physicians or rejecting the remedies they prescribe. 
It is believing in the Word of God as the final authority over 
human life. It is really receiving the personal life of Christ to be 
ours as the supernatural strength of our bodies and the supply 
of our physical life. It is a living fact and not merely a theory 
or doctrine.

Eminent men of faith and church bodies have affirmed 
that Divine Healing is as much a reality today as it was in the 
days when Jesus and the Apostles exercised the gift almost two 
thousand years ago.
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Many of our greatest Christian writers, whose books are 
found in practically any Gospel book store, have believed in 
and taught Divine Healing. These include Dr. C. Price, Dr. A. 
B. Simpson, Andrew Murray,  Dr. A. J. Gordon,  and Gordon 
Lindsay. 

Divine Healing and Salvation are knitted together in a 
Holy Matrimony and destined to walk together hand in hand 
through the ages. Unbelief has sought to divorce this heaven-
born pair, but faith and prayer still prove they are united.

No man can put this Divine Relationship asunder.

Beaten with cruel stripes, Jesus purchased and secured 
healing for the body. Wounded for our transgressions, He 
bought Redemption for every soul that would believe on Him 
with the whole heart.

After the lean spiritual years of World War Two, two major 
national movements revitalised the American Church. One 
was the evangelical movement spearheaded by Billy Graham 
and the other was the healing revival represented by a group of 
preachers: W. Branham, Oral Roberts, Jack Coe, T.L.Osborne, 
and Gordon Lindsay. It declared itself as, “A signs-gift-healing, 
salvation-deliverance, Holy Spirit revival”. 

Between 1947 and 1958, scores of healing evangelists 
traversed the USA and went into the entire world. Their 
stories are best read in the pages of Gordon Lindsay’s ‘Voice of 
Healing’ magazine. 

The Healing revival was the rejuvenation of the teachings 
of Dr Charles S. Price (1887-1947) — whose name was 
indivisibly connected with the doctrine and practice of Divine 
Healing.

Dr Andrew Murray, Dr. A. J. Gordon and Dr A. B. 
Simpson are a trio who have taken this truth and, not only 
preached it, but also put it down in ink for us to follow. There 
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is a book available called, ‘The Three Great Classics on Divine 
Healing’ and includes ‘Divine Healing’ by Andrew Murray, 
‘The Ministry of Healing’ by A. J.  Gordon, and ‘The Gospel 
of Healing’ by A. B. Simpson.

Gordon Lindsay’s ‘The Voice of Healing’, captured the 
attention of and united evangelists in their great godly exploits 
around the world. One of the ‘Voice of Healing’ evangelists 
was William Freeman who enjoyed a meteoric, if comparatively 
short-lived, rise to fame in the late 1940s as a clear gospel 
preacher and anointed healer.

Gordon Lindsay went on from the’ Voice of Healing’, and 
started the Bible School, Christ for the Nations in  April 1948, 
which still exists today in Dallas, Texas, USA.

Callie and I, with Jenni and Simon, had the privilege of 
attending this Bible School from 1980 to 1982 and some of 
the men mentioned above ministered at the school while we 
were there. (Our Lisa was born later in South Africa).

We had the privilege of sitting under the ministry of 
Mrs. Pauline Elizabeth Holman Parham, daughter-in-law of 
Charles Parham, who is considered the father of the modern 
Pentecostal movement. 

One of the reasons for this book is that, our having taken 
the baton from their hands, we now pass it on to you in the 
marathon relay race of faith.

Luke 7:20 tells us, “they came to Jesus and asked their 
question exactly as directed by John the Baptist. Before He 
answered John’s messengers, Jesus cured many from various 
diseases, health conditions, and evil spirits. He even caused 
many blind people to regain their sight. He said to John’s 
disciples: Go and tell John what you’ve witnessed with your 
own eyes and ears: the blind are seeing again, the lame are 
walking again, the lepers are clean again, the deaf hear again, 
the dead live again, and good news is preached to the poor”.
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Jesus’ answer was deeply significant. I imagine Jesus would 
have said: “OK guys we are not going to consult the prophetic 
scrolls or have a debate, but we are going to do is give you front 
seat access to the next meeting. Please come and hear and see 
and you are free to come to your conclusions”. He bade the 
messengers of John to stand aside for a little time, while He 
ministered to the sick. Then He sent the messengers home with 
a true testimony — not a testimony based on an explanation 
but one of demonstration. He side-stepped a theological debate 
and, through demonstration, caused a mandate. Revelation 
results in manifestation causing motivation. His method of 
exposing truth was unique and ultimate.

Below are some testimonies of healing, deliverance and 
salvation. 

George Whitfield said: “I believe I never was more 
acceptable to my Master than when I was standing to preach 
to those hearers in the open fields….I now preach to ten 
times more people than I would if I had been confined to the 
churches.”  

“See the invisible; believe the incredible; do the 
impossible.” - Vernon Grounds.
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1
The Blade

Operation Miracle: September/October 1979

An offensive attack was to be mounted against enemy 
forces (ZANLA) in Mozambique by Rhodesian security forces: 
Selous Scouts, RLI and SAS.  The assault would involve a 
mobile column of armed vehicles, supported by the artillery 
using 2nd WW 25 pounders, Eland armoured cars carrying 
a 90 mm gun and Hunter bomber aircraft and Alouete 3 
helicopters. 

Unsatisfactory weather conditions delayed the start of the 
operation. A group of armed military troop-carrier vehicle 
formed ‘the column’ and was based in the Honde Valley in 
the Rhodesian Eastern Highlands some 130 kilometres north 
of Umtali (present day Mutare) waiting for the go-ahead by 
ComOps. 

I clearly remember this time of waiting. We were based 
under dense foliage waiting for the ‘green light’. Early morning 
mist would linger on the forest canopy. Each day, with the 
dawn, the men would slowly wake and stir and soon the hiss of 
gas stoves would announce multiple pots of hot water heating 
up. I and a close Christian friend, André Coetzee, would 
saunter off down a track a little way out of ear-shot of the rest 
of the troops to pray. On one occasion, a couple of troopers  
(one in my group) stopped us on our return and asked what we 
had been doing. 
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“We have been praying and talking about the Lord” I said 
and, without waiting for a comment, I continued, 

“You are welcome to join us tomorrow same time, if we 
are still here.” 

One of the guys, a new recruit whom I had trained, looked 
at me in a strange way, his eyes never leaving mine. I waited a 
little for him to respond.

“Can you pray for me too?’ he asked. “Certainly.” André 
said. 

We walked back down the trail and squatted under a shady 
tree. 

“First of all I would like to introduce you to the one you 
will be talking to, His name is Jesus, the only Son of God”, my 
friend continued. The young man who had stopped us on the 
trail was Gert O’Neill, a farmer’s son from Enkeldoorn (now 
Chivu). His older brother was in my troop.

Self - bottom, second from the right. 73 Alpha.

André and I began to explain the way of salvation to both 
the troopers. We did it in military terms, which they both 
could fully understand. The two young soldiers, waiting to 
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be deployed into action, met Jesus and became born-again 
Christians under that tree in the early morning light. 

Finally, we got the green light to go. Vehicle 73 Alpha 
was pinned down by heavy weapon fire. A DShK 12.7 mm 
Heavy Machine Gun was embedded in a trench system with 
slit-trench bunkers. 

I was leader in 73 Alpha which had twin .50 mm Browning 
machine guns mounted on its turret. We immediately moved 
into ‘dead ground’, an area where enemy gun fire is totally 
ineffective. Branches of trees were crashing down on us amid 
the deafening roar of gun-fire as men took cover below the 
armour plating on the side of the truck. This trench system is 
the old WWI type, dug at various depths depending on its use. 
This one was quite shallow and did have wider dug areas where 
ammunition could be stored, or men could rest up. These 
bigger holes or areas were usually covered over by natural 
vegetation. Between the ‘roof’ and the flat ground there would 
be an opening or slit offering visibility of possible approaching 
enemy and through which one could fire a weapon. The lie of 
the trenches can be at different angles, like a zig-zag or v’s, etc. 
On approach to the trenches one would have no idea of the lay 
out of the system.

I had heard one man was down and the leader of 73 Bravo 
and the rest of the call-sign were pinned in an open position. I 
grabbed the other trooper whom we had prayed with the day 
before.  

“Fred! We’re going to get the wounded man out! I shouted 
above the din.

“Yes, Sir! He answered.

We left the vehicle and ran toward the trench. There we 
saw a soldier lying crumpled on the ground. We were staring 
straight into the barrel of the 12.7 mm. If that thing had 
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opened up, we would have been utterly shredded. Ignoring the 
threat, we dashed to the soldier and instantly identified him 
as Gert. Grabbing his harness, we lifted him between us and 
headed back to the vehicle. On the way back, I couldn’t help 
but notice small anti-personal mines buried in the sand. They 
were the type that had enough explosive in it to take your foot 
off below the knee if you happened to stand on one. Somehow 
we missed them. As we arrived back at our vehicle, we met 
a medic who also was a Christian. We all crouched around 
our fallen comrade, panting heavily to get our breath back, 
realising what we had just done. Gert was taken back to our 
temporary base in the bush, for better medical care and definite 
evacuation by a ‘cyclone 7’. (affectionate term for our Alouete 
3 helicopters).

Back in the vehicle with the earphones on, I listened to the 
appeals for help from 73 Bravo. In the chaos, I heard a voice 
say,

“Do a left flank attack!” It was clear. I said to myself, “Lord, 
if that is you say it again!” I took the ear phones off. There it 
was again, “Do a left flank attack!”

I put the phones on again and waited for a pause between 
the communications, then said, 

“All call-signs, this is 73 Alpha. I am doing a left flank attack 
on the position holding down 73 Bravo. Watch my movement 
and give covering fire when necessary. Over!” I repeated it, and 
heard a distant, 

“Copy that 73 Alpha. Proceed”.

We advanced up a small rise directly into the late afternoon 
sun. Our vehicle was well over five tons with single tyres front 
and back. The ground had been recently ploughed and, by all 
standards, we should not have been able to do what we were 
doing and should have got well and truly stuck in the soft soil. 
But that didn’t happen. Rich Franz was the five-O gunner 
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and was using it well, especially on the 12.7 mm sitting in the 
trench ahead. I barked orders to the driver,

“Turn left! Go straight! Stop!” I had no idea where ‘centre’ 
was let alone ‘left-of what’ but somehow we went left and 
executed that manoeuvre perfectly. It was a left flank (of the 
main trench) attack. Get off the vehicle and advanced on foot 
as we supplied covering fire. I was in the vehicle so could be 
the troops ‘eyes’ while they were on the ground, and could 
direct them accurately. Reaching a bunker, I ordered the 
ground troops to halt. I proceeded throw a bunker bomb into 
the opening slit…a perfect lob. Everyone waited for the count-
down … “3-2-1” Boom! Dust and debris spewed out of the 
entrance. Then utter silence. We waited to see who would 
come staggering out of the hole. Seconds ticked by. We waited 
all at the ready. Finally, through the dust emerged a very dusty, 
bedraggled and sad-looking dog. None of us could believe what 
we were looking at. After a few steps, it stopped, sand falling 
from its head and back. Slowly it turned its head toward us. It 
looked at us, as if to say, “Really, you didn’t have to do that?” 
The hound then walked off into the setting sun. 

We all looked at each other and burst into laughter. The 
release of tension was refreshing. We controlled the position. 

Gert was airlifted later that afternoon to get special help. 
The news came through late that night — he hadn’t made it.

That night we took position in the trenches. The enemy 
occupied range of hills on one side of us was a threat. The range 
for reference purposes to us was called The Monty Casino. We 
had not taken possession of it yet. Somehow they had known 
we were coming. This proved to be true as it was validated that 
there was a snitch back at our base at Inkomo Barracks who 
had leaked intel.
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Intermittently heavy calibre gun fire came off the 
dominant place on the hill. Not one shell hit us. Somehow 
they prematurely exploded above us. I imagined a couple of 
Angels playing tennis up there. On the day of the initial  assault, 
aircraft had strafed the range with ‘golf-bombs’, 500lb. bombs 
and ‘napalm’. They obviously had a good defence system. The 
Captain, was with us in the trench system. He ordered two 
of us to let off three mortars at different times and directions 
during the night. We did so with pleasure. We walked outside 
of our trench to get the mortar-tube and bombs from one of 
the vehicles and this took a while. On one of the return trips to 
our position in the trench I stopped by the Captain … “Sir how 
are you doing?” In the smokey darkness, lit by the occasional 
fire burning caused by gun-fire, he looked intently at me as I 
am sure he was weighing up the unusual question … “Fine 
thank you Sar’Major.” “Sir I am going to pray for you….” and 
without waiting for a reply I jumped into the trench,  placed 
my hand on his shoulder and prayed. At “Amen” I thanked 
him, jumped out the trench and returned to my post. 

The next morning, the sun seemed to take a long time to 
rise due to the dense smoke. It looked like another planet. Not 
a single branch of a tree had any foliage on it. Just sticks  and 
branches ripped from what was a tree or bush. Fires burned. 
We looked around us. Suddenly one soldier pointed and said, 
“Oh *** look at that mine — they are everywhere!” 

We all gasped at what was in the ground around us and 
we had walked unknowingly among them last night. Psalm 91 
became a real reality. We had been divinely protected.

That day we used the Eland. It was an armoured vehicle 
carrying a 90 mm cannon. It was quite spectacular to witness it 
in action. We gave the gunner the point on the hill where we 
thought the heavy artillery was coming from during the night. 
He used a smaller calibre machine gun mounted next to the 
90mil. It was a ‘sighter’. A few bursts of this smaller calibre 
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weapon, a few adjustments made then boom! The 90mil let 
loose. A few seconds and the hillside erupted in dust and debris 
flying through the air. After all settled the sighter fired a few 
more bursts, as if ferreting out its prey. Then again the 90mil 
fired. This time there was an almighty explosion on the hillside 
that seemed to rumble on and on. Whatever ammunition they 
had stored up there for their heavy weapons let alone other 
armaments like mines, now no longer existed. Game over.     

Six of us carried the coffin at Gert’s funeral. It was well 
attended by the Enkeldoorn farming community, his family, 
friends and members of the Unit. As I watched the coffin being 
lowered into the ground, I heard that same quiet authoritative 
voice say, “Tell them where he is. They think he is there in that 
coffin but he is here with Me”. At this point, I had only been 
born-again for a couple of months. I had never preached. I had 
only led a home cell after just three weeks of being saved. That 
was it. How could I rally a community and tell them this? Who 
was I to do such a thing? Yet, He had spoken – I knew how to 
obey authority, so I did.

André and I gathered information about the town of 
Enkeldoorn. There was a town hall that we were able to 
rent. We set the date and put an advertisement in the local 
Newspaper.  I was nervous not having done this before. I 
resorted to fasting and praying. I listened to a cassette tape 
message on faith over and over again, until I almost knew it by 
heart. On the day, I did not know what to expect but people 
came. We were shocked. So many people came that the seats 
were full and people were standing. Well, over 300. It was a 
very tender moment for the community. There were also some 
who were upset and offended that I would dare to do such a 
thing on the back of such a loss. 

After a couple of songs had been sung, I stood up and, with 
respect and love, gave the message I had prepared. At the end, I 
told the gathering about our prayer times in the Honde Valley 
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and how Gert had come to find us to pray with us. I spoke 
about the tender time where he accepted Jesus as his Lord and 
saviour and the day of his death. I spoke about this life and 
eternity and that they could make the same choice there and 
then, just as Gert had done. Many came forward. My heart 
almost exploded with joy. The next thing I told the gathering 
was that Jesus is not only Saviour but also Healer. I told them 
about my own encounter with Jesus on the battle field (which 
I have written about in my previous book, “A Weapon in His 
Hand). I said that I should have been limping after having 
had a 7.62 mm RPD bullet through both legs at Operation 
Nyadzonia. They could see for themselves what war can do and 
that I was not limping. Again, there was a great response to the 
call for healing and many were prayed for. 

That night, on that very small stage in a small town, a 
call to ministry was born. Had I not dared to take the risk or 
ignored the voice in my heart as I laid my friend to rest, my life 
would look very different today. Faith looks like risk, and risk 
taken is destiny realised.

From Special Operational Forces to a Royal Assignment 
was ignited in October 1979. 
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The Power of the  

Sword 1979

I returned to the town of Enkeldoorn about a month after 
the meeting and spoke to a lady who had been in the town 

hall the night I had preached. She had come up to the front to 
receive prayer because she suffered from diabetes. She told me 
that since receiving prayer, she had been healed. Her voice was 
full of gratitude. I was amazed and was so incredibly excited that 
this had happened for her. I was also humbled and convicted, 
knowing that God had used my hands to heal her. I knew even 
though I was not perfect I was available, and He did His work 
through me.  I will never forget that defining moment. It was a 
revelation of how faithful He is and of how frail we are. It was 
a turning point in my life. I decided to pursue the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit more intently. 

Callie and I felt that we needed to attend Bible School 
at Christ For The Nations in Dallas, Texas in America. So 
between 1980 and 1982 we were able to be students. It was 
another big risk for us, taking our two small children away 
from family into a strange new country. I wrote in greater 
detail of this time in our first book, “A Weapon in his Hand”. 
While we were at the CFNI, we were privileged to sit under the 
ministry of Pauline Parham (related to Charles Parham), Mike 
Murdock, Paul Cain, David Nunn, and others.  
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In our final year, I had the joy of teaching at Beverly Hills 
Church and we were ordained and then sent back to Africa 
to be part of Maritzburg Christian Centre, Pietermaritzburg, 
South Africa, for four years. There, my responsibility was the 
‘Children’s Church’.

After four years in the pastorate, we went back to Zimbabwe 
as missionaries and, during this time, I began to realise my 
dream, calling and vision. It was to see the power of God heal 
and set people free. I dreamed of open-air crusades, churches 
on fire for Him and to see revival sweep a nation again. In the 
two years in Zimbabwe, I spoke to more black congregations 
than white. I began to see the sick and crippled healed. God 
began to awaken in me a realization of the great power in the 
Gospel message. I had a new hunger to search for more.

The military taught me that to be an effective soldier you 
had to belong to a Company or Regiment otherwise you would 
be a mercenary — one for hire. I was not for hire. In the same 
way I knew we had to be a part of a church and sent from that 
church. The church is the Bride of Christ and I was not about 
to hurt her. In the same way my wife is mine — if anyone 
touches her, he will be so sad he ever did. 

Ever since my salvation 1977 through the next four decades 
right up until the present I have seen and been instrumental in 
healings in many places around the world. The first time I saw 
blind eyes open under my hands was in a remote area in the 
Zambezi Valley. It wasn’t a big meeting and there was no great 
applause. We were there to preach to the people in the heat 
of the African night. In a grass hut dimly lit by candles, I laid 
my hands on a dear old lady who was blind. I didn’t know she 
was Blind because it was dark. As God opened them for her, 
she danced as she went to every person taking their faces in her 
hands, laughing and speaking their names. Seeing their faces, 
she was able to identify them by their voices, and now see their 
faces.
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I recall another amazing healing which also happened in 
the Zambezi Valley. After a meeting in a village, I was sitting 
by a log fire in a sandy river-bed. The moon was slowly rising 
over the wilderness. I heard a bustle behind me and a woman 
appeared and asked,

“Will you pray for my daughter? She is three years old and 
she has never walked?” 

“Yes, certainly” I replied. After I had prayed a simple 
prayer, she thanked me and disappeared into the night. 

A month later, I returned to the area. As I was driving along 
a bush road, I noticed a woman running toward me, waving to 
me and with a huge smile on her face. Behind her a little girl 
was running, desperately trying to keep up with her mother. 
This was the same three year old who, four weeks earlier, had 
never walked in her life. Now she was walking and running. 
The Lord had healed her. 

Even though I did not record the healings in those days, 
they are indelibly imprinted on my memory. Many I have 
forgotten, but often people ask me, “Do you remember when 
…?” They tell their stories, rekindling those memories for me. 
I delight in the remembering. I do not want to take any glory 
over those whom God has touched. He is the Healer. The 
memories are a gift.

I realised something crucial during the years of preaching 
in the bush, through interpreters under the African sky. I had 
no name, no importance and no impressive words. I spoke to 
villages who had no idea of church culture, of who I was, a no-
name brand in religious circles; and why I was there, except to 
love them. I realised that the Gospel is enough. It is simple and 
it is demonstrated. It brought me to the place of thunderously 
significant confidence in Him. Mk 16:20 tells us “… they went 
out and preached the word everywhere and God confirmed the 
Word with signs following”. It was not because the disciples 
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had strings of university degrees or amazing ministries. The 
question must be asked…”following what?” Was it them, the 
disciples? Or was it their word? It was plainly the Word. When 
we accurately say who Jesus is and what He has done for us He 
can then demonstrate that it is true. So, I coined a phrase which 
unraveled that for me — “When we say what He says, He will 
do what He does”. Also implicated in this verse is that certain 
messages bring in certain manifestations of the Holy Spirit. 
If you preach the word on healing then you can confidently 
believe healing will happen as He confirms the message with 
the appropriate manifestation.

When you represent Him, He is there manifesting Himself 
to those who hear the word of faith. “He sent His word and 
healed them.” Or He sent His  saving word and healing word 
to  save and heal them. I believe the Holy Spirit gets so excited 
being around us because He knows that we are responding to 
what Jesus said in Jn 5:19: …“I tell you the truth, the Son can 
do nothing by himself. He does only what he sees the Father 
doing. Whatever the Father does, the Son also does.” The Holy 
Spirit will endorse the truth. When you mimic Him the Holy 
Spirit manifests Him.

I did many trips into far-off places in Central Africa, like 
Mukumbura and Dande in Zimbabwe, Karonga, the Nsanje 
and Shire river flats in Malawi and Zambia, and some very 
remote areas in other parts of Southern Africa. I tried to reach 
the lost, the real ‘lost’! That is where the ‘gems’ are. These trips 
have not been previously recorded before on paper, but have 
remained in my loving memories of God’s faithfulness to His 
Word.

He staggered in through our gate

One day in September 1986, I had a map of Zimbabwe 
out on a table in our garden. As Callie and I were looking at 
it, my attention was drawn to the Omay area on the border of 
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Zimbabwe and Mozambique, just south of Cabora-Bassa Dam. 
The town of Mukumbura in the Zambezi Valley especially 
caught my attention.

I had just mentioned to Callie that I would love to meet 
someone who could take me to Mukumbura. A thin aged man 
walked through our gate into our driveway at that moment 
with a duffel-bag on his back. He greeted me very respectfully. 
He was quite weak and tired so we invited him to sit down 
with us. Over tea and a sandwich, he began to tell us that he 
had had a dream and that he was looking for a vehicle. When 
he found the vehicle and its owner, he was to take this man 
and his vehicle to Mukumbura. He had been searching for 
the truck for three days and here it was…our truck! We were 
stunned at God’s timing. This opened a door to a whole new 
adventure. His name was Kachel Mlotwa.

Diary recording of our first visit to Mukumbura:

At 8am on 10 September 1986, we left for Mukumbura.  
After a long dusty journey, we finally reached our destination. 
That evening we hung up a small portable gas lamp under a 
huge baobab tree. Kachel, my friend, began to sing. Slowly, 
people came out of the darkness, curious about this very 
unusual event happening in their vicinity. They joined in the 
singing and eventually there were about eighty people with us. 

 I took the opportunity to preach with Kachel as my 
interpreter. The people were unresponsive. Kachel and I 
headed back to our campsite, a little disappointed, and had 
some “sadza” (cornmeal porridge) and fish. Early the next 
morning I heard a loud bang. We got word from one of the 
locals that a herd of goats walked over a buried active landmine 
and it exploded. I took note to be careful where I walked at 
night.

The next evening about 150 people came to the meeting 
at the big baobab tree.  But we were again amazed that they 
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seemed unresponsive to the salvation message. Again, the next 
evening we preached, but teaching on the Holy Spirit was like 
talking to a brick wall and I felt a bit disheartened.

The next day we decided to visit the chief of the area, Chief 
Chiswiti. I thought this might give us some favour. We asked 
his permission to preach in his region. Respecting authority 
and traditional protocol helps. His reply was, “Shall we ask the 
ancestral spirits or do we decide now?” I did not know how 
to reply to this so he advised me to get the council’s approval. 
Once we received the council’s approval I left knowing exactly 
why the people were not responding. It was because the chief 
and council had not approved us being here. We were uninvited 
guests. Also there was spiritual hierarchy involved.

 I spent the rest of the day walking and praying on the 
airstrip of the town; a flattened piece of bush about one 
kilometre long. After a couple of hours, I distinctly heard the 
Lord say, 

“Why talk about Me? Show them who I am.”

It was like a lightbulb went on in my heart and I felt excited. 
That evening I did not preach, except to remind them about 
the previous night’s message. I had a word of knowledge about 
a lady with a swollen left knee and asked her to come out of the 
crowd. About six ladies came out of the silent crowd. I thought 
— ‘Lord you said a lady not ladies, and a left knee’. I could 
take a short cut and pray for all. No. He said a single lady. So 
I walked slowly along the line of ladies and back again until I 
sensed the one I was standing in front of by faith was the one.  
I asked her about her left knee. She  described her condition 
to Kachel. I knelt down felt her left knee and it was hot and 
swollen. I laid my hands on her knee and prayed.  She was 
healed instantly. I told her to run in the darkness. She did - and 
disappeared into the night. Out there in the darkness there was 
a shriek of delight and she came running back to us and out 
into the night on the other side of the line. It was as though all 
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the people woke up from a trans and the atmosphere instantly 
changed. Many were healed and saved and filled with the Holy 
Spirit. There was great joy in them all...and in us.

A cow on the loose?

As was our evening custom, Kachel and I would sit by 
our fire after the meetings near the truck and boil up some tea 
and discuss the day and the evening. While sitting there that 
particular evening, we heard a sound like a cow bellowing out in 
the dark. I thought some cow must have broken loose and the 
owners were trying to herd it back into a kraal. But, somehow 
this sounded different. Distinctly I sensed the Lord say, “Keir, 
that is not a cow but a demon-possessed man and he is heading 
your way”. I leapt to my feet ready to face what was coming 
my way. He charged through the darkness and was exposed by 
the light of our fire. He was bellowing and screaming the same 
sentence over and over in English, “Who are you? I am the one 
here!” I knew that this man would not naturally know how to 
speak English, but the demon inside him did and he was clearly 
upset about us being here. I stood my ground and faced him. A 
fury and authority rose from my heart as I pointed to him and 
said, “No, you are not! Jesus Christ is here now!” After a few 
seconds he fell silent and collapsed on the ground, motionless. 
We were near the Police Station, the officers were soon there 
and arrested him after hearing the commotion. 

The next day we went to the Police Station to visit the man 
we encountered the night before. He greeted us in his language 
and with a sound mind. He said that he had met Jesus the 
previous night and was now speaking in a strange language 
that he did not understand. We knew he had had an encounter 
with the Lord God.

That night was a glorious time of preaching and 
demonstration the gospel. Kachel and I did a double session as 
the people were so excited about this message. 
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As we were preparing to leave the next morning, numerous 
people were coming to our truck asking for prayer for healing. 
Many of them received healing and were filled with a new joy 
and freedom. 

This trip to Mukumbura was a massive learning curve for 
me as I followed the voice of God and honoured the authorities 
and culture of the places I stepped into. Kachel was a constant 
source of encouragement and advice for me.

“Deployment”.

I am always astounded at the amazing things a Great God 
does. Later that same year, the phone rang one afternoon 
and the voice on the other end said, “Keir, we are going to 
Mozambique via Malawi to help train two thousand pastors 
coming together for four days. Our vehicles will only go so far 
on dirt roads, from there we will have to go by foot which will 
take us three days. Get ready.” 

As a result of fourteen years of military training, I 
scrupulously kept our mission gear, (vehicles, motorcycles, 
tents, documentation, food and crusade equipment) in top 
condition ready to roll within four hours. 

Two Days after that phone call, I joined the team in Blantyre 
Malawi. There we talked through the plan of what was going to 
happen for the next week. A group of Americans were coming 
out to help with the training of the Mozambique leaders in a 
location under rebel Renamo military control. At this time, 
a civil war was raging in Mozambique with Renamo (The 
Mozambican National Resistance Organisation - a militant 
organisation pitted against the country’s ruling Frelimo party.) 
The area we were going into was not a safe place at all. The 
foreigners would be transported in on small 125cc motorcycles 
while all their and our kit would be carried in by foot.

Early one morning we crossed the Shire River in a hollowed 
out log for a boat called a ‘mokoro’ and began our long walk. 
All we carried with us was a water bottle. The Frelimo soldiers 
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with us set the pace carrying our small bag of sleeping gear and 
very basic toiletries. Around midday we rested up under mango 
trees. It was stiflingly hot, the air oppressively heavy, Mopani 
flies irritating us non-stop. After a short rest we continued. As 
the sun began to set we stopped to base-up for the night. We 
had no tents, only a plastic ground sheet and a mosquito net. 
We did not light a fire — this was a war zone and had to 
remain somewhat under cover. So we nibbled on the fruit we 
had found along the way or on anything else we had managed 
to carry. The next day was the same story. The vegetation 
began to change as the Mopani forests merged with gatherings 
of massive acacia trees, and we found ourselves walking in 
permanent shade which was a relief. We crossed many small 
streams as we wound our way on footpaths up and down small 
hills. Again that night, we slept out in the open. Distant calls 
of hyenas could be heard. The clear fluted sound of a night-jar 
echoed through the woods. These birds are nocturnal and only 
call when there is peace in the air. No predators were afoot. 
Any disturbance and they suddenly go quiet. Their call was 
reassuring.

At first light, we set off again. By now we were more accepted 
by the soldiers and were able to have the occasional chat with 
them and discovered they were Christians. I remember asking 
the one soldier, “How far is it still to the camp?” 

His answer was, “Over the next hill”. 

“Okay, thanks, not far”. When we had gone over another 
two hills, I asked the same question only to get the same answer. 
That settled that. I didn’t ask again.

After three days of walking we finally arrived at a village. 
We each were shown to our huts. Mine had four feet high walls 
made of grass all around, a gap and then a rudely thatched 
roof. No windows as there was a 360 degree view all round 
between the roof of grass and the wall of grass. Inside was a 
‘bed’ made of thin sapling sticks from the surrounding bush. 
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All the huts seemed to blend into the bush around them. There 
was absolute silence and the men talked in very low tones. 
There was no wood being chopped, no singing, no yelling to 
get each other’s attention. I knew instinctively what this meant 
and what this base was. A military training camp. 

When my pack arrived, I stripped it of all that was inside and 
laid it out on the bed poles. I did this to make sure everything 
was in its place: Bible, USMC K-Bar Knife, extra water bottle 
(always full), water filtering kit, survival kit (fishing-line, hooks, 
small magnifying glass, strong para-cord, suture kit, stainless 
steel metal for a mirror, compass, painkillers and anointing oil). 
Two changes of clothes, soap, toothbrush and no deodorants. 
My second smaller knife I kept permanently in my boot.

I repacked ready for an instant departure at any moment.  
I felt incredibly grateful for the seven years of Special Forces 
experience I had. What I knew had proven to be so useful 
during these types of missions. 

That evening we met the rest of the team, some of whom 
looked totally exhausted. Most of them being Americans. I felt 
for them as I imagined their long air-flight followed by travel 
on dusty roads, crossing into another country on the back of 
small motorcycles. Only to finally arrive at a place with no 
electricity, running water or fridges. Quite a shock for them.

We discovered we were based five miles from the venue 
where the pastors were housed. Our plan was to walk there the 
next day, teach and then return at dusk. The soldiers reported 
to us that we were to be kept safely protected at all times. After 
all, kidnapping in Africa can be quite lucrative.

There was constant movement in the camp at night. At 
about 2am one morning, I sat up and gingerly peered over 
the four foot grass wall. I had heard the all too familiar sound 
of a gun-sling tap on an AK47 magazine. I was curious. Sure 
enough, there were shadows of soldiers moving from cover to 
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cover of darkness in the night. I watched for a while and realised 
they were doing what we called ‘the dark phase’ of training. (In 
Selous Scouts, ‘dark phase training’ we did all operations at 
night; infiltration, termination and devastation. In the daytime 
we would lie low). This was great for us because it meant that 
none of the soldiers slept. They were on training and it meant 
that we could sleep peacefully knowing they were awake!

Dawn came, and, after some tea and oats, we headed off 
with the team. There were about twelve of us, young and old, 
men and women. 

At the pastors camp, there was great excitement and 
activity. There were people everywhere under massive dense 
acacia trees. A canopy of smoke sat under the flat tree tops 
about 50 to 60 feet above us. I imagined it was like the Exodus, 
except with trees not a desert. The pastors were arranged into 
language groups: Shangaan, Bemba, Shona and various other 
dialects. They sat ready for their teacher and his/her translator 
to come. I was not given a group and so I joined a group where 
a young man from the USA was about to address his designated 
crowd. I sat on a stump and listened. He picked the subject of 
water baptism. He used scriptures and, line upon line, opened 
the Word to them. During a break, I noticed a group of pastors 
move to one side and begin to talk excitedly. Meanwhile, I 
chatted to the young American who had travelled so far to be 
part of this amazing training project. He worked in the USA 
as a builder and had given finance for this event to happen in 
Mozambique. He was a faithful member of his local church 
but actually had no real experience in teaching the Word, let 
alone the ministry, and was definitely feeling the pressure.  

Just as he was about to teach in the second session, one of 
the men who had been chatting intently at one side, lifted his 
hand to ask a question. Immediately, the young man responded 
excitedly and gave permission for the interaction. The question 
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was, “How many times do you dip a person under water in 
baptism? You say once. We do three times. Which one is right?”

The young man was a little lost. He said to his interpreter, 
“Can you answer the question?” which the interpreter did with 
great zeal. That was “Game over!” He did not get a chance 
to answer another question, or address the leaders again that 
day. Another pastor rose at the opportunity to express his 
views, the others obviously knew his denominational beliefs 
and so reacted harshly toward him.  There was loud interactive 
chatter. It was a wrong use of authority or, should I say, 
relinquished authority. There was chaos as the group broke 
out into arguments. The organisers of the event came over to 
find out what was all the fuss. The young American man had 
retired and was sitting on a log a little distance away. He was 
shattered. One of the men came to me and asked, “Would 
you be willing to take over and answer that question?” I said I 
would be happy to and to teach more if they would like me to. 
“Great! Go ahead, please”. I knew exactly what the men had 
been getting at in their question and was able to answer it using 
a simple illustration from Scripture. They accepted the truth. I 
understood something of the African tradition of baptism but 
I knew the Word would trump tradition.

The days of our engagement with these leaders were 
drawing to an end. One Baptist pastor had walked three weeks 
to get to the meeting, with one of his church members carrying 
his chair all the way. At the first meeting, he was filled with 
the Holy Spirit with the evidence of speaking in tongues. We 
wondered how he had known about the meeting. He, like all 
the others, had heard via the ‘bush telegraph’. The news had 
spread by word of mouth around cooking fires at night all over 
that region. 

Two oxen were herded in from ‘somewhere’ for a celebratory 
feast on the last night. After the meal the 2000 leaders  slept 
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wherever they could find space on the ground. Little fires were 
kindled again and the smokey haze was trapped by the canopy 
of thick foliage of the acacia trees as before. An excitement was 
felt by all.  

Back at our camp, we ate the last of the fifteen chickens 
we had brought in. Their crowing grew less and less as their 
numbers diminished. It was like a count-down to silence. The 
USA team were set for departure. Their motorcycles arrived 
and off they went. We walked. But, on leaving the camp, we 
were to follow a quicker route not taken by the motorcycles.  
We were to follow a team of soldiers, but the soldiers left and 
immediately disappeared. We were confronted by a bewildering 
crisscrossing of paths trying to catch up. I happened to take 
note of a couple of boot prints made by a specific boot worn 
by one of our soldiers. Military boot-prints were all over the 
ground and that maze alone could lead us astray. But this boot-
print was one of a kind. I followed the tracks. When we came 
to a fork in the path, I automatically followed the distinct print. 
One of our guys asked, “Hey Keir, why are you going that 
way? This seems to be the obvious route…it’s a bigger path? 
How do you know that is the right way?”  I pointed out the 
print and how I had noticed our guide wearing the same boot 
and had been following his prints. A mixture of concern and 
surprise clouded his face, but, sure enough about four hours 
later, we came upon the guides resting under a tree. They sat 
up suddenly when we approached. “How did you get here so 
quickly? We thought you might be lost?” 

Late one afternoon during our three day journey back 
to Blantyre, I chose to take a short cut through the bush. I 
could see the camp in the distance. I walked off the road and 
suddenly fell into an old trench. As I fell I instinctively put 
both hands out to break the fall. I felt a searing pain in my left 
wrist and forearm. I gingerly hauled myself out of the trench 
and noticed an object sticking out of my left wrist just under 
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the watch strap. I could not pronate my hand. It seemed locked 
in one position, palm up. I immediately thought I had broken 
my ulna or radius. But on closer examination, I discovered that 
a thick piece of grass the size of a pencil had penetrated under 
my skin  under my watch strap and gone up about eight inches 
into my  forearm. I was hugely relieved that it was not a broken 
bone because I still had to drive a heavy vehicle from Malawi 
through Tete and “Ambush Ally” back into Zimbabwe. I was, 
however, in a lot of pain. I walked into camp where the rest of 
the team was. I quietly walked up to my leader Ron and took 
him aside and showed him my arm. He immediately put his 
hand on my arm and prayed. 

We discovered that one of the men on the USA team 
was an Optician and had brought with him some unusual 
equipment like long-nosed forceps. The little bush-base began 
to buzz. There were a number of young soldiers in training 
and they were especially interested to see how well a white guy 
could handle pain. A large basin of water was put on the fire to 
sterilise the water. Once that was done, I was asked to put my 
arm in the water to sterilise the opening of the wound out of 
which the end of the stick of grass was protruding. The soldiers 
gathered around to watch. At first, the water was far too hot, 
but soon I was ready to endure the procedure. The optician put 
the nose of the forceps into the hole in my arm and attempted 
to grab the object. It snapped out of the grip and went deeper 
into my arm, disappearing into the wound. This was not good 
at all! The medical man apologised. The soldiers grinned. My 
leader prayed. We started again. This time he was successful 
and the long piece of grass was pulled out as I gritted my teeth. 
I was very relieved making sure I did not utter the slightest hint 
of a squeak. The soldiers applauded. I felt I had honoured them 
a little, knowing that when they were wounded, it was usually 
far more serious. How could I possibly cry out for something 
far less serious or dangerous?
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With the help of pain killers, I was able to walk the last ten 
miles that afternoon. It was a very painless walk. Our mission 
had been accomplished!

These missions trips into Mozambique and Zimbabwe 
became more frequent and I became more equipped and wise 
in accomplishing such ventures. 

Broken AK47?

On one such trip we came across a bunch of young military 
recruits in the bush. There were about a hundred of them. I 
was asked to share my testimony about how I was wounded 
and how the mercy of God was shown to me. I remember 
while talking bending down and taking an AK47 off of one 
of the soldiers. He was caught unawares. I disarmed it and 
stripped into pieces infront of him. I did it quickly; old habits 
die hard. His face was a sight to see. It had the look of being 
absolutely vulnerable and surprised as to how in the world does 
a missionary know how to do this, after all missionaries are 
soft people trying to bring peace. Well, I repaired it and gave it 
back to him. I had the attention of everyone.

Afterwards we were to pray for each one. They lined up 
as if in a parade in a river bed. Rows of soldiers standing ‘at 
ease’ in the sun. I came to the first man and laid my hand on 
his shoulder. I had already realised the prayers were to be short 
for each soldier as this could take a long time. I prayed and it 
seemed very clinical. The next one and the same thing. All eyes 
were on me. Inside I was crying out to God as if saying, “Lord I 
need your help, come and manifest your presence to them like 
you did to me”. Next one and the same — nothing happened. 
Next one and in desperation I changed the prayer and tone 
of voice. Nothing. They began to snigger at me. As I moved 
toward the next soldier the one next to him fell backwards. I 
was surprised as were the soldiers. I prayed and he fell over. I 
moved toward the next man and he fell over. Wow this was not 
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me. I moved on to each one and the same thing happened. I 
was seriously excited and at the same time wondering when the 
commander would run up and ask me what I was doing to his 
men. The presence of the Holy Spirit was there.

It was a turning point in my life. 

I remember a book I had read about Kathryn Khulman. In 
one of the chapters, a conversation was had between a young 
minister and her assistant. The conversation went something 
like this: 

“Young man can He trust you?” The young minister with 
a distant look in his eye, staring at the huge hall in which he 
was about to enter for the meeting; grunted his affirmation. 
The question was given a second time to him. This time he 
turned his head toward the assistant and answered a definite 
‘Yes, He can’. 

We can yearn for the supernatural power of God as much 
as we want to; but the question is will you honour Him in the 
power. My father made a sling shot for me when I was young. 
It was a weapon. It had rules of how, where and when you can 
use it. Then he bought me a .22 pellet-gun. It definitely had a 
new set of rules and far more powerful. When my Dad thought 
I was ready he blessed me with it. I was mature and strong 
enough to handle it. He trusted me.

So it is with the anointing and gifts of the s Spirit.

In 1988, we moved from Zimbabwe to South Africa and 
became pastors in a local church in Pinetown. I continued to 
take teams into neighbouring countries for missions work. 
It was during these fifteen plus years that we discovered the 
value in recording and documenting the miracles and moves 
of God that we were seeing. Every trip we saw and experienced 
something new and saw Gods hand move in mighty ways that 
we would never have imagined or dream of. 
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Being part of  local church was important to me and my 
family. I was not a lone ranger. In some of the churches I found 
it hard to be released to go to theses nations as the pastors 
sometimes did not think it necessary. The idea of missions 
from the church was a department that came into operation 
on a Saturday to do soup kitchens somewhere. The missional 
work of the church is prime. It is not an occasional outing 
or outreach. Jesus sent His 12 interns in Mathew 10 after 
instructing them. They were rookies. They weren’t filled with 
the Holy Spirit yet. Then He sent the 70 out in Luke 10. One 
of the 12 disciples plus 6 others. Jesus did leadership training 
on the job. Did they make mistakes - I am sure they did. The 
disciples were his foundation members of the church. If we 
don’t do the same then we are no different to a Club down 
the street. The Main function of the Gospel Message is to be 
proclaimed and demonstrated to the world. If the churches 
vision is not inside the Great Commission it is causing 
division. Some churches have developed teaching platforms 
others preaching platforms. I would go with the second, as the 
message is not a discussion but a proclamation.

During the later 1990s and into the 2000s I  began to 
take larger teams, including internationals, into the country of 
Mozambique. Before we went into and evangelise a particular 
area, I would take the teams through a ‘basic training course’. 
I have been to areas where no preachers have been before; the 
hidden and harsh places. I have had to make my bed next to 
my motorcycle, on the canopy of a truck, on a veranda of a 
derelict building and on the front seats of my vehicle. I have 
travelled long hours on rough, dirt roads and I have had 
to eat whatever and whenever I could. There were no air-
conditioners or fridges. No flushing toilets or showers. Electric 
light, running and drinkable water were all rarities. Lack of 
security posed constant hazards. To add to these challenges, 
there was an array of tropical diseases to be faced with: malaria, 
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bilharzia, toxoplasmosis, amoebic dysentery and others. I am 
so appreciative of the medical course I did in the military and 
where I studied microbiology and the various diseases that 
we were likely to encounter and how I could prevent them. 
What I had learnt during my fourteen years in the military was 
that before we ever moved out on a Special Forces Operation 
we were always trained and equipped for the specific combat 
situation we would be going into. Jesus did the same with 
His disciples as we read in Mat 10:5: “These twelve Jesus 
sent out after instructing them…” Africa is both exciting and 
challenging. To meet this reality, I developed a three-day base 
camp training plan which came to be known as ‘Footprints’. 

The training course was designed to prepare the team for 
the harsh conditions they would have to face. For the first three 
days of the missions trips, we would stay somewhere safe and 
relatively comfortable and we would build team and teach. 
We covered subjects like cultural differences, safety, working 
together as a team, how to deal with emotions when faced with 
extreme poverty, how to handle demons manifesting, how to 
pray for the sick and how to re-enter your own culture and 
church successfully upon our return. We would also simulate 
real possible encounters, which we always loved doing, mostly 
because it was entertaining to observe. One of my staff, Keith, 
would, upon a signal from me at a certain point in a teaching 
sessions pretend to manifest a demon. Falling on the ground, 
he would yell, rant and rave. He would sometimes throw chairs 
or sometimes chase some of the alarmed people in the meeting 
(obviously being very careful to not to hurt or traumatise 
anyone). The effect was explosive and very interesting. Some 
would run away screaming. Some would sit as if paralysed. 
Others would get up bewildered and start praying. Interestingly 
enough, in all the years I did this training, not a single person 
pounced on him or deliberately start to cast the ‘demon’ out. 
Demonic manifestations are often described in the Bible, and 
they weren’t pretty. We should expect them today. Are we 
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trained to handle them? Have we prepared the people to deal 
with them?  We were going on mission trips, but I needed to 
prepare our teams to successfully achieve these missions and, 
with my experience and knowledge, I invested as much as I 
could before we entered the mission field. Our swords need to 
remain sharp.

In 1996 some friends of ours who lead a Bible School called 
‘Afrika wa Yesu’ had invited us to come and speak to leaders 
and do a crusade in their area of Inhaminga in Mozambique. 
Many came to know and trust in the Lord during this time. 
Some of the healings I had recorded:

An old man of about sixty years old had lost the use of 
both his hands due to leprosy and had sliced off the tips of 
his fingers with an axe to relieve the pressure and pain of the 
swelling. After attending our teaching on healing he came to 
the front where he was prayed for. He regained the use of both 
his hands and was even able to pick up a 5 kg hammer with a 
single hand despite his short, handicapped fingers. 

A little boy about eight years old had been crippled by 
polio. After the meeting he received prayer. His legs began to 
move and he ran excitedly towards his mother. Initially her 
face showed no expression or emotion. She was in shock and 
was not sure what was required of her now that her boy was 
healed. In these villages many people pay and rely on witch 
doctors to use special medicines for healing.  After several days, 
as her faith grew, she realised what had happened; Jesus heals 
and its free! Her joy was uncontainable.

During one of the open-air crusade meetings a blind 
woman, who depended on family and friends to lead  her 
around, received her healing. She was able to distinguish the 
guide ropes from the light mast about 30 m away in the dark 
and began to describe what was around her, pointing out 
family, trees and buildings. 
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God not only healed the sick, but He showed His power 
and His hand in other areas too.

The team organising the outreach informed us, on our 
arrival, that the food supply which had been flown in to feed 
the attending church leaders (approximately 200 people) had 
been stolen from the warehouse. The team and church leaders 
gathered together to pray. Within two days, every bag of maize 
that had been stolen had been returned. 

Upon our return from Mozambique we discovered that the 
chassis of the trailer had broken without us knowing. This would 
normally result in a serious accident or being stranded in the 
middle of nowhere without help. But somehow it miraculously 
held together until we arrived at our first stop in Masvingo, 
Zimbabwe. We located a mechanic and he immediately got to 
work, welding and repairing the chassis. We made a safe return 
to our families in Durban, South Africa.

Zimbabwe.

On the second night of a crusade we held in Magunje  
Zimbabwe in 1997, Pastor Mark Ellwood, who now leads a 
church in Pickering Canada, broke his ankle when he slipped 
off a concrete stage. Our team rallied around him with faith 
and unity and began to pray for him. The pain eased and he 
was able to hobble around for a few days. By the time we left 
Magunje, his ankle had completely healed. 

During this same crusade, Keith’s wife Suzan , who was 
about four months pregnant with her son Reuben, started 
experiencing chronic back pain and heavy spotting. As Mark 
and I laid hands on her, the healing power of God moved once 
again and the back pain and spotting stopped immediately. 
Reuben is now a strong and mighty young man.

At one of the sessions of this same crusade, a man who had 
a large goitre on the side of his neck which had restricted the 
movement of his head, came forward to testify that the goitre 
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had shrunk in size considerably and that he was now able to 
move his neck freely. 

One of the most memorable trip we made was in Mbazwana, 
Northern KwaZulu Natal. It was not only outstanding in what 
God did on the trip but particularly because of the magnitude 
of influence and impact it had within the province we lived in. 
South Africa was still under the apartheid government at this 
stage and the rift between the white and black race was hostile 
and tense, especially in the Zulu nation where this particular 
crusade was to happen.

We had arranged a tent for our meetings and it was able to 
host around 500 people. On the first night of the crusade we 
found that the tent was too small and, as the week progressed 
and the Gospel was proclaimed, the numbers only grew and 
grew. The unity amongst the people, black and white, was 
astonishing and the people received every word we shared. 
Many salvations and healings happened over those few days. 
The racial divide seemed invisible.

Hospitals looses Patients.

One of the local Zulu princes of the region had been 
involved in a serious vehicle collision a few weeks prior to us 
arriving in the area. He had injured his neck and had been 
in the hospital for treatment. That evening, he came to the 
meeting wearing his neck brace. He was prayed for in the prayer 
line and was instantly healed. He removed the brace and had 
full mobility in his neck. The local medical doctor who had 
treated the prince was also there that evening and witnessed 
his patients healing. He shook his head in amazement. He 
confessed that he had heard of the Power of God but he himself 
had never experienced or witnessed such healings. The Medical 
Superintendent at the hospital was also there that night because 
he had heard that many patients were booking themselves out 
of the hospital and were coming to the meetings to be healed. 
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The word had spread among the town that, “There is healing 
at the tent for free.” The tribal leader invited us back to share 
the Gospel in other parts of his jurisdiction. This was an open 
door to our province and many trips followed.

During one of the meetings an elderly woman hobbled 
forward for prayer. She had been bitten by a Puff-adder snake 
five years earlier and was unable to walk without her walking 
stick due to the effect of infection from the poisonous snake 
bite. She waited patiently in the line to receive her healing and, 
when came her turn, I asked her if she had the faith to walk over 
and touch the wall of a building some 25 m away without the 
aid of her stick. She calmly handed me her stick and confidently 
waddled off. With each step her walking became stronger and 
straighter until she was totally healed. As she touched the wall 
she let out a loud yell of joy, turned around and ran back to us. 
As she shared her testimony with the crowd she said that, a few 
days before, she had traveled into a town about 20 miles away 
and bought herself a new pair of shoes to wear at home because 
she believed she was going to be healed at this meeting. From 
her testimony, many crippled people received their healing. 

After this missions trip we took another team out into a 
different area of KwaZulu Natal called Kwangwanse/Manguzi. 
We named this trip “Operation Saturation “ because our team 
for this trip was large and consisted of people from eleven 
different churches including some international churches from 
Canada, Holland and Germany. We visited various churches in 
Northern KwaZulu/Natal and over the border into Swaziland.

At the Manguzi hospital our team prayed for many 
intensive-care patients and upon their second visit they found 
many of the beds were empty because of the healings that had 
taken place during the night after the team’s first visit. The 
medical staff were delighted, saying that their staff was too 
small and, with the amount of patients that had left, they now 
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had time to catch up on administrative duties and to settle 
issues that had been pending for a long time.

Vehicles from the hospital kitted with basic medicines 
would venture out into the communities, bringing medical aid 
to those deep in the African bush. One day we followed one 
of the vehicles. At the bush Clinic a man walked up to be in 
the line of patients.  He had a hunchback & I asked a young 
girl from our team named Belinda to pray for him. While she 
was still praying, the power of God came and straightened 
the man’s back. He stood up, put his hat back on his head 
and placed the walking stick over his shoulder. He graciously 
thanked Belinda and walked off down the road. Belinda stood 
there speechless. She has never forgotten that moment.

On another occasion, in Jabuta, Manzini in Swaziland, a  
man, who had been mugged and  stabbed by gangsters, came 
running into our evening meeting shortly after the attack. 
When asked why he had come to meeting and not gone to 
the local police station or hospital, he replied that we were the 
only place in the area where he could see the ‘light shining’ 
and he had run towards it for safety. After having his wound 
taken care of, we shared the Gospel with him and he made a 
commitment to the Lord and joined the local church.

 “Where are the young white missionaries that used to visit 
us while we were at school?” 

The question was asked by a retired local chief at Mafube 
near Matatiele in the Transkei. On the first night of the crusade, 
we realised that the tent which could seat 150 was going to be 
too small to accommodate the crowds who were coming. We 
had learnt this lesson before. So, all the benches were moved 
outside. We then started to see the miraculous power of God 
intervening in people’s lives.

The first was an old crippled lady who came in from the 
dark for prayer and walked away healed. Then a blind teenager 
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brought by her mother for healing received her sight. A young 
girl struggling to walk properly because of hip problems 
received her healing. Another woman with chronic shoulder 
and neck problems, which made it impossible for her to raise 
her hands above chest height, experienced God’s healing. A 
mute man refused to leave the prayer line until he had received 
what he had asked for. He too went away healed praising Gods 
name. These, and many more, testified to the faithfulness of 
God to His Word.

A Zulu tribal chief commented, “Never before have white 
people visited our homes. We feel so honoured that they 
should come and remind us about the love of God.”  He made 
the remark after a crusade in the Mangusi, QuaMshutu and 
Mfuchlweni areas of Northern KwaZulu/Natal.  During this 
particular trip, about seventy percent of the local hospital beds 
had been emptied by the healing power of God.

Across the border in Mozambique, lies Zongoene, a small 
town at the confluence of the Limpopo River and the Indian 
Ocean. Three times during 1998, we visited Zongoene with 
various international teams from America and Holland. Once 
again, God remained faithful to His Word and, as the Gospel 
was shared, many came to know the Lord and many healings 
occurred. 

A little girl, who had been born blind, pushed her way 
through the huge crowd after mass prayer for healing. I asked 
the interpreter to tell her to test her eyes by following me 
wherever I walked Even though it was night and we had very 
limited electric lighting, the little girl knew exactly what to do. 
I walked out of the light into the darkness. She followed me 
step by step. I walked all over the back of the stage, over and 
around obstacles. The girl didn’t falter once and giggled the 
entire time. God had accomplished a great healing.  The crowd 
cheered as they saw her healing. The next night, her little sister, 
who was also partially blind, was able to see.
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In addition to the two girls’ receiving their sight, many 
other local people, suffering with various physical ailments and 
deformities, experienced the touch of God and received their 
healing. As a result of this, a church was planted in that area. 
Our team also brought in medical supplies and a doctor on 
our team trained the women and nurses in the village about 
hygiene and use of the supplies. We were also able to bring in 
paint, school supplies and a few of our team spent the morning 
painting and fixing up the local school. We believed that we 
were building and serving with the local community in ways 
other than just the tent meetings.

During the day the rest of our team would minister to the 
local children. At one of the children’s meetings, multiplication 
of food was experienced. One of the team leaders, Karin, 
had just one bag of about fifty oranges to share amongst two 
hundred and fifty children. Each child received half an orange. 

Other instances of God’s hand upon our team were seen. 
Greg, one of our team, managed to get himself completely lost 
after having decided to walk to the leadership-training venue 
one morning. He had no idea where he was. Suddenly, a little 
boy, dressed in bright white apparel and speaking perfect 
English, told him that he, Greg, was lost and that he would 
show him the right way back to the meeting. When they got 
to the venue, Greg turned around to thank the little boy. He 
had vanished. None of the locals whom Greg asked about the 
young boy had ever seen or known of the little boy who had 
shown Greg the right path to the venue. 

The Sword of the Spirit is the word of God. 

A little further into Gaza province from Zongoene is 
Chikumbane where we came across a young teenage girl who 
had been bitten by a spider. She had gone to the local clinic 
for treatment. Unfortunately, an unsterilised syringe was 
used to administer the treatment and the bites had become 
gangrenous. The girl, whose name was Theresa, came to the 
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crusade site  and asked for prayer and treatment. Our fourteen 
year old daughter, Lisa, was with us on this trip. She had felt 
such compassion for Theresa, being a similar age, and yet their 
lives were so different. I came looking for Lisa  and found her 
under the crusade platform where she had taken Theresa and 
given her some of her clothes. Theresa was incredibly grateful 
but was in a lot of pain. The girl’s wounds were deep, exposing 
the bone, and were oozing fluid. As I began to redress the 
wounds, Lisa had tears running down her cheeks and held 
Theresa’s hand the entire time.  

As the crusade was about to begin,  I asked Lisa if she had 
anything to say to the huge gathering of approximately 3000 
people. To my surprise, she stood up, wiped away her tears and 
agreed. When I gave her instructions about speaking through 
noise, commotion and alongside interpreters, she reminded 
me that she had watched me on numerous nights. When she 
had mounted the steps and had begun to bare her heart, I was 
captivated as our ‘little’ Lisa began to roar the Gospel like a 
lioness. I was so proud. The crowd had never seen a young 
white girl preach. They listened intently to her words. At the 
end the response to salvation was great — about 1000 people 
become christians that evening. A long line of people came for 
healing. Many women came to Lisa for to pray for their healing 
that night. They left walking, dancing, laughing and praising 
God for their healing as their crutches were left behind. Lisa 
was changed. The call of God was upon her and that was a 
moment that marked her forever. As a Father, I could not have 
been more grateful to our Lord.

In raising our children we were very diligent in reading the 
bible and telling stories to our children. This was a foundation 
in their lives. We always sat around a table for meals, never 
a ‘hit and run’ time — snatching something from the fridge 
and leaving for school or sport. Around the dining room table 
we talked about the Lord, friends, asked questions, related our 
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lives to them and also shared our failures. It was a rich family 
time. We also did not hold anything back in ministry about 
our lives. We never ‘sheltered’ them from life’s challenges. 
They felt what we felt, challenged what we challenged. In a 
way we could say they were also in the ministry with us and 
so their ages may be one thing but their age in ministry is a 
different thing — they had great wisdom. I would often tell 
people that they may be 40yrs old, but they have about 34 
years of experience in ministry already. 

They knew why I would depart on a ‘mission’ and they 
would pray and be so excited when I came home. I never went 
for more than ten days at a time. As they grew they came with 
me and sometimes internationally.

As they were at school as preachers kids, Callie and I were 
fully aware that they faced extra challenges, but they took it like 
champs. I remember once Simon saying there was a certain boy 
in his class at high school who pushed his desk into his chair, 
so he could not get out of his chair by his desk. He said he had 
warned him a few times but it did not make any difference. 
So my council was: when it happens, turn in your chair and 
warn him once being very clear about the consequences. I 
also warned him that there could be consequences due to the 
passive attitude of some  of the teachers in higher authority in 
the school. Also I explained that if it did happen to position 
himself in his chair to be able to back up his warning with a 
solid accurate slap on the aggravators face. It would humiliate 
him but he had been warned. Well, it happened. He did warn 
the young fellow who ignored Simons warning and did get 
a serious slap on the side of his face. There was an instant 
backing off. However the powers that be did summon Simon 
to the office and he did explain the situation and the result. 
Nothing happened to Simon, and he was able to sit at peace in 
his class. So the thing about preachers kids changed, especially 
that preachers kid. 
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Being a Christian does not mean you don’t defend yourself, 
it means you set definite boundaries based on truth and if they 
are violated you defend them — even if you get hurt. Too much 
of Christianity is defined as being very diplomatic to all for 
the sake of peace. Jesus pre — meditatively made whips twice. 
That is aggressive and violent, because He did not like what 
was happening in the church in His day. He upset furniture 
and shouted a truth about prayer. Yes, and at times He was 
meek. Both are violent depending on what you are standing 
for. The bible is clear in that you can be angry — but sin not.

As our children grew we changed our roles from parent 
to councillor and friend but still remained Dad and Mum. In 
this regard we would loosen the reigns a little to allow them 
to make decisions and live by the consequences. For example 
I remember a friend of mine used this as an example: “Hey 
Dad, can I use the car tonight? My friend is having a get 
together at his house and wants me to come”. “Sure you can; 
here are the keys …. but this car comes home at 11pm, full of 
fuel and in the same condition as it left”. “Yes Dad - got it”. 
“And…” continued the father, “… if you get into a brawl or 
have an accident I am not coming to get you, or pay for the 
damage. You can use the car and T & C’s apply.”  Yes sure 
Dad absolutely, thank you”. The car was back at 10:45pm. 
in perfect condition,  and full.  The principle is: if you want 
to have authority you have to have responsibility. You cannot 
have one without the other.

Our marriage and raising our children we used this acronym 
- W. I. L. D. W - worth. Treating each person as valuable 
and of great worth in our lives. I - Intimacy, seeing into each 
person, and not just looking at them, Being intricately caring 
and part of their lives. Feeling what they feel understanding 
what they are going through and giving good answers. L - 
love and this was unconditional love. Love no matter what. 
Not endorsing sin or being ignorant of it but loving guiding 
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them no matter how bad it is. That is ultimate security.                                                                   
D - discipline. This is setting boundaries in life. What was 
permissible and non-permissible.  Standard and principles in 
which life operates. A couple of things we made sure in our 
children was that their emotional tank was always full, and 
we gave them focused attention when possible. That means 
getting on the carpet with them and they run the show. Eye 
contact on the same level is imperative. They see you as their 
equal for a while and they can ‘get inside you’.

The joy is we have shared the same ministry platforms a 
few times and what a privilege, all five of us.

It meant I (Keir), made a point of spending quality 
time with my daughters, and Simon and his mother (Callie) 
intentionally planned  special times together. Fridays was 
wiped of any activity except family. By the time they were old 
enough to consider someone as a romantic partner, they could 
see how a person should treat them. For Jenni and Lisa, they 
had witnessed my relationship with Callie, and had an example 
of a marriage, but they had also spent quality time with their 
father, and they saw this example of how they should be treated 
with respect. When I took Jenni or Lisa out they could see how 
a man treated them as a woman. So when another man came 
by they could measure their standards to their Dad’s. Same 
with Simon in how to treat a woman in Callie. 

As a pastor I had seen so many relationships that had values 
that were not truthful. Here is what I mean:

Lust is the desire to satisfy self at the expense of others 
because lust only wants to get. 

Love is the desire to benefit others at the expense of self 
because love desires to give.

A teenager living at home demanding to be allowed to live 
according to his worldly desire with the expense of his Godly 
father’s standards is tempting the Lord: because as long as the 
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son or daughter lives at home or under the roof of the parent 
they live under the standards of those parents.

When a man has learned to honour God privately, he will  
show good character in his decisions publicly.    

I also made it a rule whoever dated our daughters would 
have to quote the ten commandments to me. Ask my son-in-
laws they did.
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3 
Sharpening the Sword.

Before its independence in 1975, for 18 years Mozambique 
was closed to ministry coming in from beyond its borders. 

Church buildings were often used as secular venues. Some 
were used as “polling stations” by the Marxist–Leninist ruling 
Frelimo party. Local Pastors were prohibited to pray for the 
sick. One told me that he had been barred from doing so for 
six years.

When I ventured into the country during the 1990s, I 
preached the gospel using the Ephesians 4 gifts  and allowed 
God to demonstrate His love and power through signs, 
wonders, miracles and healings. The awakening of the local 
Church in Mozambique was magnificent to see and a great 
honour to be a part of.

Testimonies

In the year 2000 Mozambique was hit with a massive and 
devastating flood. The 1,750 kilometre long Limpopo River 
had swollen to over 40kms wide on its floodplain in Central 
Mozambique. 

The name ‘Limpopo’ means ‘gushing strong waterfalls’ in 
the Sepedi language. The flooding had devastated the lives of 
humans in the area as well as those of the domestic and wild 
animals. With the build-up of the floodwaters, the river rose 
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in silence as a creeping watery death threatened. Torrential 
downpours had inundated the catchment areas in Botswana, 
Zimbabwe, South Africa and Mozambique. The Barragem de 
Limpopo a weir near Chokwe was rusted and jammed closed 
so the rising water was forced into surrounding canals. These  
canals could not cope with the massive amounts of water 
flowing into them from the swollen river. The enormous 
overflow poured onto the flood plains. 

Some towns and villages were under water. A few weeks 
after the flood I flew into Mozambique with R15,000 (South 
African currency) worth of medical supplies to distribute. We 
flew into Chibuto, a city on the North side of the Limpopo 
River, completely isolated by the flood like an island. The 
flood of this area was massive. As I was flying over the flood 
plain I saw a city totally isolated by the flood waters.  As I flew 
home over the town God spoke to me and said, “Go, find the 
town and bring my message to it. They are waiting for you”. 
So I did. That was all, I knew that all familiar voice. So when I 
returned home after that trip I got a map of the area I had been 
in and drew a line form Nelspruit to Chibuto and there was the 
town, the line went right through the town of Magude.

I planned a trip. 

We traveled by vehicle into Magude. Our campsite in 
Magude was under huge wild fig trees on the shores of the 
Komati River. With permission from the town clerk and 
fraternal leaders we conducted many crusades with open-air 
evangelism meetings on the main soccer field in the town 
centre. The meetings had a great effect on the town and the 
crowds grew in size each night and all we did was a great 
success. The Magude police asked when we were going to 
come back. When we asked why they replied that the sick had 
left the hospital and gone home after we had visited it and that 
crime had ceased so that the police could now catch up on 
their work. The atmosphere of the town changed from one of 
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despair to hope. Schools were opening their doors again after 
being closed from the floods. 

Chokwe was a town which had been submerged in 18 
feet of floodwater. We had been prompted to reach out to 
this community and, after planning and fundraising, brought 
four tons of seed maize for the local farmers in two Landrover 
Defenders and two one ton trailers. It was a very long drive from 
Durban to Maputo and then on up to Xai-Xai. The border was 
open for those bringing in aid and we passed through it easily 
without the usual badgering by the border officials. 

The seed distribution was done through the chiefs of 
the various clans with the control and endorsement of local 
leadership. We had calculated that we would have to distribute 
the bags of maize cautiously not wanting to run out before 
everyone had some. But during the process we never ran out of 
seed or any of the other supplies. Every time a specific number 
of bags of seed had been packed and the distribution started, 
the supply only stopped once every person in the queue had 
received their share. We knew God was in what we were doing 
and we explained to the people what had happened. We told 
them that when we do our part, however small it may be, God 
is faithful to do His part. He looks after those He loves, and He 
loves them. The message was so simple, but the demonstration 
of the maize distribution caught their attention. 

We returned to Chokwe many times  to conduct crusades. 
The whole community would come to hear us preach the 
Gospel and God did many mighty miracles among the people. 
They were ripe and ready for harvest, as God said they would 
be. One night about fifteen crippled women received healing 
and began to run in a large circle, flinging aside their walking 
sticks and shouting with exuberance. Joy filled the meeting. 

In 2001 we returned to Magude after our first visit during 
the flood. We named this mission ‘The Return’. Some of the 
team visited the local clinic and came back with many exciting 
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testimonies of Gods healing power. Many of the babies in 
the maternity ward had been born with a variety of ailments 
or deformities. The team members prayed for the little ones. 
When the same team  visited the ward the next day, they 
found that many of the babies had been discharged. In the 
main hospital, the team prayed for many AIDS patients, one 
of whom testified that he had felt a warm glow go through his 
body and was convinced that he was healed. We trust God that 
he is.

During a crusade in the town of Magude, a Zionist Church 
female pastor was carried in to the ladies’ meeting during the 
afternoon. Assisted by friends, she came forward and, as the 
team started to pray in tongues and lay hands on her, her legs 
were healed. She walked home with a whole new revelation of 
God. That evening a mother brought her two deaf daughters 
for healing. They heard for the first time that night. To witness 
the mothers joy as she sees her children hearing is one of the 
many privileges we are able to enjoy during these trips. 

Awakening?

One evening we had all the pastors of the town come and 
stand infront of the whole crowd at a crusade. We told the 
crowd of the city we were going to pray for everyone together 
out loud. There must have been 20 pastors - Baptist, Catholic, 
Assemblies, etc. We all stood and started to pray. I opened my 
eyes to witness the effect of this on the crowd. Everyone stood 
motionless and watched. When we finished with a resounding 
corporate “Amen’! Everyone burst into laughter with joy and 
clapped. I had never seen anything like it before or since. 

The next night at the crusade a lady pastor came to me and 
gave this amazing testimony: “Pastor while we were here last 
night and prayed for the city something magnificent happened 
in my home in another part of the city: My child is about 3 
yrs old and ‘was born asleep’ (She breathed and ate, but that 
was all; there was no response to stimuli like light, sound, etc.) 
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When I returned home last night my child was sitting up and 
when I walked in she smiled and reached her arms toward me. 
God has done an amazing miracle”. A child awakened, could 
a city awaken when brothers dwell together in faith — yes I 
believe so.

I will never forget that amazing time in Magude. When 
God does something when no mans hands are involved - He 
did it!

That same year we traveled to Bela Vista, another 
Mozambican town. This time we had a medical doctor on our 
team. She was incredibly valuable to the team as she taught and 
helped many clinic staff . During our time in the town, a little 
boy had been brought into the clinic with third degree burns. 
The doctor dressed the wounds using antiseptic medication 
that we had brought in from South Africa. The team prayed for 
the child while the clinic doctor arranged transportation to get 
the child to Maputo for further burn treatment. That proved 
unnecessary because the next day the boy was discharged from 
the clinic. His skin healed at an accelerated pace. Our doctor 
was stunned. 

Man uncaged .

The following year, in Chibuto Mozambique, some of the 
team visited the various clinics and hospitals in the town.  Our 
team split up into different wards, men to mens ward and ladies 
to the ladies. One of our teams visited a mens ward and prayed 
for many patients. So a young man was instructed to visit one 
of the mens wards. Lenny, a young Australian, was very new in 
Christianity. He found it a huge challenge to pray and thank 
the Lord for our food. He had not prayed publicly before. So to 
go into a hospital in a foreign nation, and pray for some quite 
extreme cases — not knowing the language was a real challenge 
for him and other team members. I sent the best interpreter 
with him so he felt well supported. Off they went to the ward. 
What they didn’t know was in the first bed was an elderly 
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farmer who had fallen off his tractor and broken his back. He 
had been in traction for nearly six weeks. Lenny approached 
the man who was covered up to his chin in a blanket. Lenny 
had no idea that there was a metal cage around the patients 
body to keep him rigid. He laid hands on the his head and 
prayed. The interpreter followed and they both moved on to 
the next patient. When they were about three beds down in 
the ward, they heard a metallic sound behind them. The old 
man slowly rose from the bed and began untying the traction 
mechanism that supported his body. He then started walking 
around the ward praising God, his back totally healed. 

 When the other patients saw what had happened, some 
of them also got off their beds and followed suit. Finally, the 
elderly farmer decided it was time to go home and do some 
farming now that his back was healed. He happily walked out 
of the hospital followed by the rest of his ‘patient’ friends. 
Almost an entire ward had been emptied that afternoon. 

That same afternoon a different team of women had visited 
the maternity ward.  They prayed for sick mothers and babies. 
Before the healed farmer had left the hospital he was called into 
the maternity area to testify what had just happened to him. A 
man testifying to women, in a maternity ward is not a generally 
socially acceptable in the local culture, but God’s power broke 
the customs of the culture and many women received their 
healing.

Cancer gone.
During the evening crusades we saw the most amazing 

miracles. One night after preaching the Gospel, I called for 
those who were suffering with tumours or cancers to come 
forward. Among those who came forward were five thin, 
emaciated women who had huge lumps down the length of 
their spines. The fear of death was in their eyes. We prayed and 
cursed cancer and terminal diseases. After prayer they slowly 
walked away, back into the crowd.
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The next night, I was walking to the meeting with my 
friend, Jorge Novela. He was a local pastor in Mozambique and 
helped me translate during the crusades. We noticed that there 
was quite a commotion coming from the stage of the crusade. 
When I asked Jorge what was happening, he said that it was the 
women with cancer that we had prayed for the previous night. 
They were testifying that there was no more cancer in their 
bodies, no more lumps or pain. I ran and jumped onto the 
platform. I grabbed a microphone and  excitedly asked them 
what had happened. They said they had woken up healed. “See, 
there are no more lumps on our backs!” I felt, and sure enough, 
they had healthy spines with no evidence of any lumps. What 
a night it was! We had to preach twice because the crowd was 
so hungry and would not leave.

In 2003, we ventured further north, this time to Nsanje 
in southern Malawi, on the West bank of the Shire River. 
During one of the meetings, there was a commotion amongst 
the locals outside the church. Two young mothers had arrived 
with their sons. The one, against the wishes of her family, had 
decided to come to the church meeting with her child and ask 
for prayer. Her baby son had been bitten all over his body by 
rats and was showing signs of disease, he cried constantly from 
the discomfort on his skin. The other mother brought her son 
who had been born with club feet and could not walk. But 
the miracles had occurred on the way to the church building. 
When asked about the excitement the first mother testified 
that, while she was walking to the meeting, she had noticed 
that the child had stopped crying. When she had examined the 
child, she found that all the bite marks had disappeared. The 
second mother testified that she had felt her child kicking her as 
if to tell her something. When she looked at her son’s feet, she 
discovered that his feet had straightened. Amazed at the power 
of God, they knew that they needed to continue to come to 
the church meeting to share their joy. Unbeknown to them, 
the local district doctor was a church member and was present 
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at the meeting that day. The doctor confirmed precisely what 
each boy had been suffering from and that she had been busy 
treating both as her patients. Hearing this remarkable story of 
God’s healing, an old man stood up and told the congregation 
to give God the glory for His faithfulness. The worship after 
that was unstoppable, moving and powerful.

The following year, in 2004, we held a crusade in a 
township of Gweru in the Midlands of Zimbabwe. At one 
of our meetings, there was an old lady who had developed 
elephantiasis, a parasitic disease marked by severe swelling in 
the arms and legs. She came forward to testify that, before the 
meeting, she had been unable to walk from her house and had 
had to be carried to the venue. Now, in the atmosphere of 
great faith in the meeting, she had felt the power of God course 
through her leg. The swelling was gone! 

During the morning, a meeting was held in the middle of 
the  Gweru town, in Mugabe Street. Both ends of the street 
were officially cordoned off for this event. We had a portable 
sound system and mobile unit for such an occasion. 

An old lady who relied on two walking sticks happened 
to be passing the place where the meeting was being held and 
decided to come and hear the Gospel. She pushed her way 
forward in response to the call for salvation. I walked with 
her after she received prayer for healing. I asked if she could 
walk along the white line of the Street. She ‘walked the line’ 
perfectly! Astonished, she dropped her sticks and ran towards 
the platform to testify. She was not the only cripple to be 
healed that morning, many had their limbs restored. A Nun 
who witnessed all these miraculous displays of God’s power 
came forward because she wanted what the other woman had 
received. A ripple of excitement spread through the town 
centre. Many other townspeople in the vicinity heard about 
the healing that had just happened. They ran to the meeting to 
find Jesus the Saviour and Healer. 
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Lazarus?

Back in South Africa in a town called Meyerton in what 
is now Gauteng Province, we held a series of meetings at local 
church in 2007. At one meeting, a lady approached Callie and 
I with a handkerchief in her hand. Her brother was in the local 
hospital’s Intensive Care ward, sick with liver cancer. He was 
in a coma. We laid hands on the handkerchief and prayed Acts 
19:11-12 where we read of God doing extraordinary miracles 
through Paul.

Handkerchiefs and aprons touched by him were taken to 
the sick and their illnesses were cured and evil spirits left them. 
We then declared Hebrews 13:8 that Jesus Christ is the same 
yesterday and today and forever. We cursed the cancers speaking 
to them in the authority of Jesus’ name and commanding 
tumours to shrink and totally dissipate. We instructed the lady 
to not wash or give away the handkerchief. As soon as she could, 
she took it to her brother. Even though he was in a coma she 
taught him what she believed, she simply laid the handkerchief 
on him in faith. The man was miraculously healed. Within a 
week, he had left his sickbed and walked out of the hospital. 
The doctors nicknamed him, “Lazarus”. He continued to walk 
in the health God had restored to him and often returned to 
the hospital to encourage and share his testimony with the 
patients.

The sword is the word of God and is to be used with 
absolute intention and skill.

The Healing Revivals of the past used the word of God 
with great effect. Jesus used the word of His power most of the 
time. Ps 107:20 He sent His word and healed them.
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4
The Sword in Combat.

In every Special Forces Unit the individual soldier tends to 
gravitate toward a weapon that he knows well, because of his 

skill in using it effectively. He sees the results of the weapon in 
combat. He knows it, all its details, abilities, where, when,  and 
what its potentials are.

Some are heavy weapons, light weapons, long guns,  and 
flexible combat weapons. The last mentioned does more than  
just fire bullets: they can launch grenades, and fire a ray of 
different kinds of bullets depending on how the target is to be 
eliminated.  Specialised weaponry.

In preaching the gospel we can develop gifting of the Holy 
Spirit in order to set the captive free. Same modus operandi 
as a soldier. Your gifting is your weapon. You desire the best 
weapon at the best time to set a captive free. It is not showing 
off your weapon — its about captives being freed.

As an introduction to the effect of a powerful ministry, it 
is of primary importance for us to be armed to do what we are 
commissioned to do. Before Jesus ascended to heaven, the first 
thing He did was to give gifts to men to equip the church. He 
did not give a series of lectures or a list of reminders of what 
was to be done. His approach was that with the authority He 
had given to them, they were to go and do what He did and, in 
their doing, they would find that He would continue to back 
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them up. The primary function of these gifts is to equip the 
Church to do what Jesus had begun. 

In chapter 6 of his letter to the Ephesians, Paul laid down 
the ‘dress-up’ code for a Christian soldier. Most likely, he 
was looking at a centurion standing guard over him in his 
house arrest. He probably thought, “Hmmm, here is a living 
illustration of the average believer in the Church.” Luke penned 
that our Lord instructed us to wait until we had been clothed 
with power from on high. In describing the various parts of the 
armour, Paul ends with the “…Sword of the Spirit which is the 
Word of God.”

As a soldier what we hold in our hand is our weapon. 

As a Christian soldier — it is what we hold in our heart.

Each of us have a mouth which has a tongue with two edges, 
just as a sword has two edges. In my early years of ministry, as 
I followed the Holy Spirit, I learned that the power of God is 
in the Word of God.

First of all  we need to know what is our message or code 
of conduct. 

The gospel outline is found in 1Cor 15:1-6 NASB “Now 
I make known to you, brethren, the gospel which I preached 
to you, which also you received, in which also you stand, by 
which also you are saved, if you hold fast the word which I 
preached to you, unless you believed in vain. For I delivered 
to you as of first importance what I also received, that Christ 
died for our sins according to the Scriptures, and that He was 
buried, and that He was raised on the third day according to 
the Scriptures,  and that He appeared to Cephas, then to the 
twelve.  After that He appeared to more than five hundred 
brethren at one time, most of whom remain until now, but 
some have fallen asleep;…” 
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There are about seven points in this verses. Paul makes 
more reference to the fact that He is risen and seen by a lot of 
people. He made that an emphasis - He is alive!

Rom 10:17 NASB “So faith comes from hearing, and 
hearing by the word of Christ.” ESV  “So faith comes from 
hearing, and hearing through the word of Christ”. 

The bases of faith comes from hearing the word of God. The 
word has a voice as indicated here in this verse. There seems to 
be two voices; one we hear with the natural ear and then there 
is a voice in the word. Natural hearing results in information. 
If we hear the ‘voice of the word’ we get revelation. It is as if 
the revelation of the word speaks to us when we really hear the 
word. Faith comes this way. Heb 11:6 NASB “And without 
faith it is impossible to please Him, for he who comes to God 
must believe that He is (even in time of trouble) and that He is 
a rewarder of those who seek Him”. Faith is what pleases Him. 
Faith is the language of heaven and it is what He wants to find 
on earth. Lk 18:8

Jn 6:63 NASB  “It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh 
profits nothing; the words that I have spoken to you are spirit 
and are life,” or in the MSG version, “every word I’ve spoken 
to you is a Spirit-word, and so it is life-making.” 

The word of God is alive, a living sound, that can precipitate 
the atmosphere calling those things that are not as if they are. 
2Cor 4:18 NASB “While we look not at the things which are 
seen, but at the things which are not seen: for the things which 
are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are 
eternal.” It has a power that no other sound has, or language 
on earth has. The Centurion knew of its power when he said 
to Jesus to “Just say the word and my servant shall be healed”. 
Jesus called that great faith. The Centurion knew the authority 
and power of the word. He had a natural sword and a spiritual 
sword. He knew the power of both.
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Is 55:11 VB “So it is when I declare something. My word 
will go out and not return to Me empty, but it will do what I 
wanted; it will accomplish what I determined”. This is military 
terminology. Missiles sent to a target and delivering what they 
carry.

Here we see the purpose of sent word.

Ps 107:20 NASB “He sent His word and healed them, and 
delivered them from their destructions”. Again a healing word 
will deliver what it carries — in this case healing and salvation. 
The word ‘healed’ here is in spirit, soul and body. The whole 
man.

One day I was browsing in the Psalms and suddenly saw 
a verse that caused a revival in my heart. I had never seen it 
before in the light of hearing and hearing the word. I took time 
in looking up different translations and  I got a revelation of it.

The word speaks of itself.

Ps 119:130 NASB  “The unfolding of Your words gives 
light; It gives understanding to the simple”. 

TPT “Break open your word within me until revelation-
light shines out!” 

 This verse shows that when we hear and hear the word 
of God Rm 10:17 something happens inside of us. It is as if 
an envelope carrying vital information will only unfold and 
release what it carries once we hear its voice or receive the word 
in our heart, passed our ear. Our heart is the reception area of 
the word of God. The word unfolds releasing revelation (light)  
and truth only in our heart. Faith increases.

Ps 103:20  “Bless the Lord, you His angels, Mighty in 
strength, who perform His word, obeying the voice of His 
word!” 

We see that angels recognise and obey the ‘voice of the 
word’. Not so much what we hear but what the voice of the 
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word says. Another way of explaining that is — if the angels 
smell the scent of heaven in the word, they act!

Prov 4:20-22 NASB “My son, give attention to my words; 
incline your ear to my sayings. Do not let them depart from 
your sight; keep them in the midst of your heart. For they are 
life to those who find them and health to all their body.” 

The word life to all their body is the word ‘medicine’. Gos-
pill!

With the heart man believes, as it clearly indicates in the 
next verse.

Ps 119:11 NASB “Your word I have treasured in my heart, 
that I may not sin against You.”

Heb 4:2 NASB “For indeed we have had good news 
preached to us, just as they also; but the word they heard did 
not profit them, because it was not united by faith in those 
who heard.” 

In Mk 6:6 “He was amazed by the stubbornness of their 
unbelief. And He was going around the villages teaching”. 
Could it be that they did not believe because they too did not 
mix it with faith.

Faith in the heart is where the word reveals truth and it is 
received by the one who hears.

Miracle Two - Principle.

The second miracle in the bible  (Jn 4:46) is about the 
Nobleman coming to Jesus to ask Him to come down and heal 
his son who was at the point of death. Jesus declined and told 
him, “You go your way, your son lives”. The nobleman was 
disappointed but he started of to go down to his son. The bible 
says he ‘believed’ the word that Jesus spoke. 

That is it. At this point after water turning to wine this was 
miracle no. 2.  
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So here Jesus is setting a standard for the the church or 
humanity to believe His word.  There is power in His word. 

Jesus is not going to keep coming to solve our problems all 
the time. He wants us and  the church to arise in faith and walk 
by faith in trusting His word. In this text, about the Nobleman 
we have three key words: the nobleman ‘heard’, ‘believed’ 
and ‘knew’. Faith comes by hearing which calls for action or 
believing (verb word) and knowing which means it was tested 
and accepted. He heard the word and mixed it with faith by 
acting on it, it unfolded and produced what it had.

Jn 1:1-3 says so powerfully, “In the beginning was the 
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 
He was in the beginning with God. All things came into being 
through Him, and apart from Him nothing came into being 
that has come into being.”

Again, we read in Ps 33:6, “By the word of the Lord the 
heavens were made, And by the breath of His mouth all their 
host. (The breath of His mouth whispered the sea and stars 
into existence.)” VB

Heb 1:3  “…upholds all things by the word of His power” 
and again in chapter 11:3 that“ by faith we understand that 
the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that the things 
which are seen were not made of things which are visible.”

Solomon writes in Ecclesiastes 8:3 “Don’t be in a hurry to 
leave the king’s presence or throw your support behind a bad 
cause, because the king can do whatever he wishes. Since the 
king has the power to enforce his word, who dares ask him, 
‘What are you doing?’”

In his first letter, Peter says in the Message version (1:23) 
“Your old birth came from mortal sperm; your new birth comes 
from God’s living Word.” 
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The TPT puts it this way: “For through the eternal and 
living Word of God you have been born again. And this ‘seed’ 
that he planted within you can never be destroyed but will live 
and grow inside of you forever.” 

Prov 8:13 gives strong counsel when it says, “Wisdom 
pours into you when you begin to hate every form of evil in 
your life, for that’s what worship and fearing God is all about.” 
( TPT)

Luke  4 :32 (ESV) “…and they were astonished at his 
teaching, for his Word possessed authority.” 

The response of a centurion in Matthew 8:8 to the words 
of Jesus shines as a beacon. He, as a soldier, automatically 
understanding the parallel between how military authority and 
kingdom authority work…“But the centurion said, “Lord, I am 
not worthy for You to come under my roof, but just say the 
word, and he will be healed. That, after all, is how authority 
works. My troops obey me whether I am next to them or not—
similarly, this sickness will obey You.  Jesus was stunned by the 
depth of the officer’s faith.” 

It is important to note that the centurion had said “LORD”. 
He had changed allegiance from Caesar to Jesus.  Revival 
depends on the reception honour of the messenger.

What did this centurion know and do that pleased the Lord 
so much? What did the soldier have that the world needs? Here 
are ten principles the centurion knew instinctively because of 
his profession:

1. Life is composed by your choices and constructed by 
your words.

2. You will be a participant in what you have obeyed. 
3. To obey is to submit to the authority of another over 

your life.
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4. When you submit, you become what you obey.
5. Your ministry is going to be on the level of your 

obedience and not on the level of your knowledge. 
6. You have authority over that what you love, or are 

willing to die for. 
7. The enemy establishes a stronghold where God’s 

knowledge and revelation are obscured. This is the 
same as with a line of command in the military — a 
mission fails when communication is blurred. 

8. Without faith there is no access to the supernatural.
9. Move in ‘heard faith’ or testimony to access a miracle. 

It can happen again. Romans 10:17 “faith comes by 
hearing” Testimonies unlock the miraculous.

10. It is not what we know that brings life, It is what we 
obey that brings us life. Obey the Word.

As soon as he was able, Satan sowed doubt about the 
authority of God’s Word in the hearts of Adam and Eve. Their 
obedience to Gods word was challenged by the  question, “Did 
God say…?” The supremacy of God’s Word was challenged 
and Adam’s doubt resulted in their unbelief.

How does Man recognise sin today?

The sword of destruction kills, take life. The Sword of the 
Spirit gives life.

For all believers to get a clear understanding of evangelism 
we need to know what, where, why & when our targets are. 
What do we aim at? In the following chapter I give a word of 
SMEAK to outline Mt 10:1-16.  The M - Mission is the aim 
of what we do and why.  v 7 “ ... as you go preach, declaring, 
saying the kingdom of God is at hand ... heal, deliver etc ...”

What do we say and why? How do we swing the sword in 
the Spirit?
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Lets look at these two scriptures:

1. Is 61:1 “... To proclaim liberty to captives and freedom 
to prisoners; ...”

Captives and prisoners.

Prisoners as Satan has distorted truth by questioning truth. 
Captives to sickness and unbelief.

2. Lk 4:18 “ ... He has sent Me to proclaim release to the 
captives, and recovery of sight to the blind, ...”

Captives and Blind. 

Captive to sickness and Blind to truth.

Both verses are the same as Luke is a quote of Isaiah; but 
there is a word change: “freedom to prisoners” to “recovery of 
sight to the blind”. Sight gives freedom from prison. Or we 
could say recovery of sight is freedom seeing truth which sets 
you free.

Jn 8:32 NASB “...  and you will know the truth, and the 
truth will make you free.”

Blind because 2Cor 4:4 VB “because the evil god of this 
age has blinded the minds of unbelievers. As a result the light 
of the good news, the radiant glory of the Anointed—who is 
the very image of God—cannot shine down on them”.

Light of the good news - the unfolding of the word gives 
light. How you hear the gospel not as information but as 
revelation … the revelation — truth — sets you free to see the 
light of God’s word.

The key to reaching the lost is found in Jesus’ severe 
warning in Lk 11:52. “Woe to you lawyers! For you have taken 
away the key of knowledge; you yourselves did not enter, and 
you hindered those who were entering.” Acts 7:53 reports 
Stephen’s words to the Council “… you who received the law 
as ordained by angels, and yet did not keep it.”
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Law, is sin defined. No Law no standard no recognition 
of sin.

One of the keys to revival is none other than the Law. 
Prophecy produces faith in the truth of the Word of God while 
the Law brings knowledge of sin in to hearts of sinners.

Repentance from dead works and Faith towards God - 
Heb 6 foundation.

Keys often tend to get lost. Speaking to the Pharisees 
and legalists in John 10:9, Jesus clearly tells them, “I am the 
Door”. Yet the lawyers had bent the key out of shape that 
it could not do the work it was intended for. Answering the 
Pharisees and scribes in Mk 7:8, our Lord says, “Neglecting 
the commandment of God, you hold to the tradition of men”. 
Jesus returned the key to its true shape. 

Isaiah 42:21 states, “The Lord was pleased for His 
righteousness’ sake to make the law great and glorious.” So, 
the Law is often referred to as the school master to bring us to 
repentance as in Gal 3:24.  “Therefore the Law has become our 
tutor to lead us to Christ, so that we may be justified by faith.”

Sin is defined by the law and the following scriptures give 
insight into that truth:

• Rom 3:20 “because by the works of the Law no flesh 
will be justified in His sight; for through the Law comes 
the knowledge of sin.”

• Rom 7:7 “What shall we say then? Is the Law sin? May 
it never be! On the contrary, I would not have come to 
know sin except through the Law; for I would not have 
known about coveting if the Law had not said, “You 
shall not covet.”

• The law is the God-given “key” to unlock the door of 
salvation.
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Charles Spurgeon said, “I do not believe that any man can 
preach the gospel who does not preach the law. The law is the 
needle, and you cannot draw the silken thread of the Gospel 
through a man’s heart unless you first send the needle of the 
law to make way for it”. 

Acts 2:37 recounts, when Peter had addressed the crowds 
after the Holy Spirit had fallen on the 120 in the upper room…
“Now when they heard this they were pierced to the heart (or 
wounded in conscience).…” 

Paul writes in 2 Cor 4:4, “Now if our Gospel remains 
veiled, it is only veiled from those who are lost and dying,  

because the evil god of this age (Satan) has blinded the minds of 
unbelievers. As a result the light of the good news, the radiant 
glory of the Anointed—who is the very image of God—cannot 
shine down on them.” VB. Or as the NASB puts it, “ … so 
that they might not see the light of the gospel of the glory of 
Christ,…” 

One of Satan’s primary aim is to get us to NOT believe in 
the Word of God. Faith in the Word is the opposite of unbelief. 
Jesus’s highlighted response to the centurion’s confession of 
faith speaks to us all. The centurion and the Canaanite woman 
were the only two people to whom Jesus ever said “Great is 
your faith!”

We must ask how God’s Word affects us and how it works.

The first is found in Ps 119:89 and says, “Forever, O Lord, 
Your word is settled in heaven.”  I thank the Lord that nothing 
on earth has the final authority to unsettle His Word. Every 
government, authority and kingdom on earth is temporary but 
heaven is eternal. That is why the Psalmist emphatically states 
that heaven is where the final say is had.

It is with the heart  Man believes, not the head. If all we 
received was our academic understanding, we would have 
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nothing but religion. We would be like a soldier dressed for 
battle but stuck in a classroom, only hearing history lessons 
about war and never experiencing what he had been trained 
for. When a man is told he is a soldier, believes it and then acts 
in faith on what he has been trained for, he goes to war with 
passion and a conviction. These soldiers destroy the work of 
the enemy.

Consider this illustration: when a high-explosive bullet 
is fired at a target, it explodes on impact. The power of the 
bullet is in its potential is flight to its target. When it impacts 
its target, that power is revealed. — explodes. It accomplishes 
what it was fired for. 

Ps 107:20 says: “He sent His word and healed them 
and delivered them from destruction.” Those healing words 
accomplished what they carried and released. The words of 
Jesus ‘exploded’ in those to whom they were aimed at and 
released healing, saving power. They have to receive by faith 
and revelation. In the same way, we can say the impact of the 
Word releases light. When the Word released is ‘on target’, 
there is a revelation, salvation and healing.

One of the greatest keys to the Sword is this:
Mk 16:20 “And they went out and preached everywhere, 

while the Lord worked with them and confirmed the message 
by accompanying signs.” The Lord backed up what they 
said about Him. The Lord did not confirm them - No! He 
confirmed the words they spoke. When they said what He had 
said He endorses it with a sign. When you say what He says,  
He will do what He always does. He is the same and never 
changes. So when I preach teach—, etc. I make very sure I 
represent Him accurately. I preach the word in such a way as to 
bring honour, respect and faith — so that if Jesus was standing 
next to me He would be agreeing with everything I said about 
Him; every word I spoke - He had spoken, so He can freely 
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do what He wants to do — destroy the word of the devil and 
bring back to humanity the right perspective about God the 
Father in heaven and His word is true.

That took the pressure off, of me and put emphasis on the 
word. It took away “performance, hype and ministry practice”. 
It made me want to please Him more so He could do more. It 
caused me to want to use the gifts of the Holy Spirit well. Also 
to use the government gift sent to build the church with greater 
precision,  and not to be a people pleaser.
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5.
Arena of Operation.

At this point, I would like to talk about how to plan and 
set up open-air evangelistic meetings. This is a scriptural 

blueprint of how the Lord Jesus went about His mission. I use 
an acronym for this plan which I had learned in the military. 
Matching the term to the scriptures I found it to fit perfectly. So, 
for the last thirty-five plus years, I have planned every outreach, 
crusade, mission and international trip using this method. 
The acronym is SMEAC. The acronym stands for ‘Situation, 
Mission, Execution, Administration/Logistics, Command/
Signal’ and is a highly effective tool for communicating and 
remembering everything one would need to know about 
leading an effective mission. However the C - I changed to a K 
and use Kommunication. A violation of spelling but if sounds 
better when you say, ‘smeak’.

Good questions to ask before you start your preparation:

S - Situation: Why are we doing this? Motive?

M - Mission: What is the main goal or focus of the mission?

E - Execution: How will we accomplish the mission?

A - Administration: What tools, equipment, vehicles, 
timings etc will be needed?
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K - Communication: Future communication, back-up 
and report back & relationship.

This is obviously a very militant way of planning. It 
is incredibly effective and precise but I understand that not 
everyone has been trained to think this way. Let me break it 
down further for you.

Situation: reaching the lost.

Mat 9:35-36: The need for teaching/training, preaching and 
healing is still apparent — “Labourers are few!”

Jesus went to and through all towns, villages — preaching, 
teaching and healing.  While doing His work He discovered a 
need bigger than what He could handle … “seeing the people, 
He felt compassion for them, because they were distressed 
and dispirited like sheep without a shepherd.” There were 
sheep and shepherds - but they seemed scattered of visionless. 
This situation caused Him to do something about it. Mission 
would not have happened if He had not gone and had not seen 
something bigger than Him. 

Next, Compassion is not sympathy. It’s not a passive 
emotion. Sympathy is counterfeit compassion. Compassion 
is the riverbed of the supernatural. Compassion stirs up faith 
and action. Jesus healed after he felt compassion for the crowd. 
Compassion is realised when Divine love comes into action. 
Allow members on your team to experience compassion and 
discover their gifting or call. This will require them to be 
stretched or to take risks. (praying for the sick, ministering to 
the leaders, painting the town school hall, washing up the teams 
dishes after dinner, leading the team in morning devotions). 
Faith looks like risk and risk looks different for each individual.  

Then, ask God where you should go. Have or prepare a 
message to teach and preach. Learn about the culture so that 
your message will be relevant. The gospel breaks every cultural 
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barrier but we have to deliver it in a culturally relevant way. 
Dress is important, words are important. Keep it simple.  The 
simple Gospel is fire! Allow God to demonstrate His power 
through the preaching of His word.

Mission

Mat 10:1 “He summoned to Himself …”

Mk 3:13 “And He went up on the mountain and called to 
Him those He Himself wanted. And they came to Him. Then 
He appointed twelve, that they might be with Him and that 
He might send them out to preach, and to have power to heal 
sicknesses and  to cast out demons.”

Here are some points to help in selecting a team.

• He called those He wanted. He knew they had latent 
potential.

• They came to Him. It was up to them to respond.
• He appointed them for a specific function.
• They were to be with Him, for Him to mentor/disciple/

coach/father/train and release.
• He sent them out to preach. It was a tour of duty — it 

was militant.
• He gave them power. It was a mini-commissioning to 

ACTION. A deputisation to practice for a period.

Mat 10:5 — they were “sent out after instruction”.

The Mission is to train apostolic evangelists “on the job” 
and ‘to do & teach’ as in Acts 1:1.

• It exposes volunteers to active “labour” in the Gospel 
“...into the towns and villages to which He was about 
to come.” – Lk 10:1

• Its not a one-man ministry. 
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Execution:

• Mat 10:7 “as you go, preach, saying, “the Kingdom of 
God is at hand”…

• Heal the sick.
• Raise the dead.
• Cleanse the lepers.
• Drive out demons. (with a word; Mk 1:25)

Administration:

Jesus’ instructions are specific about the administration of the 
mission as seen in vs. 11 -  42.

What we did before going into a new area to do a crusade:

• Teams (made up of volunteers from local churches) of 
2, 4, 6 and 8 (multiples of 2) were prepared for a 10 
day outreach.

• Two days of training were given at a location prior to 
going into the crusade area. 

• 4 to 6 days were spent in an area, preaching, teaching 
and healing.

• The teams returned to their home churches loaded 
with testimonies and equipped in evangelism. 

Communication: 

Lk 10: 17 “then the seventy returned...” 

It is VITAL that ongoing communication is set up with the 
‘target area’ or church. 

This is not a once-off ‘mini-mission for the year’ with a ‘we 
have done our bit,’ attitude. 

Acts 9:31 “So the church throughout all Judea and Galilee 
and Samaria had peace...” 
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The motive for this is to be open-handed with areas and the 
goal is to train up evangelists and pioneers that can consistently 
return to and invest, serve and minister in these areas. This is 
an opportunity or a doorway for the churches to get active in 
an area of its choice. 

At this stage, I was doing about ten crusades a year into 
Mozambique. Many churches were planted as a result of the 
mass salvations and the hunger of the church leaders continued 
to grow. I had a small team in Maputo who accompanied me 
to each crusade getting ‘in-service’ training each time we went 
out. I could honestly say I had done an open-air crusade in 
every major city within the Maputo and Xai-Xai Provinces. 
Many of those cities I had returned to a second time, and seen 
growth and great influence in communities. 

The following testimonies are a continuation of our 
ministry experiences shared in the previous chapters. After 
being faithful with a few nations, God began to open the doors 
internationally. This provided many more opportunities to 
learn and grow within ministry.

In 2007, we travelled to Radzyn Podlaski within eastern 
Poland. A young girl named Gosha had had a tumour removed 
surgically from the back of her head but the surgery had 
resulted in her being paralysed. Her parents had spent all they 
had financially to help her get better but to no avail and could 
do no more for her. The family lived on a fifth floor apartment 
in a building with no lifts. Gosha was virtually a prisoner in her 
home. Her mother had heard about our arrival and had asked 
us to come and pray for her daughter. We were very happy 
to do so and reached the apartment the next morning. The 
mother warmly welcomed us into the tiny apartment, having 
made a beautiful chocolate cake and set out tea and coffee for 
us. What we did not know was that the father was hiding in 
the kitchen, so ashamed that he could not provide financially 
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for any more medical procedures. He felt he was a failure as a 
father and husband.

The mother began to share with us the full history of what 
had happened to her daughter, Gosha. The situation was so 
desperate and she explained that, a while back, Gosha had 
come to the point where she had had enough. The morphine 
was no longer powerful enough to kill the pain she was 
suffering with and she had tried to end her life by attempting 
to pull herself out of the window of their fifth floor apartment, 
Something about the way in which their Alsatian dog was 
barking had alerted Gosha’s mother that there was a problem. 
She had rushed into the room and hauled Gosha back from the 
window. Their pastor, Tomasz Manko (who I knew well), had 
been called. Tomasz came and prayed for the distraught girl 
and while he was praying, Gosha had a vision:

“I was in heaven standing with Jesus next to a large window. 
We were talking about the Earth, a blue globe which we could 
see below us through the window. I told Jesus I did not want to 
go back to the Earth, life there was too painful. As I said that, 
an angel came into the room carrying a white robe, a robe of 
righteousness. Turning to the angel, Jesus said, “No, not yet, 
she is not ready”. The angel turned and left the room. I looked 
at Jesus and insisted, “I can’t go back! I don’t want to!” He 
gently said, “You must, because your life is not finished yet. 
Don’t worry. I am with you.” I turned to look at the Earth 
again and found I was flying towards it. Then I woke up to see 
Pastor praying for me.”

After hearing all this I felt that I had two important 
questions for Gosha.

“Firstly, Gosha, if Jesus does not heal you, what will you 
think of Him?”

She smiled warmly and said, “It does not matter. I have 
seen Him and will always love Him no matter what happens. 
It is settled”
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I replied, “Good answer, Gosha! Now, when He heals you 
what will you do?” 

Again she smiled and there was a little more strength in her 
voice as she pointed to a file on the book shelf, “I will take this 
file with all my medical reports, and tell everyone what God 
can do and what medicine cannot do.” 

I could see fire in her eyes and I knew she had faith inside 
her heart. I stood up and said, “Gosha, those are great answers. 
I can see you are at peace with yourself and with God. Now 
let’s see what He will do for you. You said He told you that you 
have more to do here. The ‘more’ is not from that wheel-chair 
right?” She nodded gently, tears welling in her eye.

Just four steps separated us as I approached her. I felt the 
growing weightiness of God’s presence with each step that I took 
towards her. Others gathered around her in her wheel chair. I 
reached down to flip the footrests out of the way. Gosha’s feet 
dropped to the carpet. I then laid my hands on her head and 
spoke life and resurrection power into her body. The palm of 
my right hand began to get extremely hot. I felt the full weight 
of her head in my hands as the power of God came into that 
room like a flaming wind. She was “out in the Spirit of God”. 
We all fell silent, fully aware this had to be Him. Together we 
remained absolutely still for about fifteen minutes. I was not 
going to move until Gosha did. Finally there was a stirring. 
She lifted her head and looked at her mother across the room. 
I then commanded, “Gosha, get up and walk to your mother!” 
The young girl got up out of her wheelchair and walked across 
the small room.

With a sob, her mother clasped her hands to her face. 
Her brother collapsed onto the couch and wept. To our great 
surprise, Gosha’s father burst out of the kitchen and hugged 
his walking daughter.  “Gosha, Walk back here,  but, this time, 
lift your head and shoulders! There is a world waiting to hear 
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you!” She walked back across the room with pride and strength. 
Again we all rejoiced. It was a great day! 

The next day we heard that Gosha had gone into her 
parents’ room before they had awakened, climbed onto their 
bed and began to jump up and down like a child. For the first 
time in years she had no more pain.

When Callie and I saw her two years later, Gosha had grown 
another 8cms as her spine strengthened and straightened. 
She and her medical binder travelled with us on our Polish 
mission trip. Everywhere we went she boldly testified about 
God’s miraculous healing power. TV networks heard of this 
wonderful story and broadcast the story to the whole nation of 
Poland. Many heard this powerful testimony. In fact, when I 
was on a visit to Holland, someone told of an amazing miracle 
which had happened in a small town in Poland. “A girl got 
out of a wheel chair after some guy from Africa had prayed for 
her.” Amused and excited to hear what others had understood 
about this testimony, I answered, “Wow! Tell me more. What 
else did God do?” The glory doesn’t belong to me, but to God. 
This testimony opened up the hearts of the Polish people to 
hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

One Saturday evening, in a meeting at a church in Radom, 
south of Poland’s capital Warsaw, we saw twenty salvations. 
After the meeting the congregants walked to their cars and 
buses but the power of the Lord was still at work and some of 
them were healed of physical disabilities as they walked away 
from the meeting. Some came back to the meeting hall the 
next day and loudly declared the great things God had done. 
They couldn’t help but testify of the mightiness of their God. 
There was such an atmosphere of overwhelming joy and relief. 

One year Callie and I had the opportunity to minister into 
a church in Aberdeen, Scotland. A young unsaved Scottish lady 
in Aberdeen had had a dream of a couple visiting the church. 
She felt lead to come to the church and when she came to 
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the church the next day, she burst into tears and exclaimed, 
pointing at Callie and me. “I saw them last night! They were 
dressed in exactly the same clothes as they are now! Just as it 
was in my dream!” She got saved and was baptised the same 
day.

On another occasion at a crusade in Aberdeen, a man by 
the name of Steve was suffering with severe lung infections 
from the chemical plant where he worked. As we prayed for 
him he collapsed as if he had been shot. After a while he was 
able to get up and breathed freely. His colour and countenance 
had completely changed. He said it was if he could finally catch 
his breath.

In December 2008, Callie and I travelled to London. 
During one of the church meetings Callie felt that she had a 
word of knowledge for someone.

“There is someone here worried about something financial 
… your salary or something. This is causing a rash and swelling 
whenever you eat fruit.” A woman came shaking under the 
power of God. She admitted she was fretting about her finances 
and the anxiety caused her to have various reactions to food. 
That afternoon, she went home and, in faith, ate a fruit platter. 
She reported that she didn’t have any reactions or symptoms 
at all.

We were invited to go to Germany and teach a series on 
healing. As always, I believe in demonstrating after teaching. 
A man came into the meetings on crutches. After hearing the 
Word at two meetings, he came forward voluntarily and was 
completely healed. In another meeting a deaf ear was opened 
and a cripple was healed. One girl visibly grew four centimetres 
after God healed her spine. 

Again, the Gospel transcends every culture, every religious 
barrier and reaches every heart. The demonstration of Gods 
power always follows the truth of His word spoken and 
declared.
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Helps in practically praying for the sick.

In praying for the sick one needs to know that they stand 
in a place of authority over the ‘patient’. When Jesus prayed 
for Peter’s mother-in-law, Luke - the Doctor, knew something 
important in the medical profession with Dr. verses patient 
relationship. Lk 4:39 “And standing over her, He rebuked the 
fever, and it left her; and she immediately got up and waited on 
them”. Jesus stood over her. He illustrated authority over the 
‘patient’ and above all the disease. In learning this we started to 
practice this and always encourage others to do the same.

We will notice something in Luke 13:10-13  “And He was 
teaching in one of the synagogues on the Sabbath. And there 
was a woman who for eighteen years had had a sickness caused 
by a spirit; and she was bent double, and could not straighten 
up at all. When Jesus saw her, He called her over and said to 
her, “Woman, you are freed from your sickness.” And He laid 
His hands on her; and immediately she was made erect again 
and began glorifying God.”

Here is what Jesus did:

‘Jesus saw her’. His compassion caused Him to single out 
those who were sick and oppressed. We need to see people the 
way He does. 

‘He called her’. He gave her an opportunity to respond to 
Him in faith. She could have said, ‘no thank you’ and stayed 
where she was. In the same way we need to call people to Jesus 
by — the word of God, by making sure they can sense His 
presence in the meeting. Although He is not physically present 
in our meetings we can call people to respond to His word and 
by faith. So healing lines would be the position the sick would 
be in coming to Him.

‘He said to her…’ He declared the answer. He spoke in 
love, hope and faith to her. The power of His word set her free. 
So we speak the answers of faith calling those things as if they 
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are. Declaring by faith the substance of things hoped for, and 
the evidence into the now.

‘He laid His hands on her’. The power of impartation — 
this I will cover in greater detail in the ‘Oil’ section later.

‘Immediately she was made erect’. This would be a 
miraculous healing for two reasons. In vs 11 that the sickness 
was caused by a spirit or spirit of infirmity or unclean spirit. 
Whenever  spirits or demons are challenged the gift of faith 
comes into operation. The casting out of demons is done by the 
gift of faith and the working of miracles. This is a miraculous 
manifestation of deliverance. In Ac 10:38 it is written “You 
know of Jesus of Nazareth, how God anointed Him with the 
Holy Spirit and with power, and how He went about doing 
good and healing all who were oppressed by the devil, for God 
was with Him.” Here oppression is caused by the devil. They 
are not possessed but oppressed. I see them as carrying a huge 
weight on their shoulders which slows them down in every 
area. 

’She began glorifying God’. Her response was adoration, 
thankfulness and joy toward God. Jesus shows that the end 
result would be that God was glorified. So when we minister 
to the sick we must make sure that the ‘patient’ would worship 
God not us, the church, and/or gift ministry. 

Next, bring that practical demonstration of Jesus healing 
the sick in a meeting — how would this play out?

What I have found is when we pray for the sick to be healed 
I try to follow this format.

Whether they are in a prayer line, already responding 
in faith to a healing call, or on the street, I ask, “What Do 
you believe God is going to do for you?” They then respond 
positively saying, “I believe He is going to heal me of ….” I 
would respond by, “ Do you believe He can do this? Or Do 
you believe He can do it today, now?” “Yes, I do”. “Wonderful. 
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I can hear you have faith, so where is the sickness/pain?” They 
may indicate with their hand or describe it and then I would 
lay my on the exact area of sickness and declare His anointing 
healing power to come and eradicate the root of sickness. 1Jn 
3:8 JBP “Now the Son of God came to earth with the express 
purpose of liquidating the devil’s activities.” Jesus said from the 
cross ‘it is finished’. 

After praying for the person it is imperative to ask them to 
act out what they are believing for. Ja 3:18 JBP “Now what use 
is it, my brothers, for a man to say he “has faith” if his actions 
do not correspond with it?”

I remember I was at a meeting in Africa and had finished 
preaching and had a healing line up front of the church. I saw 
a well dressed lady staggering to the front. I noticed her straight 
away. I went up to her and asked what had happened. She 
explained the process of injury. I then asked if she had faith to 
be healed. She said she did. I asked her to walk with me along 
the line of people. She began gingerly hobbling along holding 
my arm. As we walked I talked to her about faith and how it 
works telling her other testimonies. We turned at the end of 
the line and started back, I did not stop talking to her about 
pure faith. As we walked she began to straighten up and was 
taking bigger steps, the amazing thing was she was listening so 
intently to me she didn’t notice. We walked on to the other 
end of the line. As she turned I took my arm away and told her 
to walk back along the line. She did and suddenly realised she 
was healed. She lifted her hands to heaven and cried out her joy 
and thanks and then proceeded to run down the line of people. 
That set the place ablaze in faith as people began to take their 
healing by faith and exercised their faith by corresponding 
actions. 
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Jesus aid so many times — “your faith has healed you.” “go 
your way your faith has made you whole.” The word releases 
faith.

What I have been careful to do is when praying for a 
sick lady that may have cysts on the breast or sickness in the 
stomach, I would ask  another lady nearby to come and lay 
hands on her on the affected part of her body ONLY if she 
would be in agreement. I value the person and their dignity, 
value and self worth is vital. We do not need to act rashly 
because of the power of God or how important we may think 
we are. Men with men women with women and when children 
are involved if possible parents are to be present. Jesus prayed 
for children only when their parents were present because he 
respect family authority. 
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6
Golden Oil Hunger for 

revival.

I had read a book by Dr. Colin Peckham called ‘Sounds 
from Heaven’ and been deeply influenced by its content. 

A longing for revival in the nations of the world began to 
grow in my heart. The author, Dr. Peckham was still alive in 
Edinburgh, Scotland at the time and so I e-mailed him and he 
instantly replied. I was amazed. He was born in South Africa 
and had lived most of his life in Scotland. We became friends 
through this correspondence. I would ask him questions and 
the answers were invaluable. A mentorship developed.

To this day, ‘Sounds of Heaven’ is one of the most 
powerful books of revival that I have ever read. The book 
soon became a ‘blueprint’ for the revival in the Hebrides, as 
it was a very accurate description of the way God broke into a 
large community. As no revival is the same, but there are vital 
reoccurring principles common to every revival. The principles 
don’t change yet the working out of them, or expression of 
them, do depending on the community.

While on my second trip to Aberdeen in 2011, we travelled 
to Edinburgh to visit Dr. Peckham and his wife, Mary. It was 
a day we will never forget. 

After our introduction I sensed the weighty presence of the 
Holy Spirit as I sat in their lounge. As we talked together, I 
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silently wept in my chair, I could not stop. Colin and Mary 
knew what was happening inside of me and did not flinch. 
They knew that something deep was taking place in my heart 
and they graciously hosted this. I did not resist what God was 
doing, even though this was our first meeting and, here I am, a 
teary mess on their sofa. Callie and our friends with us held the 
conversation. But together we knew that this was a moment 
that was marking us for what was to come. This couple had 
worked in and carried revival. I had learnt that honour opens 
doors and gates. Honour allowed me to receive what they had 
fought for, laboured for and walked in. I felt like the Peckham’s 
graciously let me feast at the table of their experience; “Whats 
mine is yours.”  This was an experience which has profoundly 
influenced Callie and myself. This moment could not have 
been bought, repeated, manufactured or manipulated by man. 
I love it when God ambushes, and there is only one way to 
respond; yes! I began to realise the heart of God for revival. 
Not just meetings and good messages, but the wild revival fire 
of God.

A year later, Callie and I were going to be passing through 
Edinburgh again and thought to contact Colin. I called and he 
was very welcoming and, once again, we had the great privilege 
of spending three days with him and Mary in their Edinburgh 
home. We sat and talked of revival for the full three days.

Colin had a string of degrees and was Principle of a Bible 
School. He was well known, authored many books and spoken 
to large conferences. There was one thing Callie and I will never 
forget: at breakfast  each morning we four would sit down at 
the table. Colin would then open the bible and read a sentence 
of scripture slowly. Then pause, close his eyes and pray the 
scripture thanking the Lord. He would then read another verse 
and proceed to do the same. Callie and I sat quietly listening, 
watching and learning. The anointing of God filled the room. 
I sat thinking, ‘Colin has a doctorate and has taught this many 
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times to students and congregations yet he is reading it like it 
was the first time.’ At dinner in the evening he or Mary would 
do the same. Most times I sat with tears streaming down my 
cheeks deeply touched by their humility and huge respect for 
the word of God. A time of great impartation.

Impartation can come by reading a book and receiving 
what the author says about a subject and taking it as yours. 
You build the perspectives into your life. One must have a deep 
respect for the one writing it. 

A definition of impartation — the transmission of 
information. Giving - the imparting of news or promises.

A couple of years later, I and two friends spent three days 
in the Outer Hebrides, in Stornoway, a small port on the 
Isle of Lewis. I had wanted to go and see for myself the most 
recent revival that had affected a whole community. This is 
at a different level to a localised revival in a church or town. 
This was larger in scale and impact. I shared this desire with a 
couple of friends and they decided to come along. We landed 
and made our way to a B&B. We then walked into the small 
town  down the cobbled streets. We enjoyed the cold air, rich 
with broad Scottish accents, Gaelic chatter and looking at the, 
old buildings.

Later that afternoon we decided to look for a place to 
eat. Walking down a street, the three of us met a Scottish 
lady coming toward us. We stopped her and asked her if she 
knew of a good fish and chips restaurant. She pointed out a 
couple. One of my buddies suddenly asked, “Are you born-
again?” She replied, “Oh, I wish I was laddie”; to which my 
friend responded, “Well it is simple”, and, taking her hand and 
saying, “Say this after me…” he led her in the Sinner’s Prayer 
to salvation. I will never forget her face as she repeated what he 
said, gazing at his face and tears streaming down her cheeks.
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During this very special moment, I had a vivid, crisp, 
precise and very definite vision of the lady’s family. I waited 
for the opportune moment … My friend explained to her that 
she was now saved, a daughter of The King. She couldn’t stop 
thanking him saying that no-one had ever told her this before. 
I was  stunned, knowing she was a resident in the community 
at the time of the Hebrides revival. I knew in that moment 
that I never want to miss any opportunity to respond to His 
presence. The most tragic thing is to be in a revival and not to 
realise it. 

I then went on to tell the lovely Scottish lady what the 
Holy Spirit had shown me. “Ma’am, you have two daughters, 
one of whom lives with you in your home. She has already 
prepared dinner for you and expects you home this evening. 
Your other daughter is the older and lives away from you 
elsewhere in the UK. I see she has been in trouble and you 
have been very concerned for her. I see her in a room with a lot 
of green bottles. She is standing there at the moment but the 
Lord wants you to know she will be phoning you tomorrow 
with good news. You are not to be worried anymore about her. 
What has been concerning you is being dealt with and you are 
to be encouraged? Your older daughter is well.”

The lady looked up at me with wide eyes. “How did you 
know all that? It is true what you have said” I simply replied, 
“The Lord told me to tell you.” I was astounded by how simple 
my answer was and how well she received it. She walked away 
from a minute moment, changed forever. Revival in one 
moment.

Yes, that is how God’s ways are… “Simply say what I 
say.” The Holy Spirit is so close to us in times of revival. I 
can remember being so nervously careful in my thoughts, just 
in case the Holy Spirit might be offended. I was so careful in 
choosing my words when I spoke because I wanted to be sure 
the Holy Spirit was content with what I was about to say. A 
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holy present conviction was upon me  during this time. It was 
fearful but so freeing, so pure and safe.

The next day we planned to visit the church in which 
Duncan Campbell preached in at a small town called Barvas. 
It was a short drive to the town through the moors and crofts. 
(a croft: a small rented farm, especially one in Scotland, 
comprising a plot of arable land attached to a house and with 
a right of pasturage held in common with other such farms). 
The church was not big. I stood in the pulpit where Scottish 
Evangelist, Duncan Campbell, had preached. I sat on the wide 
window sills which I had read were made as extra seats when 
the church was too full. As I walked around the building I  
recalled what I had read in Colins book. I walked around the 
church in silence and stood at different points and rehearsed 
the meetings. It was a special moment. I stood in the pulpit 
and looked over the chairs and benches.

On the island, I met four of the six people who were then 
still alive and who had been in the Hebrides Revival. One of 
them, Agnes Morrison, invited me to her house. It was at the 
weekly prayer meeting at the Barvas church. A smaller room 
was full of people of all ages. About 50 in all. Men sat on one 
side and the ladies on the other. We were warmly welcomed 
and shown seats in the second row behind the elders. A man 
stood up and declared we were going to sing a certain Psalm 
and he gave the number. We stood and began to follow him as 
he sang it verse by verse. No musical instruments just voices. 
Some verses the ladies echoed the men. After a few sung Psalms 
an elder stood up and told everyone who we were and that we 
were to lead in prayer. We each prayed one after another. I was 
last and honestly could hardly talk as His presence was so very 
heavy in the room. A time I would never forget. 

Agnes came up to me at the end and asked us to her house. 
We agreed that we would come tomorrow afternoon. 

Her home is no 2 Shaider Street in Barvas.
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We were welcomed in and tea was ready with Scottish short 
bread on a plate. The most common question I was asked was; 
“Why have you come here all the way from South Africa to the 
Hebrides?” My standard answer was, “I have heard about the 
revival here and have come to learn from you and listen.”

Most who asked me that on the island would look at me 
and go quiet as if they had missed something.

Agnes was no different. When I answered her question she 
began to weep as she served us tea. She said we must pray for 
her before we leave. I was humbled by her request and asked 
that she do the same. 

She began to tell us stories of when she was 16. 

She told me of the day revival started in her home. A horse 
and carriage had accidentally run over a person on the street 
outside her home. The neighbourhood had gathered around 
the scene in the cold night air. Her mother told her to make tea 
for the strangers outside and later they came into their home. 
Agnes told us as she looked into their lounge  from the kitchen 
and she saw them kneeling and praying. She saw something 
different. Some just came in and sat saying nothing. She longed 
for what she saw on the people. A tangible presence of God. 
Her father had brought bails of hay in for seats as the people 
came to their home to pray. The power of God was so strong 
and so tangible that she remembered having to hold onto the 
kitchen table to prevent herself from falling to the floor under 
the power of God. Revival was so strong in this community. 
She continued to weep and asked us to pray for her and her 
sister. Their hunger for the presence of God was indescribable. 

This revival went on for three years.

We were on the island for three days. There were moments 
when the atmosphere was so thin between me and heaven. 
It was so easy to prophecy, to recall Scripture, and sense the 
presence of God in every moment. 
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Moments like that are life-changing. We have to look for 
them, to recognise and embrace them at any cost.  Revival is 
when the nations, and communities come to God. It is not 
because churches are filling empty benches and chairs with 
new people. Revival is when whole nations and communities 
are filled with God Himself, and God is fully seen in His 
people. This was definitely a turning point in my life. I learnt 
a lot. When I have shared of these moments to a church 
congregation, I have noticed a tangible presence of the Holy 
Spirit, the anointing, the oil. 

In 2012, at a crusade in the Zambian capital of Lusaka, we 
conducted an open-air meeting. A vast crowd of about 3000 
people spread before us, waiting to hear the message of God. We 
were told later a further 70,000 heard the Gospel messages in 
their homes because of our powerful sound system. One night, 
after the message, a girl came forward from the tent to the area 
behind the platform where salvations were being recorded. A 
friend of hers explained that the girl had been mute but could 
now speak. I seized the opportunity and immediately took the 
two girls onto the platform. I knew the power of testimony 
and so I asked over the sound system if there was anyone in the 
crowd who knew the young girl and if her parents were present. 
Her parents came forward and positively identified her. When 
I asked the parents about their daughter, they confirmed she 
had been unable to speak. I handed the microphone to their 
daughter and I asked her to say something to her parents which 
she did. Their joy and shock was beautiful and the reaction 
from the crowd was explosive with excitement.

On the same trip, I was teaching at a church on the gifts of 
healings. Two women were brought in on mattresses to hear 
the Gospel. Both were on saline drips. In a very short while, 
both were sitting up. One of them then got up, removed the 
drip and walked out of the meeting. Later, a report had come 
that one had walked home on her own. The other patient was 
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able to walk slowly back to her room in the church where she 
was being looked after. I am still not entirely sure what was 
wrong with these two ladies, but God knew and their faith and 
response to the word of God resulted in their healing.

On another trip to Poland, again to Radzyn Podlaski, a 
town in the eastern part of the country, we spoke at a leaders 
meeting.  We were having a large pastors conference where 
many ministers and leaders were invited in. I had a session to 
teach that morning and so while praying I sensed God wanted 
to do something specific. I had a word of knowledge for a lady. 
At my time before speaking I delivered it from the pulpit in 
faith: 

“There is lady here, you have pain in your left ear, neck 
and shoulder. You are finding it hard to move your arm. You 
have been to the doctor today ...” I described the appointment 
she had had with her doctor earlier that morning. I gave details 
of the room, of the desk, of what she was wearing and of the 
conversation between her and the doctor. I asked if the lady 
was present, to come forward. She immediately responded and 
came forward. As I walked to pray for her, I spoke in tongues 
out loud, more to myself than for anyone else. She was touched 
by the power of God and was healed instantly. 

Almost exactly a year later, I visited the lady in her house for 
a meal. She was extremely excited to tell us something. She and 
an elder who was present in that meeting wanted to know how 
I could speak Polish. I said I didn’t. They then described that, 
when I had walked off the platform to pray for her healing, I 
had spoken loudly in Polish. It was undoubtedly a sign as I 
knew I had been speaking in tongues. I asked the person who 
had interpreted for me and who was also at the dinner if I 
knew polish, and he said definitely not. I asked them what I 
had said. She answered that I had asked for God’s mercy and 
compassion to come upon her.  
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We toured through many Polish cities and towns and in 
one of them, met a young girl who was partially paralysed by a 
tragic incident. She had been shot by her boyfriend in her head 
and fortunately the bullet had gone through one side only. The 
muscles in her face were ‘lazy’ when she spoke and she had only 
limited movement in one side of her body. As she was prayed 
for, she was instantly healed. As people standing nearby heard 
the prayer of faith for the girl’s healing and saw God’s power 
restored strength and mobility to her speech and body, they 
were amazed. Many others who were waiting for their prayer 
witnessed her healing and they were instantly healed. No one 
prayed for them … their faith healed them. It was like a key 
of a certain healing opened the door of the supernatural to 
the others to receive. In Lk 5:17 describes an atmosphere of 
healing, “ … and the power of the Lord was present for Him to 
perform healing.”  It seems that there is no need to lay hands on 
people, and the gift of healings is not needed as the atmosphere 
was charged with healing. It happens, no man is in the way.

After preaching in two back-to-back meetings in another 
church in Poland, we saw many healings. A young boy asked 
me to pray for his mother who was both deaf and mute. When 
we prayed for her, the lady both heard and spoke. The mother 
and son were ecstatic!

A man asked for prayer for healing for many complaints 
and ailments in his body. The Lord did a complete healing 
work and many people who knew the man and his problems 
were deeply stirred. As he walked out the church totally healed, 
God’s power touched them and they were healed without 
anyone having laid hands on them or prayed for them. A 
young man who had driven to the meeting from another town 
a 100kms away, was instantly healed. The power of the Lord 
was truly present.

Central Africa:
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While we were in Burundi in Central Africa in June of 
2013, we met a man from Goma in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo, who had great pain in his stomach. He had 
been told by his doctor he needed an operation, and that any 
further consultations would cost him US $40. There was no 
possibility of the man affording this amount. His only other 
option was to trust God for healing and so he came to the 
Leadership meeting we were attending. After ministering the 
Word, I called for those who needed healing to come to the 
front. The Burundian gentleman was standing at the front of 
the healing line. As I walked towards him, I was unaware of his 
condition. I touched him on the stomach exactly where he was 
‘paining’. He testified that he had felt fire go through his belly. 
He knew he had immediately been healed. He testified later 
that all pain had vanished and the swelling in his stomach had 
gone completely.

During a tea break at the same meeting, a woman brought 
a teenage girl to us. The young girl could hardly walk and had 
to be held up as she staggered toward us. She told us that her 
legs and stomach were in great pain and she had a terrible 
headache. We prayed for her. Nothing seemed to happen. 
We felt her forehead and she certainly had a high fever. The 
news came the next day that, when she had woken up, she was 
totally healed.

During the same month we ministered into Kigali, near 
Rwanda. During one of the meetings I had a word of knowledge 
about people with ankle, knee and hip problems. I had ‘seen 
them’ in a vision while I was praying. I told them to come in 
faith to the front of the hall. I gave them further instructions 
to lift the affected leg, stamp it onto the ground and then to 
turn and run. About eight people came and did exactly as I had 
stipulated. Some were a little afraid because of the pain they 
were convinced would follow the movements. Nonetheless, 
they did so in faith. The entire church broke out into song and 
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dance when all eight people started running around excitedly, 
saying they had no pain, they were healed.

Dzarvirasekwa is a densely populated area in Harare, the 
capital of Zimbabwe. There, in June 2013, I had a word of 
knowledge about a lady with a lung problem. I saw her as 
a young girl in bed. In my vision I had seen her room and 
described it to her.  I said she had been bedridden for many 
days as a young person growing up. The lady was now a mature 
woman with a family. We laid hands on her and spoke healing 
into her body. Her response was to break into a 200 meter 
run outside the tent. She came back saying her lungs were 
completely healed and free of all the asthma-like symptoms 
which had hampered her for so many years as a young lady.

At the same meeting, I said I had seen a lady go to the 
local clinic to get her monthly prescription of medication that 
very morning. I had seen her as it were in an open vision. She 
was standing under a big leafy tree when she was told that the 
medication was no longer available. She left knowing that it 
was her faith in God that would result in her healing, she had 
no other option. A woman responded to the word I gave and 
came forward and testified that she was the woman. She had 
been to the clinic and been told exactly what I had said. She 
needed strong blood pressure medication as well as medicine 
for diabetes. Later that day she went back to the clinic for a test 
and her blood pressure and blood sugar was normal. She had 
been healed.

After these two words of knowledge and testimonies of 
healing, the faith level of the congregation was electrifying. 
People responded to what they had heard and seen and a 
number of other healings were recorded. There was a teenager 
who had not been able to lift anything on her left side because 
of an acute pain in her abdomen. To demonstrate the evidence 
of her complete healing, she lifted up a chair with ease. An 
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elderly lady instantly regained hearing in her right ear and a 
crippled woman walked home pain-free and unaided. 

A 17 year old boy who had recently attempted to hang 
himself  but had broken his leg due to the rope breaking. He 
had fallen badly but his life was saved. He came to the meeting 
to see if God had a plan for him. After prayer, his leg was 
healed. He couldn’t restrain himself from jumping up and 
down, weeping for joy at the touch of God on his life. So many 
other broken limbs were restored that night. 

His ‘parachute’ had not opened. 

I called forward a young boy, his arm in a cast and sling 
and asked him what had happened. He told me that he had 
been playing ‘the parachute game’ at school.  They would run 
off a bank and pretend they were parachuting before hitting 
the ground and rolling and (as) para-trained soldiers do. 
Apparently his parachute had not opened. He had fallen badly 
and broken his arm near his humerus bone and now couldn’t 
move his fingers, elbow or shoulder.

His fingers were ice-cold but as I prayed for him I felt the 
warmth literally flood back into his hand. He began to move his 
fingers. We took his arm out of the sling and told him to move 
it. He did. I gave my notebook and told him to hold it and lift 
it into the air above his head. The boy was healed! His mother 
was so excited. A crippled man whose sight was so poor that 
he was only able to make out shadowy shapes came to us for 
healing. God’s power freed him and he both saw and walked. 
A lady with post-operative pain in her stomach rejoiced when 
the pain AND the scars on her stomach disappeared.

Pastor Ranga and Evelyn Chibanda who hosted these 
meetings, wrote this report: 

Glory of God Ministries in Zimbabwe Report.

Wow! It was a wonderful time with Keir in Dzivarasekwa 
(“a Pool of Shame”) Zimbabwe. It is well known as DZ and 
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nicknamed ‘Danger Zone’. When walking in that suburb, a blue 
and a white tent has become the talk of that city, and revival is 
starting to make a history that one will never want to miss.

It all started with a dinner that was successfully attended 
by many pastors and church leaders. Twenty-one churches were 
represented. It was a fellowship that saw countless, close-knit 
relationships regaining their spark, what a meal! It was well 
served and enjoyed in love and friendship. It was awesome to see 
people sharing around tables and enjoying meals. Keir came and 
ministered from 2 Kings 13:21, and it was like new Bible. He 
was unpacking scriptures that became a reality in the ears of all 
hearers. It was profoundly powerful.   

It was so amazing to see pastors blessed after the meal and 
witness the teaching. 

Seminars and trainings started the following day taught by 
the great team of Keir and his friend. Those available and hungry 
to see transformation were fully fed. Those present for all days 
were equipped, and tools were available for them to do something. 
Teachings were simplified, powerful, and very practical to follow. 
These two were speaking with a great experience and with a 
fatherly heart full of passion. 

Great miracles happened and these are the few; still more 
are coming each day. Keir was ministering uncommon messages, 
but basic enough for anyone to sit and listen. He was moving in 
word of knowledge and all his messages were followed by signs and 
wonders each night. We saw 91 people coming to the Lord – saved. 

Many people were prayed for, but for today, let us end here:  

We saw people in tears, crying on all altar calls, like an African 
rally funeral…condoms, cigarettes, and beer were thrown away 
while people were in tears. The word from the preacher was so 
touching and we saw prostitutes coming and kneeling down on 
their knees in front of Ranga and Keir, crying for their sins. People 
quit drugs. We all remained speechless. Revival.”
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The East:

Across the Indian Ocean in Colombo, Sri Lanka, a crippled 
woman began to walk after prayer. As she walked, her one leg 
lengthened. We saw her limp vanish with each step. In the same 
city, a deaf man’s ear was opened. He turned around to see 
who had spoken to him while his good ear had been covered by 
someone else’s hand. The man was amazed to see the speaker 
had taken eight steps backwards and was now about fifteen feet 
away and still he could hear him clearly. 

During our time in Columbo, we saw many cripples 
walking and shoulders healed. A boy who had been banned 
from going to school because of a lack of strength in his legs 
had them restored to full mobility. The boy and his parents 
were ecstatic as he began to jump up and down and then run 
freely with his friends around the church. He was able to attend 
school.

Had the man really died?

We were in  the Gulf Region in Dubai with friends who lead 
a church there and Callie and I were having lunch with them at 
a restaurant. Four tables behind us, three Emirate citizens were 
having lunch, celebrating their 20 year old daughter’s birthday. 
Suddenly, the wife and daughter started screaming for help: 
“He is not breathing! Help!”  Mike and I quickly went over 
to the father  who was slumped in the chair. I felt for pulse 
in his neck. There was nothing. I felt in the wrist… nothing. 
Suddenly a blue uniformed lady appeared, it seemed, from 
nowhere. I suggested that we got the man on his back on the 
floor, and then elevate his legs onto a chair. The lady in blue 
followed the instructions without question. The mother and 
daughter were very distressed and were trying to dial Medical 
Emergency on their cell phones. Again, I felt for heartbeat at 
the pressure points…nothing. With me holding his head in 
my hands and Mike holding his hand on his chest, we prayed 
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independently, both of us overcome by what was happening. 
Suddenly, the man opened his eyes, “I am all right. I’m okay.” 
He said trying to get up. I told him to lie down and let his body 
rest. He did. The lady in the blue dress was very attentive to 
me and what I was doing and saying. It was noticeable. Twice 
he attempted to get up again. We kept him quiet on the floor . 
Finally I said to the lady in blue, “You can lower his feet to the 
ground now.” She lowered his legs to the floor. Gradually, the 
chaos around us subsided. 

After sitting on the floor with him for a while, he decided 
he was ready to sit up. We were helped by the lady in blue and 
we got the man to a comfortable sitting position at the table. 
While his daughter was still on the phone to Emergency, his wife 
couldn’t stop thanking us. After all the action, we were amazed 
to see we were the only customers in the entire restaurant and 
that the lady in blue had vanished. I asked one of the waiters 
to call the lady in the blue dress for me as I wanted to thank 
her for being with us. He said we do not employ women here 
and there is no lady at the back. I was surprised and apologetic 
suddenly being aware that I was in an Arab nation. The next 
day, the four of us relived what had happened. We realised 
that it seemed strange that we happened to be at that particular 
restaurant at the same time as the birthday party. We all had 
many questions. Who was the lady in blue? Had she been an 
angel? Had the man really died?

At the end of all our questioning and discussion, we could 
only thank Jesus that we had been privileged to be there to 
witness His resurrection power at work, giving the daughter a 
real ‘birthday present’ — her dad! We were scared and stunned 
by this realisation but very humbled and happy all at the same 
time. We don’t know the full story but we were able to be 
light and revelation to this family, a moment I’m sure they will 
never forget.
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Pioneering into ‘The Streets of No Name’.
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7
Increasing Manifestations.

Oil - The Anointing

The anointing is:

1. A divine enablement of God’s ability that has been 
imparted into the lives of the believer to do His work.

2. A precious and essential element that allows the believer 
to do things outside of his or her own natural ability.

3. A supernatural manifestation of the Holy Spirit that 
can affect everything and everyone with whom it comes 
in contact.

So, we see that the anointing is available to all who would be 
used of God that they might:

1. Carry out His work
2. Do His will
3. Demonstrate His power

The magnitude of the anointing is dependent on the amount 
of time spent in the presence of God, in fasting and prayer, 
and in the Word. In Mat17:14-21 we read of Jesus healing 
a demon-possessed boy and answering His disciples’ question 
about why they had not been able to drive the demon out by 
saying that if they had faith as small as a mustard seed, they 
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would be able to say to a mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’ 
and it would move. Nothing would be impossible for them.

• The anointing makes the Word of God powerful. 
• It convicts people of their sinful state and causes the 

fire of God to burn in one’s heart.
• The anointing brings us into a closer relationship 

with God and reveals the mind of God to give divine 
guidance. 

• It manifests and demonstrates God’s power and His 
ability working on our behalf. 

• The anointing comes into operation when we, by faith, 
begin to do what God says. 

• It is then that He enables us to move out by faith when 
we move in the anointing. We don’t know how He is 
going to do it but it is received when we are obedient 
and act on what He tells us to do.

The authority of moving in the anointing is built on God’s 
revelation. If God gives revelation, authority is established.

This may seem harsh and conditional however, in Prov 
4:20 we read the words “If you will diligently … then …” 
Jesus commanded in Mat 16:24 “…take up your cross and 
come after me…” 

There is a responsibility on our part. Perhaps this is not so 
much a command but rather something like an excited father 
urging his son into the greater potential that is to be discovered 
by a believing and trusting son. 

Once we have heard from God, we no longer have to pray 
about whatever issues He has spoken to us about. We only now 
have to act on the authority of the Word and speak the words 
of command.

• To the man with the withered arm He said,  “Stretch 
forth your arm” (Mat 12:13) 
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• To the blind man He said,  “Go wash at the pool of 
Siloam” (Jn 9:7)

• To the man who was lame, He said, “Take up your bed 
and walk” (Jn 5:8)

• To the man that was dead He said, “Arise and come 
forth” (Jn 11:43)

Prov 16: 1 instructs us “…the preparation of the heart belongs 
to man.” Anything in our heart that is contrary to the Word of 
God will cause a blockage in the pipeline for the anointing to 
flow through.

A dear friend and mentor of mine said this to me as a student 
in the 1980s: “The way you treat your wife could be the way 
you treat the Holy Spirit”. It wasn’t an infallible statement or a 
directive, but it certainly has given me a serious perspective on 
the level of intimacy I need to cultivate both with not only my 
Spouse, but also the Holy Spirit. I never want to use and abuse 
the anointing. Intimacy is the key.

Jn 14:17 “that is the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot 
receive, because it does not see Him or know Him, but you 
know Him because He abides with you and will be in you.”

The words He will abide ‘with’ and be ‘in’ you. Two places. 

Firstly: In you because He breathed in them, Jn 20:22 
“And when He had said this, He breathed on them and said to 
them, “Receive the Holy Spirit.” I believe this is where the fruit 
of the Spirit in you. Gal 5:22

Secondly: the Holy Spirit is upon you, Ac 1:8 the clothing 
or power, and His gifts upon you to use to set the prisoner and 
captive free. All nine and more of His gifts are with you to use 
as He gives by faith.

2 Kings 13:21”As they were burying a man, behold, they 
saw a marauding band; and they cast the dead man into the 
grave of Elisha. And when the man touched the bones of Elisha 
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he revived and stood up on his feet.”

The tangible anointing was resident in the bones. Notice 
there was no choir, church service, no corporate faith in 
worship, building, protocol, ‘man of God’ present to set 
up the ‘atmosphere’ or moment for this to happen – it just 
happened.  The dead man was dead. The only thing that could 
have triggered the anointing to action was death – the opposite 
character of life and as life giving power is superior to what 
satan had to offer.

The Law of Contact and Transmission

As lightning and thunder is a manifestation of power in 
the natural realm, so anointing and healing is a manifestation 
of Gods power in the supernatural. They seem to act the same 
way. When a thundercloud has built up an electric atmosphere, 
a lightning bolt is generated and strikes the ground with a 
massive voltage of electricity flowing from a positive charge to 
a negative charge. Sometimes both positive and negative both 
send a bolt and the lightning meets mid-air. When the positive 
and negative meet, a sonic shock is released and thunder is 
heard. The thunder is not heard unless there is lightning. But 
both happen synonymously — it just depends how close you 
are to the event!

A scripture that is so relevant and yet is hardly known 
among Christians is found in Habakkuk 3:4: “His radiance 
is like the sunlight; He has rays flashing from His hand, and 
there is the hiding of His power.” (NASB). I like the MSG 
translation, “Forked-lightning shooting from his hand — what 
power hidden in that fist!”

TVB: “His radiance is like a bright light, rays stream down 
from His hand, and there His power is hidden”.

The laying of hands demonstrates the  
law of contact and transmission.
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Clearly, there is a secret in this passage which describes God’s 
power and adds huge weight to our understanding of why 
hands are to be laid upon the sick. A positive contact from the 
hand of the one praying to the negative contact of the person 
who is sick brings the vertical power of God into a situation. 
Making the negative a positive. Contact is made by laying 
hands upon the sick. The sick person is to have faith in the 
Lord in order to receive what He has. The One laying hands 
has to believe that he or she is a carrier of the supernatural. Lk 
24:49 talks of this empowering: “… but you are to stay in the 
city until you are clothed with power from on high.”  ‘Clothed’ 
means that it is something we wear. It is upon us. We walk in 
it. We are aware of it and it is an office of function when we are 
in it. It is a conscience awareness of His power or ability all the 
time. A uniform. When we comprehend this, we will have a far 
better understanding of these scriptures:

1. Mat 9:20, we read about a woman who touched the 
hem of His garment. The power of the Spirit of God 
in Jesus only flowed into the sick woman when she 
reached out and touched in faith. 

2. Lk 6:17: ”And all the people were trying to touch Him, 
for power was coming from Him and healing them all.”

3. Mat 14:36: “… and they implored Him that they 
might just touch the fringe of His cloak; and as many 
as touched it were cured.”

4. In Ezek 44:19 “When they go out into the outer court, 
to the people, they shall put off their garments in 
which they have been ministering and lay them in the 
holy chambers; then they shall put on other garments 
so that they will not transmit holiness to the people 
with their garments.” 

5. Mk 5:27, 30: “… after hearing about Jesus, she came 
up in the crowd behind Him and touched His cloak. 
Immediately Jesus, perceiving in Himself that the 
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power proceeding from Him had gone forth, turned 
around in the crowd and said, ‘Who touched My 
garments?”

6. By faith, She placed a demand on what He had, who 
He is and what He carried.

7. Many others were touching Him in the crowd, but she 
touched in a different way,  in faith.

8. Her faith received what she perceived.
9. She felt it. He knew it. Her faith was like a vacuum for 

the anointing.
10. She was made whole. Spirit soul and body.
11. In Lk 8:14 “When the woman saw that she had not 

escaped notice, she came trembling and fell down 
before Him, and declared in the presence of all the 
people the reason why she had touched Him and how 
she had been immediately healed.”

The words — “... why she had touched Him and how she had 
been immediately healed ...”

‘Why’ and ‘how’:

She actually preached a basic stunning message to all on 
how to access the anointing. 

‘Why’ :

• She had no help or ability medically to heal her disease,
• She had no finances.
• She was facing incipient death coming prematurely. 

‘How’:

• She had heard about Jesus.
• She prayed by vocally declaring her faith repeatedly in 

prayer.
• Then acted upon her confession by going to Jesus.
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• By placing a demand on the anointing he had, to do 
what He always does. 

• She acted her faith in the direction of the source of 
power. Anointing flowed by faith, from Jesus to her. 
She placed a demand on the anointing, the others 
didn’t.

Many people with Jesus that day had the opportunity. Just like 
many go to church and leave getting nothing. Go to church in 
unbelief and leave church in unbelief. The church doesn’t give 
it to you, Jesus can.

Mt 9:28 “ When He entered the house, the blind men 
came up to Him, and Jesus said to them, “Do you believe that 
I am able to do this?” They said to Him, “Yes, Lord.”

There were many houses there, or can we say churches 
there, but Jesus was in one of them.

The blind found Him, the right church. Still He asked if 
they believed He could do this. Why? He wants you to answer 
the question. Ja 4:2 “You do not have because you do not ask.”

There is another scripture which J.G.Lake believed and 
practiced against the Bubonic plague that swept through South 
Africa. 

“I believe ‘the law of the Spirit of life has set me free from 
the law of sin and death.” Rm.8:2 As long as I walk in the light 
of that law [of the Spirit of life], no germ will attach itself to 
me.

He busied himself as a missionary burying the corpses 
without protective clothing. This caught the attention of the 
doctors. He told them what he believed and that the plague 
could not affect him.

The doctors were unconvinced, so Lake insisted they do a 
microscopic experiment on him. Lake showed them that if one 
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of them took bubonic plague foam from the lungs of a dead 
person and put it under a microscope, the disease cells would 
still live. If they put the foam in Lake’s hand, and then looked 
at it under the microscope, they saw that all of the disease 
cell’s instantly died, proving what Lake said to be true. The 
anointing of God has power. The law of the Spirit of life means 
the Holy Spirit is Life and challenges death, sickness and sin.

The woman in Mk 5 knew something about priesthood 
and power, as others knew in Mk 3:10

As I mentioned in one of the previous testimonies where 
Callie and I prayed over a handkerchief, anointing can rest 
upon matter and be stored like a battery. Consider this passage:

Acts 19:12:  “…handkerchiefs or aprons were

even carried from his body to the sick and the 

diseases left them,  the evil spirits went out”

The handkerchief acted like a battery carrying

stored-up power and, just like a battery, has

Positive and negative terminals. 

Like a battery … When anything touches both the 
positive and negative terminals, it will experience the effects 
of the voltage or power stored in the battery as the current of 
electricity flows from the positive to the negative.

The same happens with the negativity of sickness and 
disease when they come in contact with the positive power of 
the Holy Spirit. Sickness in the way of the “heavenly voltage” 
and not a Godly creation has to die; or at least be extremely 
affected by the supernatural power. The result is like the effect 
seen in an electric storm: first comes the lightning and then 
the thunder. Lightening being the power of God, thunder the 
result (healing).
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The Spirit of God was transferred from Paul into the 
material of the handkerchiefs and remained there. 

Handkerchiefs became “storage batteries” of the (oil) 
anointing healing power. When the handkerchiefs were laid 
upon the sick, the super-charge in them resulted in healing. 
Only when faith places a demand on the anointing does the 
power flow from the material to the sick person.

The power of the healing released from the handkerchief 
was so potent, that any disease departed and demonised people 
were delivered. The Spirit of God is very tangible and able to 
rest upon and in substance. 

The early Church understood this and so did the ‘Voice 
of Healing’ evangelists in the days of tent meetings between 
the 1930s and the 1950s.  The responsibility we need to take 
personally is to make sure that we are fully ‘charged’ at all 
times. Jude instructs us in v 20 to build ourselves up in our 
“most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit, (or in tongues).”

I liken this scripture to spinning a dynamo inside of us, 
like a generator producing electric anointing power, as we pray 
in the Holy Spirit or in our own tongue. It is not dependent 
on how fast it spins, but the great momentum and power with 
which it turns and makes it unstoppable. The anointing in our 
lives is a massively heavy weight which is never drained of its 
power and momentum.

Finally, we need to remember that faith, hope and love are 
always connected with the Holy Spirit.  Compassion which is 
Divine Love in Action pulls us into the anointing.

Compassion is not an emotion as sympathy is. Sympathy 
is counterfeit compassion. Compassion is the riverbed of the 
supernatural, faith and hope are the river banks.
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8
Oil Flow. 

Increasing Manifestations.

Over a period of time, it was evident that God’s presence 
had significantly increased in our lives. Callie and I saw 

miracles in most meetings. I have never become familiar with 
the presence of God nor with the miracles He demonstrated. 
Seeing people weep under His anointing or laughing in His 
presence never gets old. I am also aware of not receiving the 
praise or recognition. I host Him. I have learned to host Him. 
I am a vessel and I am constantly humbled and grateful for 
the way in which He uses Callie and myself. Familiarity to the 
anointing power is instant loss of effect. He is not to be taken 
as familiar, but as a friend who always leads, teases, calls the 
best out of you.

We had been invited to be part of a crusade in Kinshasa 
in the Democratic Republic of Congo. We had set five nights 
aside for the open-air crusades for power evangelism (Preaching 
the Gospel and demonstrating Gods power). I was working on 
a theme for the crusade. When people are saved they need to be 
saved into something, rather than only from something. I had 
learnt from mentors dear to me that it was imperative that I lead 
the new converts into something after they had said, “Yes” to 
Jesus. In her day, Aimee Semple-McPherson was instrumental 
in a move of God, a revival which led to the establishing of 
the ‘Four Square Churches.’ The name derived from four 
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foundational doctrines of: Salvation; the Holy Spirit; Divine 
Healing and the Second Coming. Christ For The Nations was 
also, in part, born out of this revival and an outflowing from 
Gordon Lindsay’s ‘The Voice of Healing’.

I firmly believe in the government gifts (apostles, prophets, 
evangelists, pastors and teachers) mentioned in Eph 4:11-12. 
The ascension gifts of the evangelist is not to teach but to 
preach and proclaim truths. 

Too often, evangelism is down-played as a lesser ministry 
when compared to those of the pastor and prophet. This 
certainly is not the case. 

I believe the evangelist is the sharpened point of the spear 
or arrow. The Gospel is heard first through the evangelist and 
it is the evangelist who has the unique anointing to clearly 
bring the reason and need for salvation and to demonstrate it 
with signs and wonders. 

What happened in Acts 8:5 when Philip went to a city in 
Samaria is a demonstration of this. He proclaimed the Messiah. 
The crowds heard him and saw the signs he performed, paying 
close attention to what he said because unclean spirits came 
out of many, and many paralysed or lame people were healed. 
There was great joy in that city. When the people had received 
the Word, the church in Jerusalem sent Peter and John - the 
apostolic and prophetic. Peter and John went in only after they 
had received the word from Philip, the evangelist. So what was 
the word Philip preached? Repent from dead works and have 
faith toward God. What we reach to grab hold of always has to 
be better than what we already have. We have to let go if we are 
to get hold of something better. This is the Good News of the 
Gospel. Forgiveness, hope, eternal life, healing.

“The Field of the Veterans”

The question then must be “How do we change a city 
today?” Is it through heroes or elevated personalities, or 
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through believers becoming the nation of priests they are called 
to be? Revival does not come through celebrities, but through 
Christianity being walked out in the lives of ordinary believers. 

We can only start to imagine what would happen if a 
whole city of believers knew how to lay hands on others in 
cities with power and anointing. Countless healings would 
be seen, legions of demons would be cast out and many dead 
would be raised. 

I’ve always had these thoughts in mind whenever we were 
planning a four to five day crusade. It was when I was reading 
a book in my hotel room in Kinshasa prior to a crusade there, 
that the following caught my attention:

“In February 1969, T.L. Osborn preached on a field called 
‘Le Terrain des Ancients Combatants’ in Kinshasa, Congo.”

Our crusade was to be held on the same field, “The Field 
of the Veterans”. I was so excited at this discovery that I burst 
into a prayer of adoration to our Lord. I had known about 
T. L. Osborn, having read his book in my study at home 
and devoured his teachings. Not only that, I had read of his 
conquests around the world. I also knew that he was the pioneer 
of “open-air power evangelism.” Faith flooded my heart and I 
began sensing a powerful anointing in the hotel room. To be 
on that same field where he had ministered and where Jesus and 
the Holy Spirit had moved before was an incredible privilege. I 
knew something big was going to happen. 

The theme at that crusade from 31 July to 4 August 2013, 
was “Come, See a Man” based on John 4:20 - “Whoever claims 
to love God yet hates a brother or sister is a liar. For whoever 
does not love their brother and sister, whom they have seen, 
cannot love God, whom they have not seen.”

Over the five nights, I preached on the following truths:

Night 1: ‘Jesus as Saviour and Healer’ - Mk 2:1-12 (where 
Jesus forgives and heals a paralysed man)
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Night 2: ‘Faith for healing the sick’ - Jn 4:46-54 the 
Nobleman who took Jesus at His word when He said “Your 
son will live”

Night 3: ‘I will — be clean’ - Mk 1:40-43 - Jesus responds 
to the leper who says, “If you are willing, you can make me 
clean.”

Night 4: ‘His Presence brings Revival’ - 2 Chronicles 7:1 
- When fire came down as Solomon finished praying and the 
Lord’s glory filled the temple.”

Night 5: ‘Jubilee’ - Lk 4:18-20 - Jesus announced the 
fulfilment of the prophecy in Isaiah 61.

During the five nights of open-air power evangelism, the 
crowd grew each night, with an estimated 7,000 to 11,000 
people attending. Ten churches had pooled their efforts to put 
the crusade into action and the administration was absolutely 
outstanding. We had exceptional crowd control and the 
atmosphere of expectancy was electrifying. Salvations were 
abundant every night with the largest group of approximately 
600 responded on the first night.

Each night, we recorded miracles and healings. On the 
opening night, I felt led to tell the crowd what God was saying 
to them. A word of knowledge is a gift which has the great 
potential to raise people’s level of faith when its accuracy 
demonstrates the Holy Spirit’s anointing. When words of 
knowledge are given to large crowds, there must be the certainty 
that some (if not many) will respond.  We can’t afford to “miss 
it.” Knowing this, I was aware that a word of knowledge could 
make or break a meeting and potentially lose momentum in 
the following meetings. 

Before the meeting, I had diligently sought our Lord about 
this and, above all, wanted the people to know how He wanted 
to demonstrate His great love for them. I was to be His ‘mail 
man’, delivering the message about His will from Heaven. I 
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asked the Lord to give me very specific words to show or prove 
who He was, which would honour Him in front of them so 
that they could trust His Word I brought.

The night came for this.

Some people were sitting in rows of chairs. Most were 
standing in anticipation. A high platform was right in front of 
us for TV recording and I was on  the platform which was the 
trailer part of an eighteen-wheeler. A perfectly stable platform. 
The musicians and choir had just left and I stood with flood-
lights upon me and the lady interpreter. 

I began by welcoming all, honouring the churches that had 
partnered for this , addressed the nation with His desire to cause 
change, acknowledged the TV camera and those watching in 
their homes. I then briefly instructed about the Holy Spirit and 
what a word of knowledge is and how to respond to one. Then 
I launched the attack on doubt and unbelief to set captives free. 
The final sentences of the message was, “Which is easier, to say 
to the paralytic, ‘Your sins are forgiven’; or to say, ‘Get up, and 
pick up your pallet and walk”. 

Jesus declares salvation and healing in the same sentence 
and both come the same way — faith in the word. 

The Oil flowed ...

“There are two people here tonight .... I said over the loud 
sound system,  giving space for the interpretation,  ... “who 
have been involved in separate motor vehicle accidents, one in 
this town and the other in a different town. You are both still 
suffering the consequences. 

In the accident here in Kinshasa you were hurt, along with 
all the people in the vehicle involved in the accident. Your right 
arm is lame as a result and you are unable to raise it above your 
waist. The muscles in your right shoulder are severely damaged 
and torn and some are missing. Some muscles were torn out 
at the accident. You are a man, about 30 yrs old and you are 
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wearing a red shirt.  You are unmarried. Come and be healed 
now!

“The other  person is a woman who suffered injury a year 
ago in an accident north of Kinshasa which involved a military 
bus. I think you were the least injured. You were in the back of 
the bus when it crashed. It was raining and you were traveling 
down a hill on a muddy road. You remain alive because all the 
passengers in the bus were killed. Your spine and hips were 
injured in the accident. You are in pain and you find it hard to 
walk. You suffer heartbreak from having lost your husband and 
you now live alone and in much sorrow. Come, and believe the 
Word! Believe that God is able to heal all who believe in Him! 
He is your Healer tonight, you only have to believe! Come, 
Jesus is your Great Physician!” 

In response to these two very specific words of knowledge, 
a woman and a man came forward. 

The woman was from Goma in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo and said her husband had been a soldier who 
had been killed in war. She had been in a bus accident where 
all the passengers in front of her died. Her pelvis and femur 
bones in her legs had been injured and she suffered from acute 
stiffness and lack of mobility. Her walking was very awkward 
and she was restricted in her ability to bend at the waist. When 
she arrived up on the platform I presented her to the crowd. 
I asked her if we had ever met. She said no. I asked if I had 
described her situation accurately, She agreed now weeping 
and trembling. The power of God was all over her. 

I said, “Lady, thank you for responding to the word of the 
Lord. He is the Lord your Healer tonight. He knows you and 
has shown His mercy. Will you receive your by demonstration 
your faith in His healing power and do something you could 
not do because of the accident?”
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She began to move tenderly and slowly  at first as her 
confidence grew in her healing. Soon she was moving about 
freely, touching her toes, twisting from side to side, swinging 
her arms around in the air and exalted the Lord with shouts of 
great joy. Tears streaming down her cheeks. She was set free 
inside and out. The reaction of the crowd was explosive.

Next the 30 year old man came forward who had been in 
an accident in Kinshasa. He too had been sitting in the rear of 
the bus. He told us that many people in front of him had been 
severely hurt and all that he remembers seeing was the red of 
all the blood, from the injured. His arm had been broken in 
two places and half the muscles in his shoulder had been torn. 
He took off his red shirt so that we could see the scarring. The 
man was unable to move his arm above waist-level. Trusting 
for his healing we asked him to move his arm in faith. He did 
and began to feel mobility. We asked him to lift his arm in 
thanks to the Lord for healing. He did and he was stunned. 
Complete mobility had been restored to his arm. He lifted it 
above his head and rotated it from the shoulder. His healing 
was complete.

The massive crowd was amazed at these demonstrations 
of God’s healing power and erupted with joy, clapping and 
lifting their arms heavenward, shouting out praises. As a result 
of seeing God move in these two healings, many others were 
healed as they put their faith in Jesus that night.  

Over the years I have seen that, when I have moved in 
the word of knowledge, I have had to be very specific when it 
comes to large crowds. I have sought the Lord for definition and 
specifics, more than just general assumptions and impressions. 
On most occasions, one can’t go wrong with a huge crowd. My 
passion has always been to seek Him for His tender love for the 
people by being as accurate as possible. Love and compassion 
is the riverbed of the supernatural.
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On the second night, I called for those who had lumps on 
their necks to come forward for healing. Eight people responded. 
One lady had a large lump on her neck, possibly the size of a 
tennis-ball. It impeded her ability to look down. She received 
prayer and left. Two nights later she responded again to the call 
for prayer (this time for the broken-hearted). She came to the 
front and one of the counsellors recognised her. The lump had 
gone and she was totally healed. She received prayer and was 
filled with hope and joy. Jesus heals and restores.

We saw many cripples set free  from their disabilities that 
night, “Walking, leaping, and praising God”. In every case, 
we made sure that the evidence of healing was seen by, and 
demonstrated to the assembled crowd by the people receiving 
their healing. 

Jesus asked the sick: “Do you believe I am able to do this?” 
and “What do you want me to do for you?” Their response in 
faith to His questions resulted in their healing and the crowds 
saw it and were amazed.

There should never be any hint of ‘showmanship’ or of 
elevating the preacher, but always the ultimate aim should be 
that of giving God all the glory. This is the challenge for many 
evangelists. It’s not the man, it’s the manifest power of God.

We were having problems with crowd control on the third 
night of the crusade. Each night, we had seen the expectancy 
and desperation for the supernatural power of God increasing. 
People were unable to get into the crowded crusade area and 
were having to sit in windows in buildings across the street and 
on fences. 

By the time we got to the fourth night, the faith in the 
people at the crusade was high. One person believing for and 
receiving healing triggered faith in the rest and we saw five 
deaf people healed, one after another. One paralysed man 
came for healing. He had no feeling or mobility in his leg. As 
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God’s power reactivated strength and feeling in his leg muscles, 
he demonstrated his excitement by leaping up and down. I 
invited him onto the platform to give his testimony. He then 
proceeded to demonstrate the healing by doing a number of 
karate kicks!

I distinctly remember a young man coming forward saying 
he was suffering from a tumour. I asked him if he would 
unbutton his shirt so that I could lay my hand on the growth. 
He told me where the tumour was but when I felt for it I was 
surprised and said to the man, “There is no tumour. I can’t 
find it.” The young man felt his neck and he could not find it 
either. My friend, Pastor Jack Tsaoi, who had been standing 
behind the man, saw the tumour go down even before I had 
laid my hand on it. God had healed the young man instantly. 

I spoke about revival on the last night of the crusade and 
told the crowd that people could come to the front at any time 
if they wanted to be in the Lord’s presence. People started to 
come as I preached and the weighty presence of God grew 
through the meeting. By the time I had finished people had 
begun to pray and worship. Some cried out in repentance and 
some sat in silent reverence of the Lord. As I looked out over 
the crowd I could see visible evidence of the anointing on those 
who were desperate for healing. The presence of God was so 
thick and tangible. Many were ministered to that night not by 
anything I had said or done but by the sovereign power of God. 
It was an incredibly special evening, just like TL Osborne had 
described in that book I read before the first meeting. Revival 
had begun afresh. 

PAST GREAT MOVES OF GOD

I started doing research into revivals in general and discovered 
that a wealth of material was available, describing rich truth 
from past moves of God over many years. These were some 
books or magazines I came across:
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1. Sounds from Heaven by Dr. Colin Peckham.
2. Britain’s first Pentecostal magazine, ‘Confidence 

Magazine’, published between  1908 and 1926, is filled 
with testimonies, teachings and reports associated with 
the early Pentecostal pioneers like Smith Wigglesworth, 
Alexander Boddy, Stephen and George Jeffrey, T.B. 
Barratt, Donald Gee, and a host of less well-known 
men and women.

3. Another publication, ‘Flames of Fire’, (1911-1917) 
was founded by Cecil Pohil, one of the renowned 
‘Cambridge Seven’ missionaries and guided by the 
men mentioned above.

4. The one hundred issues of ‘The Voice of Healing’ 
(1948-1966) carry reports about and the teachings 
of the principal healing revivalists of the period: Oral 
Roberts, Gordon Lindsay, Jack Coe, William Branham, 
and A. A. Allen.

5. The last to mention is A. A. Allen’s ‘Miracle Magazine’ 
(1955-1960)

6. Other magazines were written by gifted ministries like 
Aimee Semple-McPherson, (‘The Bridal Call’), Ern 
Baxter, (‘The Herald’), Dr. Charle Price, (‘Golden 
Grain’), F. F. Bosworth, (‘Exploits of Faith’), J. R. 
Flower (‘Pentecost’, 1908-1910) and Carrie Ann Judd, 
(‘Triumphs of Faith’, 1818-1946).

7. ‘Golden Grain’. Is a collection of 399 issues between 
1926 and 1947, include over 500 sermons by Dr. 
Charles S. Price. These contain some of the most 
profound teachings on Divine Healing ever written. It 
is believed that Price was the pioneer of the healing 
revival. His teachings were a new revelation at the time. 
Most of the other revivalists learnt these truths and had 
very successful ministries as a result. It was as if the 
Lord wanted this to be revealed for such a time as this. 
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8. A book called, ‘Healing’ was later compiled, 
incorporating the three great classics on Divine 
Healing: Andrew Murray’s ‘Divine Healing’; A. J. 
Gordon’s ‘The Ministry of Healing” and ‘The Gospel 
of Healing’ by A. B. Simpson.

It was with great delight that I discovered these books and 
articles and, for about seven to eight years, I studied them, 
digging deep into the pages of these invaluable resources. One 
thing I have learnt is that impartation can come in many ways. 
One of those is by submitting to what others have written 
down and gained through revelation.  

Scripture says in Lk 13:35, “…you will not see Me until 
the time comes when you say, ‘Blessed is He who comes in the 
name of the Lord!’” 

When we honour the one who brings the revelation of the 
Lord, we ‘see’ Him - Jesus. There is an impartation of truth. 
We begin to walk in what those who had the revelation walked 
in. We could called it “centurion faith” where we become 
participants in what we submit to. 

The book I mentioned in the ‘Golden Grain’  magazine 
produced by Dr. Charles S. Price deals with some vital and 
common issues pertaining to revival and healing. Some 
questions he answers are:

What is the role of faith in divine healing?

Why are some healed and others not?

Can non-Christians experience divine healing?

Does it show a lack of faith to see a doctor when we are 
sick?

Is there a relationship between healing and faithful 
Christian service?

What is the relationship between Satan and sickness?
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Can Satan imitate Divine Healing?

How do we detect the role of the adversary in supernatural 
healing?

The Healing Revival was the most powerful spiritual 
phenomenon of the 20th Century. Like a divine seismic shift 
of massive proportions, it triggered a host of movements and 
ministries which crashed on the shores of Christianity with 
tsunami-like force.

Its aftermath generated the unprecedented and exponential 
growth of the Pentecostal movement.

The principal leaders, in addition to those mentioned 
above, include Welmar Gardiner, W. V. Grant, Raymond T. 
Richey, T.L.Osborn, Jack Moore, Clifton Erickson and David 
Nunn. Tent crusades toured the cities of the USA in the mid 
1900’s. They were necessary because the local church buildings 
were too small to accommodate the large desperate crowds. 
The tents would remain pitched for at least a month and not 
just for a couple of Sunday services but for services every single 
day.

God raised up Gordon Lindsay to be a catalyst and 
chronicler of the revival and the ‘Voice of Healing’ magazine 
was the vehicle he employed. The 100 magazines contain 
teachings, testimonies and articles about gifted ministries that 
revolutionised faith in the supernatural through local church. I 
had the privilege of sitting under Gordon Lindsay’s Christ for 
the Nations Bible Institute (CFNI). ‘The Voice of Healing’, 
the magazine authored by Gordon Lindsay, had a massive 
impact among church groups in the 1930s through to the 
1960s. He recorded what happened in tent campaigns and he 
explained why these ‘tent cathedrals’ had such an impact on 
communities.

He was able to bring a great amount of unity between the 
evangelists and churches.
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These tents were different sizes and  were about 300 in 
number that roved around the cities, of USA. 

A daily program in the average tent meetings would look 
like this: 

1st session: 10:30am ”Ministry on the Gifts of the Holy 
Spirit and how to respond to them”.

2nd session: 1:30pm “The Faith Clinic”.

3rd session:  6:30pm “Leadership”

4th session:  7:30pm “The Supernatural: Salvation and 
Divine Healing”.

The first three of the sessions would be shared by gifted five-fold 
preachers who would come in as they were able and would give 
what they could on that particular subject in the time they had 
available. The subject, for example Faith Clinic, never changed 
but the speakers did. It was not about celebrities but rather it 
was about Gods presence and about gleaning from those who 
walked in that truth. However, in the evening sessions, an 
evangelist who carried the vision and the gift would ‘hold the 
revival together’ by reaching the lost and demonstrating Gods 
power through healing, salvation and miracles. 

The leadership sessions before the evening crusade was put 
in place because after a month of evangelism in a city, they 
knew that at least six new churches would be planted. So they 
trained leaders for this. This was apostolic in every way.

Faith was built by the ascension gift ministries. Often 
we expect huge results after only one meeting, but here they 
constantly had outstanding results because of what I call  ‘The 
Hebrews 11:6 Factor’…”And without faith it is impossible to 
please Him, for he who comes to God must believe that He is 
and that He is a rewarder of those who seek Him.” 
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I believe faith can be visibly seen in people. Just as I 
could see the hunger and desperation of people in the crowd 
in Lusaka. In Acts 3:6, Peter and John said, “…look at us, 
and he began to give them his attention expecting to receive 
from them.” Expectation provides the atmosphere in which 
the supernatural can happen. Jesus, Peter, John and Paul all 
operated, at times, in a faith realm where they saw the readiness 
of the person asking for healing. They then simply commanded 
healing instead of asking God for it. 

I believe the tent meeting schedules were a ‘set-up’ for 
the evening ‘God Encounters’. Those ministering back in 
the 1950s and 60’s did something we don’t do today. For us, 
to have two Sunday meetings and a mid-week meeting is an 
almost impossible challenge. However, I remember the days 
when midweek meetings were standard in all churches. Two 
or more meetings on Sunday was the ‘norm’. This was due to 
the aftermath of what had happened in the Great Awakening 
hunger.

Why were leadership sessions held before the evangelism 
meeting? Simply because multiple churches were planted in 
the cities as a result of the tent meetings and so ‘Adult Sunday 
school’ was a remnant of this. Training newly converted people 
in the ways of the Kingdom. 

Learning this as a principle Callie and I changed the way 
we did things when invited into the churches. (see below).

Our actual dream would be to have a month in a church 
and have Eph 4:11-12 gifts coming through. 

There are however seasons and times in a nation. Some 
nations are not ready for this while others are. The discerning 
gift of the Spirit is valuable in this.
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Fire. 

Something I had long dreamed of began to happen in 
2013 as I started to implement what I had learnt from the 

pioneers of the Divine Healing ministry. I began to take risks 
similar to what I had read about, and God came every time.  It 
certainly was not that we felt obliged ‘to go back in time’ and 
try to replicate the old moves of God but it was rather that we 
longed to see the power of God move like He has done before. 
If Hebrews 13:8 is true when it says, “Jesus Christ is the same 
yesterday and today and forever” then His power will always be 
relevant, even if it looks different to the modern churches. One 
thing I decided  that was a ‘non-negotiable’ for Callie and I was 
that we would never come into a church for a ‘one-hit-wonder 
sermon’. We would come only if we could be with the church 
for at least four-five meetings with the hope to return again. 
That way we would be able to impart and release what we have 
been given by God. We felt that God had called us to leave 
a deposit when we visit a church, we don’t necessarily have a 
fancy inspiring sermon, but Callie and I carry something that 
we have stewarded for years and that can only be ‘caught’ not 
taught. 

After my decision to put into practice what I had studied 
from the great men of Divine Healing, we began to see 
significant results.
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At the end of 2013 and into 2014, Callie and I went on 
a five nation ministry trip through eastern Europe and into 
various churches we had built relationship with. We ministered 
specifically on the divine power of God to heal and to save. 
I have included below extracts from e-mails Callie sent back 
to the elders at our home church in Johannesburg, reporting 
what God was doing on our trip. I have been to some of these 
churches on a consistent basis over the last 9 years and have 
built some special relationships. It takes time to gain trust with 
the leaders and congregation. And trust takes time. I knew in 
my heart that  I was to invest in Poland and annually visit and 
minister into the churches there. Some of the churches were 
small and some of these churches had never experienced the 
Holy Spirit or the healing touch of God and it took some time 
for their hearts to move from religion to freedom. It was a joy 
to see God move powerfully, like only He can. 

Below is a diary record of what we did daily on this trip.

2013 EU Tour 30 October – 10 December

Callie Reports on Poland:

We have been in four towns already where several churches 
gathered to hear the Word. We have been so very blessed to see 
the changes since we were here two years ago and how they have 
grown and implemented New Testament church principles.

Swidnik

“The first town was Swidnik, and they were all so excited 
to have Kier and I back and began to tell us what had happened 
to them as a church and how they are praying every day for 
revival in Poland. It was a great time of heart connections and 
I was amazed at how much they love and respect us.

Radzyn Podlaski

“The next day we travelled an hour and a half to Radzyn 
Podlaski, where the church was full and expectant. Many 
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miracles have happened in this small church over the nine 
years, and again God proved Himself faithful. 

A man who had come to this church for the first time and 
who was crippled, came up for healing. Kier asked him if he 
knew the Healer Jesus. He said, ‘No’. So Kier asked the pastor 
to lead him to Jesus while we busied ourselves praying for the 
sick to be healed. The man came back and said that he was now 
saved. We laid hands on him, speaking healing to his hips and 
joints. We told him to walk without the crutch and he did. He 
was so surprised. At the end of the service he walked up to the 
pastor (Tomasz) and handed him his crutch saying, ‘I don’t 
need this anymore, maybe it would be useful to your church’.  
Then he left. We all laughed.

A woman with terrible calcification in her neck and 
shoulders began laughing with joy as she was able to swing 
her arms and move her neck. Another lady was healed from 
breathing problems, another of a chronic disease, for which 
she was going for an MRI scan that week. After we prayed she 
was instantly free from excruciating pain. And so it went on. 
How exciting it is to see our Lord, through His Spirit, operate 
in people’s lives and set them free from these bondages.

Parcew

“We then went to the town of Parcew. A vibrant, expectant 
gathering of three churches awaited us. God’s presence was 
evident, and they were so happy we had come back to minister. 
A prophetic word that had been given to them two years ago 
(by my son-in-law, Peter Haynes) and it had begun to be 
evident in the church. Again, God confirmed his Word with 
salvations and people being baptised in the Holy Spirit and 
healed in many different areas; legs, backs, feet, etc. It was a 
glorious time. 

Hrubieszow 
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“From there, we have moved to Hrubieszow for two nights. 
We are expectant for the Holy Spirit to move here as many 
people are oppressed and downcast. It is a lot of moving and 
ministering, but worth every minute when I see how much 
they love  and trust Kier and the presence of God. They are 
fervent in prayer and excited in God!

Jesus went about to all the towns and villages teaching and 
proclaiming the gospel and healing in Mat 4:23. As Jesus did, 
so we follow His example.  

Poland has been just like that. Sometimes there are a few 
churches gathered together to hear the Word of life, and other 
times we are sent to the villages and smaller churches that have 
never had someone from Africa come and share the love of 
Jesus with them. At all times we count it such a privilege, and 
the Holy Spirit comes and changes lives, sets the captives free, 
and heals those who are oppressed. 

Our last visit was to the city of Kuznica, to a fairly small 
church, near the Ukraine border. After ministering the Word 
at two sessions, a woman who had had a goitre in her throat 
could swallow and talk again. It had simply disappeared. A 
woman with scoliosis could lift her arms, and jumped up and 
down as the pain instantly departed from her back and legs. 
She came up and took my (Callie) face and said, “I will never 
forget you”. We felt so humbled.

 All the time, as we travel into towns, cities and villages, 
we are reminded that Jesus sees every person as precious in His 
sight and we are to see them with His eyes. We did a meeting 
in the middle of the week with about 16 people. A couple of 
ladies had healings of  their eyes and one man had terrible pain 
in all his joints and stomach. The pain simply left. This is what 
our Jesus does for them!

Radom
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We travelled to a city called Radom and ministered twice 
into a church of about 100 people. One night, a pregnant lady 
came to the front to repent and give her heart back to Jesus. 
She wept and wept. Seeing this, many people lined up for 
healing and repentance.

Tarnobrezo 10 November 2013 (4 churches)

This was our first time in this church. A woman came into 
the meeting, hobbling down some stairs into the basement, 
where the church meeting was. She came in late, and so had to 
sit in the front row. Apparently she was born with a deformed 
foot, and a plaster had been put on to help her before she had 
to undergo surgery. At the end of the message, she stood up 
for healing. We laid his hands on the plaster-cast. She then 
put her crutches down and gingerly began to put her weight 
on the plastered foot. She grew in confidence, and in the end, 
began to walk about the church. At the end of the meeting she 
was standing without assistance, and held a teacup, chatting to 
people — oblivious to the inconvenience of the plaster cast. It 
was amazing to see. She was healed, and later we had a report 
via e-mail that X-rays showed there was no deformity.

Radom and Starachowice

11 November 2013

We had been based in Radom, ministering here in the 
largest evangelical church in the area. We also went about an 
hour from Radom to a small church in Starachowice. During 
our time in Radom, we were able to pray for the sick, and on 
Sunday, the power of God fell on the church and the people 
sensed His presence so tangibly and broke into worship.  Two 
people came to the pulpit and testified that they were healed 
during the service. One was a man with a damaged shoulder. 
He was in tremendous pain for a while, but God healed him. 
Another was a young girl who had problems with weak ankles, 
they were strengthened completely. 
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The congregation was so excited, and the pastor got up and 
encouraged the people that God moves when He wants, and 
it’s not always the way we expect Him to move. We have been 
ministering on Revival, and they are all so expectant. A lady 
came to me after the service, and through an interpreter, she 
told me how we had prayed for her for chronic reflux and that 
she was now healed.

Tarnov 12 November 2013

“The church we went to in this city was in the middle of a 
city park, near a railway station. The people flooding into this 
church made the building seem too small. Last night, there 
were about 120 people. We ministered the word, then called 
for people who were oppressed: Many were delivered. Then, a 
young man, who had a collapsed right lung, was able to breathe 
normally again. We could visibly see his chest grow in volume. 
People lined up for prayer. A young lady (23 years old) came 
forward for healing. Kier asked her what she had faith for and 
she replied: ”I was born blind in my right eye, and I have pain 
in the joints of my hands and cannot get the rings off my 
finger. My spine is twisted and not straight”. So Keir asked her 
what she wanted God to heal first. She replied that she wanted 
to have sight in her right eye. We laid our hands on her right 
eye, the pastor of the church and an interpreter was there next 
to us. After prayer, she tested her right eye. By covering her left 
eye. She exclaimed, “I can see the buttons on your shirt.” She 
stood amazed and began to look about the room describing 
what she could see. Everyone was watching in amazement. As 
she looked about the room she was taking the rings off and on 
her finger — unaware she was doing so, and she was growing 
in height before our eyes. About 4-5 cms. It was noticeable. 
God heals everything. Isn’t it amazing when we confess our 
faith, God meets it with His power. The church was overjoyed 
and other miracles happened so easily as a result of this. That 
same evening a deaf man heard again. A lady said she could not 
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think a one track thought at all and she felt fuzzy and blurry. 
Children were healed and there were many salvations. The 
testimonies continue. It was so incredible to see.

Wolka Tanewska, 13-15 November

“This church is about 50 years old, and the pastor and 
his wife are dear people. This little church had advertised our 
coming and people poured into the meeting. They came from 
as far as 75kms away. Four other church leaders were there 
from different denominations. It was a very special time as 
He came in power. We did two sessions, and then prayed for 
many. The expectancy was so evident. People left so exuberant, 
and the pastor was so happy that we would come to him and 
his small church. He was greatly encouraged. When we left the 
next day, he said with tears running down his cheeks, that we 
were welcome any time.  

Bielefeld, Germany 

“We left on the Friday and travelled by train to Bielefeld, 
where we met the elders for dinner in the evening. We then 
did two sessions on Saturday morning. We prayed for the 
sick and for salvations. On Sunday, in the church meeting, 
many people came for healing and responded to the call for 
salvation. We remember four Muslims who came forward 
wanting to know the real Lord of All. What a privilege to lead 
them to salvation. We left very early Monday morning to fly to 
Edinburgh, arriving that evening.

Edinburgh, Scotland

We started meetings on Friday morning, in Edinburgh, 
with two sessions about equipping for evangelism, and an 
evening session on Divine Healing with demonstration. 
Saturday was the same three sessions, and then later that night 
we went by car to Blairgowrie. Three churches combined in 
the AOG church. After the word was shared many people 
with back, leg, neck, oppression and were set free. We feel so 
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greatly privileged when we see God move by His spirit with 
compassion amongst His people and set them free from the 
things that bind them. 

Then back to Edinburgh we travelled for the final meeting 
there, where I ministered on “The fire of God”. There was 
weeping as people came to the front in total submission to 
God. 

Northwich, December 17 

“We spent time in Northwich with friends who lead a 
Church there.

We had some folk gather in their home one evening and the 
presence of God came in such a deep way. We were all aware 
of His presence and some responded with spontaneous prayer 
and worship. The deep workings of His Spirit is so precious. 
Everyone left very refreshed and with a look of joy on their 
faces. The next evening we met again with various churches, 
and there was a deep awareness of His work among us. 

St. Neots:

“Next, we went to St Neots, where we stayed with friends 
and leaders of a Church. We had a fantastic time with them; 
from the first night God did so much after ministering the 
Word. I spoke to the church and said there was person here 
who had been bedridden during their childhood, in and out 
of bed from the age of 7, and their life has been hopeless. After 
the message, a young man immediately identified himself as 
having CSF (Cerebrospinal Fluid issues) and had been in and 
out of bed. He had a problem with his arms — no strength — 
and he was unable lift them above his head. He also suffered 
from oppression. We prayed for the oppressing to leave and 
then for his arms. I told him to do a hand-stand at the front 
of the church — which he did. He stood up with amazement 
on his face (he had not been able to do this before), and kept 
swinging his arms to ‘test’ his healing. 
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An older man said that doctors had given up on his 
shoulder and morphine was no longer working. His shoulder 
was “rubbing bone on bone”. He had osteoarthritis. God 
healed him, and he later testified that he had no more pain and 
was able to sleep on his previously sore shoulder.

It was a truly magnificent time traveling into nations and  
churches, seeing the Lord manifest His Presence on and in 
people’s lives.

What a privilege to be able to make friends and be a part of 
their vision and dreams.

In travelling to many different churches I noticed some 
qualities these Church Planters in and throughout Poland 
possessed. These qualities were vital to ensure they were able 
to carry on with the call God had for them and their churches. 
There are a few of these qualities that were highlighted to me:

1. They remained faithful in THEIR calling. They did not 
try and copy and paste a church or compare themselves 
to others. They sought the Lord for a vision and held 
onto their call.

2. They took care of their immediate family. Ministry 
requires a cost but it should never take away the value 
and priority for family. 

3. Their call is not a race, but a walk with God. We are 
not here to sprint, but to walk closely to the Lord. 
Allow Him to set the pace.

4. They were building deep foundations. 
5. They majored on the big things. By big things I mean 

the foundations of the faith, the gospel, salvations and 
healings. 

6. God was building His church with them — and they 
were listening. They had a deep sense that building a 
church cannot be done by one person. God is clearly 
with them and He builds with them.
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7. They laughed a lot. Joy through trials.
8. They were living a life of victory. Their core beliefs 

were strong. 

In these churches the people trusted their leaders and when 
we came into the churches, they had prepared the people well 
for our visit, making them ready to receive the gift we carried 
with us, from God for them. Mt 14:35 “And when the men 
of that place recognised Him, they sent word into all that 
surrounding district and brought to Him all who were sick...”

They recognised or took knowledge of Him, they 
responded. When the ministry or gift is declared in what a 
minister walks in there is an expectancy to receive what he has. 
There are firstly the five-fold government gifting and also the 
‘Anointing gifting’. In Mathew when they ‘took knowledge 
of Him’; they must have heard in Lk 4:18 VB “The Spirit of 
the Lord the Eternal One is on Me. Why? Because the Eternal 
designated Me to be His representative to the poor, to preach 
good news to them. He sent Me to tell those who are held 
captive that they can now be set free,  and to tell the blind that 
they can now see. He sent Me to liberate those held down by 
oppression.”

This is how He introduced Himself at the beginning to let 
them know what to expect. I think this is what He did in most 
places until the fruit of His ministry spoke for Him.

In the same way when a church is told of a ministry visiting  
and what to expect they receive differently. In Ac 3:4 “But 
Peter, along with John, fixed his gaze on him and said, “Look 
at us!” And “... he began to give them his attention, expecting 
to receive something from them.”

They said,  ‘look at us’. In other words you are going to 
receive something different to what you have always expected. 
Change your expectancy from natural to supernatural; from 
silver and gold to walking.
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The man began to give them his attention, expecting to 
receive (changed perspective) something from them. Your 
expectancy determines your receptivity. You will participate in 
what you anticipate. If there is no anticipation in a meeting 
there is low manifestation of the supernatural. Expectation in 
people’s hearts is the atmosphere of the supernatural.

Some churches we have been in where no preparation 
is given to what to expect when we come is like preaching/
walking through knee-deep mud. Like a knife trying to cut 
through a solid block of frozen butter, in comparison to a hot 
knife slicing through room temperature butter. One is of great 
effort the other effortless. 

We as ministers do not need to be elevated at all. It is 
not about ‘the man of God’ with titles, untouchable, over 
honoured, super deluxe person. 

Mt 23:39  NASB “For I say to you, from now on you will 
not see Me until you say, ‘Blessed is He who comes in the name 
of the Lord!’”  You will not see Jesus in His gifts and ministry 
until you honour the one He sends to the church. There is 
something about honour that draws the gifting from the one 
sent. When you do that the people don’t see the servant as 
much as they see Jesus whom the servant brings or manifests. 
In Ac 3:8 “With a leap he stood upright and began to walk; 
and he entered the temple with them, walking and leaping and 
praising God.  And all the people saw him walking and praising 
God; ...” 

Notice the one healed and was directing praise to God, and 
not Peter and John. The Pharisees were upset only.

The temperature of a gift’s effect in a church can be 
measured by the  heat of worship of the people afterwards.

In February 2020, Callie and I were asked to give seven 
weeks of input to our home base church (Cornerstone Church 
in Bedfordview ) and all the site churches around Johannesburg. 
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Sunday evenings were set aside to give specific input on 
Evangelism. The morning meetings were for the site churches. 
During worship one evening at our base church it was as if a 
choir had walked into the back  and joined in the worship. 
The volume, harmony and sound was beautiful. I looked back 
expecting to see a ‘visiting choir’, but there was no-one other 
than our church members. I nudged a fellow elder and said, 
“Do you hear that?” He said, “Yes I do”. “There must be angels 
with us”. Something happens when people see the Lord in His 
word and respond with praise. 
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10
Fire Aflame.

“And the power of the Lord was present with Him to heal. 
Some men came to the house, carrying a paralysed man 

on his bed pallet. They wanted to bring him in and present 
him to Jesus,  but the house was so packed with people that 
they couldn’t get in. So they climbed up on the roof and pulled 
off some roof tiles. Then they lowered the man by ropes so he 
came to rest right in front of Jesus.” Luke 5:17-19.

Something very potent happens when the power of the 
Lord shows up. As I have ministered in many different forums, 
I’ve seen that Gods presence breaking open the oil of anointing. 
It’s almost like, when His presence comes, it prepares the way 
for the impossible to become possible. I cannot ‘operate or 
demonstrate’ without His presence. His presence precedes and 
accomplishes all that is required. The oil first and then the fire. 
Fire burns because the oil is present just as signs and miracles 
happen because of the oil of His anointing and faith for the 
impossible.

Jesus’ time of ministry was so attractive to the lost that they 
knew they had to bring the sick, even if it meant breaking and 
entering. I have been in meetings where it has been impossible 
for me to do anything but worship and He does everything. 
Kathryn Kuhlman was one person who knew this more than 
most. 
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I have spent some time determining the difference between 
the anointing and the Glory of God. Some think they are the 
same, some think that Glory is only in heaven.

Anointing and Glory:

Listed are some of the differences between Anointing and 
the Glory or we could say the Oil and the Fire. In writing this 
it is dangerous and hard to separate the anointing and the Gifts 
of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit can be segmented (like 
the segments of an orange), into nine different gifts, yet each 
segment or gift represents the whole or orange.

The anointing is like the personality (manifestation or gift 
demonstration) while the Holy Spirit is the character.

The anointing could be likened to be the atmosphere 
around the earth. Just like the atmosphere (Oxygen) brings life 
and growth on the earthly realm, so the anointing brings life 
and growth in the spiritual realm of believers. 

With the spiritual gifts of the believer we minister to one or 
several members of the church. The gifts of the Spirit increases 
the faith of others and in turn, faith increases the demand upon 
the gift. 

The gifts under the anointing, however, will transform 
lives and can minister to thousands at a time. It is the gifts 
operating under the supernatural power of God and by the 
mantle or office placed upon the believer. 

When you operate under the anointing, you can take 
initiative through faith to activate the anointing, by your gift. 
It obviously requires obedience to the Holy Spirit and faith to 
take those steps of obedience. 

John G. Lake was once asked: “Why is it that the supernatural 
happens when you have meetings and not so much with other 
ministers?” His reply was not arrogant but came from simple 
faith and experience: “Well, if the Holy Spirit is not moving in 
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any particular direction, I move Him by stepping into the gift 
of the Spirit that I have, and He moves with me.” 

In other words, moving by faith with a pure heart attracts 
the Holy Spirit. When we step out of the boat and onto the 
water He comes and takes our hand to lead us further.

In the anointing, faith places a demand on the mantle or 
anointing that rests on a minister and the anointing is there to 
fulfil the Great Commission: heal the sick, cast out demons, 
cleanse the lepers, set the captives free.

The Glory is the atmosphere of heaven and operates in 
the age to come; it lifts our awareness from the earthly realm 
to the Kingdom realm. The Glory is heaven being manifest 
on Earth and is the atmosphere for the impossible operating 
through peace, victory and authority. I have found that when I 
minister in the anointing of God and I can feel the glory start 
to manifest, God will take over and it will seem ‘effortless’ and 
more powerful. I have learnt to step back and start to ‘host’ 
His presence rather than control it. He does what He wants, 
when He wants and how He wants. He takes the initiative. 
Often during these times people will be set free, sickness will 
leave and creative miracles take place. He does it all without 
any person praying or any hands being laid on believers. In His 
Glory there is only peace, freedom and healing. 

Faith calls out the anointing, Anointing calls out the Glory.

In essence, we work in the Anointing and we rest in the 
Glory because In the Glory, the power comes directly from 
God.

In the anointing we heal the sick, in the glory sickness is 
illegal. Sickness does not exist in fire.

At a series of meetings in the Gulf Region a pastor relates a 
healing that happened on morning:

Pastor Matt Jones reports: Abu Dhabi, Saturday Feb 22, 
2014
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‘A literally wonder-full end to our three days of evangelism 
training and equipping with Keir Tayler. Two months ago, 
43-year-old construction worker Ma Kaizhong, from China, 
broke his back and his left leg in four places in a horrific 
workplace accident. Unable to walk more than two or three 
steps because of severe pain, Ma arrived at today’s meeting in 
a wheelchair. But following the proclamation of the word of 
God, testimonies of healings from our previous meetings, and 
during an extended time of worship and prayers for healing 
today, Ma rose from his wheelchair and walked through the 
crowded room, without feeling any pain. Having already given 
his life to Jesus a couple of weeks ago, today he was able to 
walk to the Law family’s swimming pool to be baptised, paving 
the way for another spontaneous baptism of Damilola, from 
Nigeria. The Lord be praised! Thank you Jesus! All glory to 
you!”

In 2017 Gulf Area:

Callie and I recorded what happened when we were in 
Doha during our ministry time there in January, 2017. Over 
the years we have built a wonderful relationship with the 
churches we ministered into as well as the leadership teams.

Our first stop was to Qatar’s capital, Doha, where the 
church has a congregation of approximately 1500 people from 
sixty different nationalities. It is such an amazing privilege to 
minister to all these different nations. We did one meeting on 
the Thursday, and three on the Friday. Many people responded 
to the call for salvation and, of course, for healing. We saw 
several deliverances. The youth on Friday night numbered 
about 30 to 40. These youngsters were all baptised in the Holy 
Spirit with the evidence of tongues. All of them were overtaken 
by the power of God, many falling under the presence of God. 
They were weeping and speaking in tongues. What an awesome 
presence of God in the room of 15/16 year olds!
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The next morning I ministered to a group of men. Many 
were filled with the Spirit of God and spoke in tongues and 
there were eight salvations.

The last two meetings of the week went on for four and 
a half hours and yet seemed like only two hour meetings. 
The church is being equipped to do the work of the ministry 
with Godly authority. One gentleman came to the meeting 
on the first night believing his shoulder (damaged in a vehicle 
accident) would be healed. As I quoted from scripture, “He 
sent His Word and healed them” the man felt heat go into his 
shoulder. When he tested the shoulder he found that it was 
immediately healed. Through a word of knowledge we heard 
that the Lord wanted to heal those with a lack of movement 
in their right shoulders, the same man came up. He said: “No! 
No! I don’t need prayer. I am already healed! Look!” He fell 
on his face on the floor and immediately started doing press-
ups. He then jumped to his feet and violently swung his arm 
around in circles. As a result of his open bold faith, everyone 
else in the line for prayer was instantly healed. He was a trigger 
of faith.

This visit was an example of the manifest Glory of God. 
Over time and multiple visits,  the congregation has begun to 
trust Callie and I and the way we minister. Faith can be an 
instant gift from the Holy Spirit or it can be built up in the 
believer over time. We found that this ministry time was so 
significant and on ‘another level’. The way time felt so short 
in His presence is because His glory transcends time. We also 
noted the way healing seemed so effortless. We barely had to 
lay hands on people. He had His way and pain had to leave

Faith, a member of the church in Doha, writes a report 
about her mother’s healing:

“My Mom was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia almost ten years 
ago. As a result, her body suffered many chemical imbalances, 
which among other things, resulted in her bone density thinning, 
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making her bones brittle and prone to splintering. Thus, she was 
constantly in muscular pain (from the pressures of the splintering 
bones) and unable to walk. She had to use a special scooter to get 
around. She also lost her eyesight and had only peripheral vision 
in both eyes. Her eyes were extremely sensitive to light and dust, 
and she had to wear glasses in the sunlight and when electrical 
lights were on indoors. As a family, we had been praying for and 
declaring her healing and restoration, based on Mark 11:22-24 
since 2014.

When my Mom accepted our invitation to come to spend 
Christmas with us here in Doha, my husband Kennedy and I 
prayed for God to touch her in a special way while she was here. 
We also took time to share with her the power of the words that we 
speak, and how we should confess what we desire God to manifest 
rather than what specialists say and what we see, hear or feel. So, 
when we heard the announcement about Keir and Callie coming, 
our faith was stirred up even more and we were expectant for God 
to do something special for Mom.

We brought Mom to the Friday morning service last week. 
After Keir preached and made the altar call for people who wanted 
to throw off the yokes they had around their necks, Mom was the 
first person to go to the front. Callie prayed for my Mom. She 
walked around  for hours without any assistance or rest, She walked 
for the whole of Friday and continued to do so until she flew out to 
the UK on Monday. Her eyesight was also restored and she could 
see things that were close to her. She had a doctor’s appointment 
toward the end of January for a final review before going in for the 
surgery that she was scheduled for. She had hyperparathyroidism 
(her parathyroid glands had started secreting too much calcium 
into her body causing calcium poisoning). After the review, the 
doctor told her that the parathyroid had normalised. Her blood 
was normal and showed no signs of poisoning and she did not need 
surgery.
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We are so grateful to God.

From Doha, we transferred to an Arab-speaking church for 
the last week and had an incredible time there as well. Here is 
a written testimony from the church: 

“… when you last came here, four years ago, you prayed for 
salivation and healings and many gathered around you. There was 
one man with throat cancer. You prayed for him and nothing 
happened immediately. He went home disappointed in God. 
However, the next day he woke up and, while brushing his teeth, 
he coughed violently. Out came a black mass of flesh. He put it 
into a container and took it to his Oncologist who confirmed that 
it was a tumour and then looked inside the man’s throat. All was 
clear. No evidence of cancer was left.”

We were at a Church in Johannesburg between June 4th 
and 11th in 2017 and about 53 Texans from a church in 
Houston, were at this church over the same period. It was an 
amazing time where we spent a couple of days imparting to 
the visitors. They then went to various hospitals in Zandspruit 
and Lion Park townships. The impact was massive and, among 
other results, a church plant came about in one of these areas. 

Below is one of the testimonies from that time:

Pastor Victor, who leads the new church plant wrote:

“I have seen God’s hand at work this week amongst many 
testimonies I’ve heard and witnessed. There’s one that touched my 
heart yesterday during ministry time with Keir Tayler and the 
teams fromTexas.

Keir made a call for those who are feeling a pain in their 
bodies. One of the ladies who had been ill for six months came to 
the front and was prayed for. She couldn’t eat anything and could 
only drink. Her sister left work on Friday night, drove to Limpopo 
to fetch this lady so she could bring her to church.
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I saw the lady eating her first meal after six months that lunch 
time. I was in tears after hearing of such a wonderful testimony. I 
couldn’t keep it to myself but had to share it with the congregation 
during second session. People were greatly encouraged!

Thank God for this partnership, I believe that God is glorified.”

In addition to that happening in the one meeting, over 
eighty people were saved and there were multiple healings 
in the other meetings every day. It was a great week as God 
continued to pour out mercy. We heard of so many negative 
things being erased from people’s lives!

Nacala in Mozambique: 

Fresh out of the starting blocks of the national conference of 
church elders in May 2017, I took off for Nampula in northern 
Mozambique. Callie remained at home. In Nampula, I met 
up with a great couple, Drs. Rodney and Ellie Hein, who have 
been our friends since 1985. We over-nighted in Nampula and 
then preached at a church in the city on Sunday. After lunch, 
we drove for hours to Nacala to the mission base of ‘Afrika Wa 
Yesu’, an affiliated Bible School, to CFNI.

Their invitation had been for me to train approximately 
70 leaders, from all over the northern part of Mozambique, on 
evangelism and church planting. I was amazed as the leaders 
responded positively to the ‘Acts Plan’ of church planting. 

The Acts plan is this:

The Evangelist gift is the primary gift used to plant a 
church, here is why:

In Ac 6:3 seven men were selected to wait on tables, or serve 
the congregation. The seven were listed and in the following 
verses there are specific words used to describe three levels of 
growth or maturity in the seven:

Ac 6:3 The seven men were to be, “ ... full of the Holy 
Spirit and wisdom...” 
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Ac 6:5 “ ... Stephen a man full of faith and the Holy Spirit, 
...

Ac 6:8 “ ... full of faith and power, did great wonders and 
signs...”

There is a clear pathway to the supernatural happening in 
ones life. Taking the three verse and high-lighting the changes 
we note: 

• “ ... Holy Spirit & wisdom” ... , then 
• “ ... full of faith and the Holy Spirit ... “ then 
• Finally, “ ... full of faith and power, ...” resulting in 

demonstration of the supernatural. 

The gift of Faith and the mention of ‘faith and power’, seems 
to put Stephen in the ability to operate in the Power Gifts of 
the Holy Spirit; namely Gift of Faith, Working of Miracles 
and the Gift of Healings. There are three gifts of three, in the 
nine gifts of the Holy Spirit as listed in 1Cor 12.

Vocal Gifts: Prophecy, tongues and the Interpretation of 
tongues.

Seeing Gifts: The word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, 
and discerning of spirits.

Power Gifts: Gift of faith, the working of miracles and gift 
of healings.

Clearly Stephen had the power gift group with him as he 
grew in faith and practiced his faith in these areas resulting in 
miraculous signs and wonders among the people.

Stephen was killed and Phillip seemed to rise to this ability. 
Persecution came to the church and believers scattered.  

With all the gifts and power of the Holy Spirit we find that 
Philip worked with apostolic teams to spread the gospel and 
plant churches. 
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Listed below is the work of an evangelist and church 
planting. We cannot separate the Eph 4:11-12 gifts. If the 
Kingdom of God is at Hand then the five fingers — five gift 
ministries are in the hand. The hand gets the grip on humanity. 

POINT ONE:

We pick up in Acts 8:4 NASB “Therefore, those who had been 
scattered went about preaching the word”. 

Believers do the work of an evangelist (2Tim 4:5) and 
spread the word wherever they went. It was automatic for them 
— not a church outing, outreach or program. It is what they 
did, not a special event.

POINT TWO:

Acts 8:5 NASB “Philip went down to the city of Samaria and 
began proclaiming Christ to them.”

Philip, chose a city, he preach Christ to them. Note two 
things of importance:

1. An evangelist picks on villages, towns, and cities 
because evangelists are a governmental gift, different to 
a believers gift. Therefore they have a greater impact or 
anointing to do so.

2. He preach Christ “the anointed One” with power signs 
and wonders. The mark of an evangelists ministry.

Here are two ways in which evangelism is done:

1. Believers go anywhere, everywhere, to lay hands on the 
sick and declare the word  as in Mt 10 and Lk 10

2. Evangelists are an anointed ministry to evangelise 
whole cities and regions and plant churches. 

That is what they did in the Great Awakening.  Gordon 
Lindsay realised and practiced this.
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POINT THREE:

Ac 8:10 “Now when the apostles in Jerusalem heard that 
Samaria had received the word of God, they sent them Peter 
and John.”

• When the area had received the word 
• They sent from Jerusalem, Peter and John 
• The apostolic and the prophetic to establish the church.  

Ac 14:23 “When they had appointed elders for them in every 
church, having prayed with fasting, they commended them to 
the Lord in whom they had believed”. 

This was what they did in planting or setting a church 
in as autonomous then they all left, Samaria. They released 
a church to be autonomous and effective in their area among 
their people group to be self expressive. 

This was some of the things I taught that week. I knew it 
worked - I do it.

Back to Rod and Ellie:

They have more than 200 churches in Mozambique with 
some 17,000 members. It is a huge work these leaders are 
doing. It was such an honour to be a part of it for a week.

Ministering through interpreters for five hours a day over 
six days is exhausting, but it is a joy. The leaders’ vocal responses 
during my preaching reminded me of the days when I trained 
special forces in the military and the way they responded, 
shouting, “Yes Sir!” Instant, constant and absolute.

Chongoene in Mozambique.

After this I was with a group of eight men who were in 
the process of planting a church near the big city of Xai-Xai, 
in Mozambique. They were doing this through and with the 
vision of the local churches. 
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We did four nights of open-air evangelism meetings at the 
site in Chongoene where they have the land, and had put up 
a ‘building’ for their church. On the first night, God’s grace 
was with us and a lady was dramatically healed. This catalysed 
a great response from all. During the day, we visited churches 
around the area and had a leadership sessions for the leaders 
and church members on Saturday. 

On the last night, forty-five people put their hands up, 
acknowledging that they were from the community and that 
they wanted to receive Jesus and attend church. What a great 
response!

Our latest series of meetings was with a church in Midrand 
in Gauteng. We ministered over six evenings. There, a lady who 
had been medically boarded as she was unable to work again 
after the nerves in her arm had been severed in an accident, 
received her healing and swung her arms around with great 
joy. She could hardly believe what God had done. It was a 
complete miracle. Now she could cook for her family, dress 
and care for herself.  Such joy – thank you Jesus!

Ministry in and throughout Canada and USA October to 
December 2017

Our final ministry for the year of 2017 was a three month 
trip through Canada and the USA. We had planned to take a 
week break in the middle of this ministry so that we could visit 
our youngest daughter and her family in California.

Our first stop was in Pickering, Toronto. We arrived in 
Toronto after a very long flight and started meetings that 
evening. 

I preached on prisoners and captives and the power of 
God to heal the sick and set the captives free. So many people 
were released from deep emotional trauma. People were healed 
physically too, one of them a man who cried out for God to 
heal his shoulder, and it was healed. A woman who could not 
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walk in a straight line was healed and began to walk about the 
church rejoicing. 

A woman in the church named Shan had had an accident 
earlier in the year. A bicycle rack full of bicycles fell off the 
mounting on top of a car and landed on her. Her shoulder 
joint and ligaments had been crushed. She had been strapped 
up for seven long weeks and the pain was so intense that she 
cried literally every day. God healed her completely on the 
Saturday night and, on the Sunday, she ran to the front waving 
her arms above her head shouting and laughing, exclaiming, 
“I am totally healed”. The people were so amazed that they 
started rejoicing over what God had done. The church was 
greatly encouraged and equipped.

Shan wrote to us, ‘I went to my physio this morning. Bought 
them a gift and ‘thank you’ card, then walked in waving my arm 
around and watched as their mouths hung open. “How did that 
happen.” I was super excited to share and there were shouts of 
delight as the receptionist is a Christian too. My physiotherapist 
could not believe it and could only hugged me so tightly smiling 
broadly. His partner was asking for all the details. It was this huge 
open door for me to share God’s love with them. I shared parts of 
Kier’s message. It was such a joyous time and literally a celebration! 
I have invited them all to visit our church. God gets all the Glory.’

After Pickering we were scheduled to minister into a 
Church in Mississauga, near Toronto Canada. 

One night during the meeting, a gentleman with broken 
metatarsals in his foot was healed. He can now stand on tip-
toe and jump with weight on both feet. He commented in 
amazement, “I don’t believe it” and keeps standing on his toes.

So many people, who knew of Shan’s shoulder pain and the 
gentleman’s foot condition. All of them were impacted by the 
report of the sudden healings. People like their doctor, nurses, 
physiotherapists, orthopaedics, friends, colleagues, contacts 
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and family. They all heard the testimonies and asked questions 
like why and how? Shan turned the physio department in the 
hospital upside down with her testimony. The impact has been 
huge!

We spent a full five days with the church in Mississauga, 
ministering every day. The Lord had a huge impact on the life 
of the church on the first night, with amazing confirmation 
of God’s Word: shoulder pains went; a partially deaf ear was 
healed, and more. Each night, people were freed from cages 
of fear, religious beliefs and oppression. I love spending time 
investing into churches. I find that, over a five day period, 
momentum and faith grows. Not only do we see miracles but 
the believers are equipped and awakened into the Gospel. I also 
love building relationship with the leaders and giving input 
into the leadership team of the church. 

For our last weekend, we ministered into a church in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia on the East coast of Canada. This is the 
third time Callie and I have been to this church and we were 
excited to revisit and see the growth as we had been told that 
the church had almost doubled since our last visit in 2016. 

We ministered Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in the 
church. Saturday morning was particularly significant as God’s 
presence was very tangible and many were changed by His 
mercy and love. 

From Halifax, we travelled south toward the USA. 

Each church we visit is different and unique, and it is 
always amazing for us to see the joy of God on the Bride of His 
Son, with the word for her in season and for us to witness the 
response. 

We ministered into a church in Atlanta Georgia, USA. 
Dear friends of ours from South Africa lead the church and 
it always feels like home when we are with them. They trust 
Callie and I and allow us complete freedom in the way we 
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minister. We did three meetings over the weekend and it was 
incredible. God had prepared this church to receive what we 
carry. On two occasions, there was such an incredible moment 
of impartation by the laying on of hands where the weightiness 
of the Holy Spirit was like “rain” in the hall. God confirmed 
His precious Word with signs following. Many, many people 
received their physical healing but no one touched them to 
pray for healing. It was His Word working.

After a three month ministry trip like this one in Canada 
and the USA, Callie and I rested at home and enjoy some much 
needed family time. Those three month trips are incredible 
and I see how Callie and I gain momentum in the spirit as we 
minister. It’s like the fire grows bigger inside our hearts as we 
keep going, however we know the importance of looking after 
our bodies and our health because, after all, we are in our later 
years in age. Reminiscing on all that we saw God do, I remain 
incredibly grateful. My quiet times in my office often look like 
me going deeper into the word and filling up my ‘tank’ that 
had been poured out for three months. 

One of my passions while at home is researching the leading 
of the Holy Spirit on certain things I hear Him say.  I jot down 
the one-liners in a note book. I pursue what excites me rather 
than plodding along on a path out of duty. It then becomes  a 
routine and boring. I am very careful what I read and who I 
listen to as I know it does affect faith.

One thing I always re-read are the magazines I listed above 
about the great awakening. As I grow and mature, re-reading 
the articles and teachings become fresh and I find things I did 
not see the first time of reading. Suddenly they are understood 
and revelation and wisdom comes.
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Firestorm Presence.

In 2019 we were to go again to Mozambique for two 
separately planned meetings. One was to be in Inhaminga 

where over 240 leaders were to gather for training evangelists 
and evangelism. The other was to plant three churches in a 
week around Xai-Xai and Chibuto. 

Inhaminga: Again we worked with  the Afrika Wa Jesu 
missionary team. I flew into Beira and then went on a four 
hour drive up to Inhaminga. The base was a CFNI Associate 
school. A magnificent campus with children schools and 
practical skills offered like woodwork, building and electrical 
training. Students learnt how to make window and door 
frames from logs, how to build a brick and mortar building 
from foundation up and they would know how to wire for 
electricity. This was given so that when they plant churches 
they could support themselves.

I had sent the Evangelism course in via computer mail and 
called it ‘Footprints’. They translated it into Portuguese and 
put their own label or logo on it.

The leaders came in from all seven provinces of 
Mozambique to be trained and sent back with the manuals to 
train their evangelists. Again I taught what I wrote above. A 
huge privilege.
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Each day we started at 8am and finished at 12pm to break 
for lunch. In the afternoon there may be selected groups I 
talked to. 

The final few days fell over a Saturday and Sunday. Rod 
and Ellie had planned a crusade in a small town on the main 
north road from Beira to Quelimane. There had been a cyclone 
earlier in the year and people had been flooded out of the low 
lying areas and so there were a great number of people in this 
town. Some of the students from the weeks training remained 
behind to help set up for the crusade. A 4WD five ton truck 
and trailer were set side by side as platform to house the worship 
team and musical instruments. This was set up on a soccer field 
right in the middle of the town. At about 3pm they began to 
sing. People came.

I put two chairs out on the field and on one chair a cup. 
The chairs represented the mercy seat and the judgment seat. 
The chair with the cup represented the blood of Christ - on the 
mercy seat. When it comes off it becomes the judgment seat. 
At the end I gave them the opportunity to respond to which 
ever way they wanted. Salvation - mercy; or remain a sinner 
— judgement. Of the +1,200 people there about 700 accepted 
Christ’s mercy, and chose to follow his life and become born 
again. Also people were healed of  many different diseases and 
abnormalities like blindness, deafness and crippled limbs. 

What excited me was the percentage response to salvation 
in numbers, to the overall numbers of people there. Secondly 
that the leaders mainly pastors saw the power of five-fold team 
working together in reaping a harvest and planting a church as 
in Act 8.

They were so excited to have a new perspective of the gospel 
in action and not being threatened by each others ministry. 

The leaders in the churches in Xai-Xai had heard of the 
church plant we did in Chongoene in 2018 and wanted to do 
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the same in certain towns in and around Xai-Xai. So they had 
trained a pastor for each area to be ready to lead a church. We 
had a small team with us. We camped at a place outside of 
Xai-Xai where it was comfortable. The first meeting was held 
open-air in an area where people lived among the trees in the 
bush. It was a great time as many were saved. The local pastor 
to be set in was very excited as he openly hugged and loved 
every person.

The next meeting was in Chibuto right in the centre of 
the city. An earthen stage was built and the sound system 
was way more powerful than the area it was to service. People 
blocks away could hear the worship and came to see what was 
happening.  

God’s presence was tangible. The word preached was well 
received and applied in their lives. The church that was about 
a month old in one night doubled in congregation number as 
people responded to salvation. About 25 people lined at the 
front of the open-air city meeting. People were healed. As we 
drove to the new pastors house people walked home singing. 
As we drove the streets we could hear echoes of worship in the 
streets. Joy to a city.

The second night was an even bigger crowd attending.

She came in a wheel-barrow.

While we were waiting for starting time a wheelbarrow 
came into the crusade sight. Two young men were involved by 
one of them holding the handles and steering the wheelbarrow 
while the other fellow was in front pulling the barrow with 
a small rope tied to the structure where the wheel was. One 
pulled the other pushed and steered. In the wheel barrow was 
a lady who was a cripple. She bounced about very undignified 
sitting on a grass mat. As they entered the arena everyone 
became quiet as they watched this happen. When I saw it I 
immediately remembered a prophecy given to me that went 
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something like this; “... people will be brought to your crusades 
in wheelbarrows and will be healed and walk home ...” A 
sense of God’s fire or presence came upon me instantly. I was 
challenged by, ‘was this the time’ when this prophecy would 
begin to happen. Deep down I sensed it was. I had seen cripples 
come and leave healed with no walking sticks needed. But no 
one I saw came by a wheelbarrow. The lady kind-of fell out the 
vehicle at one side of the platform. She refused help by the two 
men. Everyone was watching. I really felt a deep compassion 
for her as she was setting herself up to get everything possible 
from this evenings meeting. It was a show of expectancy and 
faith on her part. In my heart I was saying, “Lord whatever, 
however this lady is to be healed I will do whatever, whenever 
you want to. I was at peace, and I knew she was going walk.

The message I preached seemed to flow with a deeper sense 
of faith and boldness. Before the meeting I had noticed another 
lady come into the crusade area a sit three rows back and had 
hidden her walking stick under the chairs. She was my target 
to start praying for the sick. She was to be the ‘key’ to unlock 
the supernatural. 

I did not end the message but blended what I was saying by 
going into targeting this lady ....

Directing my attention I pointed to her and said, “Lady 
have you come expecting to receive healing for your legs 
tonight?” She gazed at me and nodded  her head when the 
interpreter had delivered his side of my statement. 

“Then get up and come to the front ...” I said with my hand 
outstretched in a gesture to receive her. She arose forgetting her 
stick. She moved out from the chairs, someone handed her 
stick and she staggered up to the front. I kept talking to her 
encouraging her keeping her in the realm of faith to recieve.  I 
took her hand and at the same time took away her stick handing 
it to a young man and she did not notice. I kept talking to her 
via the interpreter who did not miss a word. I began to walk 
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with her toward where the crippled lady was sitting on her mat 
at the edge of the platform. The lady began to walk without 
her stick - I kept talking faith and healing to her. The crowd 
erupted as they saw her walking by herself. I walked next to 
her and she was so fixed on what I was saying that she did not 
notice she was walking free of any help, from my hand nor the 
stick. The young man was holding the stick above his head and 
jumping for joy. Suddenly she saw her stick in the man’s hand 
about 10 paces away. She looked down at her legs and kicked 
them in the sand, then shrieked with joy and began to run. 
Well, she was a key as other walking sticks were raised above 
the heads of people who received their healing. The fire of God 
began to sweep the area.

People came forward for healing. At this point I employed 
the team with me get involved by the laying on hands. While 
we were all active, I sensed the Lord almost say, ‘Now Kier 
go to the lady I brought in the wheelbarrow.’ She was on my 
left. I went over to her and saw a pastor talking to her. I gently 
picked her up in my arms and hugged her to my chest. With 
my right arm and hand I cradled her head in my neck and 
I began to pray in English for her. Just me, her and Jesus. I 
could feel her legs pushing herself up in an effort to stand, but 
I kept on praying His mercy and power upon her. Finally I 
sensed the Lord say,  ‘OK let her back down on her mat and 
tell the pastor to watch over her’. I gently set her down and 
told the pastor to tell her to move her toes, ankles, knees and 
then walk. I went back to praying for the other sick people who 
were being immediately healed. The presence of the Lord was 
there to heal. After a while I looked over my right shoulder and 
saw the lady beginning to walk helped by the pastor. I pointed 
to her and shouted, “Look”. Everyone went quiet as they all 
stared at the lady beginning to walk. Then people began to talk 
to one another in low tones, as they told each other who and 
what had happened. There were gasps and some lifted their 
hands in awe of God. I was overjoyed as God was getting the 
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praise and not me or anyone else. Some fell to their knees, 
some wailed in sobs, Oh! The presence of the Lord, the Fire 
of God came. People openly repented, were healed, and that 
was not the high-light ... it was His presence.  What a mighty 
night it was.

The next church plant we went to, was on the side of a 
hill where a small temporary building was constructed out of 
thin poles and corrugated sheeting. The first night about 12 
people came, and the second night about 15. The sight of the 
church was wrongly situated. It was not where people lived 
and who would walk to a mid-week meeting? Churches are to 
be built where people are not where available land is. It is not 
the building that is a church plant, it is building into people as 
they are the church.

The fire of God’s presence is the core of revival in peoples 
lives. 

Looking back over my life there have been times when 
God’s presence or fire was very much evident.

On one occasion at CFNI in Dallas Texas in our second year 
a certain speaker came to teach for the week. What he did was 
to show us how the power of God flows. How to administrate 
His presence, or how to make us aware of the tangible presence 
of the Holy Spirit. At first he ministered on the anointing and 
described the way one can access His presence. Then he began 
to talk about how we can administrate His power. 

Few know how to access His presence or are aware of His 
presence when He is here. Then even fewer know what to do 
when He is evident. Jesus was a master of both thus the huge 
results of humanity being changed by His power.

After a little instruction came a demonstration which 
changed my life. He called out those who felt the presence of 
the Holy Spirit on them. Some got out of their seats and came 
forward. I could instantly see the effect of the anointing on the 
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people. It was if they were aware of a weightiness on them. He 
got some students to stand behind them and then said, “In 3 
seconds the Holy Spirit will come upon you ... 3 ... 2 ...1 now.” 
All fell to the ground together. No one touched them.

He proceeded to say that there were 12 students going to 
an outreach to Israel. “Would you come forward and stand in 
a line with your arms over each others shoulders.” 

They came forward and did just that. He waited. Then 
said, “I said there were 12 and there are 13 in line. The one who 
is not going please sit down back in your seat. He said twelve 
not thirteen”. There was a heavy pause and then one student 
disconnected from the line and sat down. The man then said, 
“Right now we are ready. When the Holy Spirit comes you will 
receive a boldness to be a witness to that nation. One of you 
won’t come back the way you left because the Holy Spirit will 
come upon you and you will be changed”. He waited a second 
or two then said, “He is coming to you  .... Now in 4 seconds” 
He waited and like a wall they all fell at once. So the meetings 
went on for a week. People’s lives were turned upside down. A 
week that challenged and changed Callie’s and my life.

I was asked by a pastor in the Rio Grande Valley in S. Texas 
to come and preach in his church. First I would minister at a 
Full Gospel Businessman dinner in Arlington. I flew down. 
On the flight I was looking outside the window of the aircraft 
at a massive bank of clouds. The sun was shining brightly and 
what I was looking at was not the sun’s effect on the clouds 
but a light coming from inside the cloud. It seemed brighter. 
I instantly sensed a powerful presence of His Spirit. I was 
captivated by what I both felt and saw. “I am with you”…. was 
what I heard said deep in my heart. Somehow I knew this was 
going to be a special time. 

At the meeting that night the Diner was fully occupied 
with people waiting for me to speak. As I stood up a great 
anointing came upon and around me. It was as if I was changed 
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into another person. I preach with boldness then ended up 
prophesying over certain people and bodies were all over the 
floor as God’s power touched them. I could hardly sleep that 
night. The rest of the weekend was very much the same. 

I later met a brother in South Africa, by the name of Ron. 
He was an American missionary travelling preaching the gospel 
in Africa. He had a powerful anointing and for two years I 
travelled with him in Africa. We went down trails, preached 
in far off places, saw incredible healings and demonstrations of 
Holy Spirit power. I learnt a lot from him. Whenever there was 
a line of people and he prayed for them I was the one standing 
behind them to catch them as they fell. I trained myself to sense 
His power flow. I watched and learnt from him what he both 
said and did. Then questioned him afterwards. I honoured him 
as best I could.

While we pastored in Pinetown Dr Rodney Howard-
Browne was to come to the church for a weekend of ministry. 
Well, he remained there for six weeks ministering morning and 
evening. A mini-revival broke out. People came from all over 
the Province.  As I was one of the pastors there I arrogantly 
printed my name and stuck it on a front seat. That was my 
place. At every meeting I was in the line to be prayed for no 
matter what. I was determined to get everything that was there, 
above all I was longing for His presence. I ended up helping  
Rodney in praying for people. I learnt how the anointing 
flowed, how to almost visibly see the anointing on people. 
I learnt to sense what where and when He, the Holy Spirit 
wanted to move upon people to fill, heal, deliver and empower 
them.  In six weeks of pushing in beyond trying to understand 
it all first I simply became a sponge, soaking absorbing all I 
could.  Ps 42:1 NASB “As the deer pants for the water brooks, 
so my soul pants for You, Oh God.” 

After those six weeks our family took a break up into our 
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home country (Rhodesia) now Zimbabwe. We stayed on a 
farm in the Banket area near Chinhoyi. The people we were 
staying with asked if we would one evening share what God 
was doing. They invited some friends to come. The presence 
of God came. In short after three weeks we had about 60 
people who did not want us to leave. One pastor in Chinhoyi 
closed his church on a Sunday and said his church must come 
to the meetings in Banket. We were on holiday! To this day 
that church in Banket is still there. God builds His church and 
somehow we are a small part of what He wants to do.

Insights:

Lk 5:17 “ … and the power of the Lord was present for 
Him to perform healing.”

Lk 6:19 “ … And all the people were trying to touch Him, 
for power was coming from Him and healing them all”.

TPT “ … because a tangible supernatural power emanated 
from him, healing all who came close to him”.

In the first scripture note that the ‘power of the Lord 
was present’, and in that power Jesus healed. There was an 
atmosphere of His presence and a climate to heal.

In the second scripture we see that a tangible presence 
emanated from Him, and depending on your faith you 
receive what He has, in this case again to heal. The man at 
gate beautiful was encouraged to get what they had, and the 
woman with the issue of blood knew what to get, because she 
had prayed her answer and went to get it, by ‘demanding’ the 
anointing from Jesus. Her faith demand, activated the release 
of healing anointing from Him.

Acts 5:15 “ … to such an extent that they even carried the 
sick out into the streets and laid them on cots and pallets, so 
that when Peter came by at least his shadow might fall on any 
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one of them.”

I like the words, ‘ … at least the shadow …’ So it sounds 
like there were better ways they were healed. 

What about the shadow: 

It shows that there is a substance, it is storable and 
transportable. The church has access to this, to release and 
touch people to set them free.

Read Ps 91:1-6 and you get a picture of His power, 
protection and presence. When you are under a shadow you 
have no shadow — it is inside the bigger shadow. To cast a 
shadow in sunlight you have to have a profile. In Ps 91 - you 
have no profile you are in His. Therefore you are overshadowed 
by something bigger. So Peter must have been overshadowed 
by someone else or there was someone inside him causing a life 
giving shadow from him. Whatever the theory you may have, 
it is do-able and possible now because He has never changed.

1Pet 5:8 “ … Your adversary, the devil, prowls around like 
a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour”. 

Well, if you are hidden in Him and do not cast your 
shadow you have no profile — can’t be seen, and cannot be 
found by the adversary.

So we might say the shadow somehow is tangible.
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12
Oil & the Wine. 

How do we receive healing?

Humanity longs for truth and authenticity. Many people 
want to know how to have a genuine friendship with 

this living God. Those who have already reconnected with 
Him yearn to be used by Him and to do what He has done 
on earth. The Old Testament is full of supernatural signs from 
a powerful God. The New Testament is full of healings and 
miracles through Jesus, His disciples and the church in the 
book of Acts. 

The church today has seen many signs, wonders and 
miracles and yet seek answers to these questions:

1. Does God continue to perform miracles? Yes. Because 
Heb 13:8 says so. 

2. Can Christianity be considered relevant if it operates 
without miracles? No - it would offer only what every 
other religion can offer.

3. What makes the Christian life more than just another 
religion or philosophy? Hope, eternity, and a grave 
that is empty.

4. What makes Christianity real? Our King is alive and 
can back up everything He has said.
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5. What proof can we offer people that Jesus Christ was 
resurrected and lives today, and that He is not just 
another good teacher or wise guru? An empty tomb. 
Everything else has a grave or theory.

6. Can rituals, regulations and rules change people? No. 
Relationship has the power.

7. Through whom does God perform miracles? Those 
who believe He Jesus is the son of God, and that Jesus 
was sent by God the father.

8. Can anyone be the recipient of a miracle? Yes. Especially 
if you believe in them.

9. There is a scripture which has gripped my heart for 
years and never ceases to amaze me as I have ventured 
with God. 

2 Cor 4:18

“For while we look not at the things that are seen, but at 
the things that are not seen; for the things that are seen [are] for 
a time, but those that are not seen eternal.” 

One of the most challenged ministries in the church today 
is that of healing the sick. I believe one of the reasons is because 
people are after visible and tangible results. In our fast, touch-
screen world, if things don’t happen ‘now’, they are dismissed 
as not real. As a result, confusion is sown and distance grows 
between the people seeking the reality of the truth and the 
truth itself. 

We are living in time when thousands make a  
profession but many have no true possession.

The people who most need the message of warning from the 
faithful pastor seldom hear it. But if he speaks out directly 
against their pet sins and their secret faults, he is soon seen 
packing his goods to take a journey looking for another pulpit. 
In just such a time, the Lord asks us to step back and let Him 
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take the work in hand and, by marvellous miracles of power, 
demonstrate His presence and awaken the people out of their 
lethargy, indifference and unbelief.

Lk 16:31 “But He said to him, ‘If they do not listen to 
Moses and the Prophets, they will not be persuaded even if 
someone rises from the dead.”

Divine Healing is the work of God, just as much as the 
creation of the world and the saving work of Christ our Lord. 

Why are all not healed? 

Some ask why all who come to us for prayer are not healed. 
Maybe that it is because the Lord’s requirements for healing 
have not been fully met. We preach the gospel for salvation 
and many come forward for salvation in revival meetings and 
some in the regular church services, yet not everyone in the 
meetings are saved. Not all are saved and in the same way in 
healing not all are healed. If one prays for the healing of the 
body and fail to ensure salvation, one has seriously failed. If 
one prays for a thousand to be healed and they die without 
knowing the healer ... truly the salvation of the soul is infinitely 
more important than the healing of the sick. 

However, the quickest and surest way, and in many cases 
the only way, to get people saved is by the use of the key of 
Divine Healing, which the Lord put into the hands of the 
church.

The Church has partially lost healing, and now that it has 
been found again, refuses to take it back due to the controversy 
and lack of belief.

Why all who are helped are not perfectly, instantly and 
permanently healed?

The Lord frequently begins a healing work to encourage 
the person to go deeper into His love and grace to acquire a 
greater faith, and get a spiritual blessing. The complete healing 
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from all bodily afflictions is a result of this. Partial or gradual 
healing may prove a greater blessing than instantaneous, 
complete healing. 

The Lord wants you to learn to walk with Him. 

If He healed you instantly and completely, you might 
forsake Him, run away from Him. 

Many do not have faith to take complete instantaneous 
healing. Many remark to me, “This trouble was long in coming 
on, and I have had it for many years. I cannot expect it to leave 
me at once.” Sometimes a sickness can become an identity 
which, if suddenly healed,  the person can feel lost. Gradual 
healing is like walking and leaning on Jesus until your strength 
is complete and you find that your healing is complete, enabling 
you to walk free in spirit, soul and body. 

Spiritual Preparation is Necessary:

All who come up in the healing line should be in the services 
several days to hear the word of God, to see people healed before 
their eyes, and to hear the joyful testimonies of those who have 
been healed.  They should have time for private confession of 
hidden sins and for the reading of God’s sweet promises. The 
heart preparation is an eternal preparation. So often, we want 
a ‘quick-fix’ remedy to be done for us. Entitlement-seeking 
believers! “We are the recipients so we have the right to receive 
this.”

Here are some facts one can set in place to prepare your 
heart for healing: 

• When you have a promise to stand on and real faith, 
you are not disturbed by symptoms — you are staking 
all on the Word of God, and ask for no other evidence. 
Know what God has promised. Find your promise. 
Throw yourself on it and expect its fulfilment. “I (God) 
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will hasten (watch over, all and standby) my word to 
perform it.” (Jeremiah 1:12). 

• Appropriating faith cannot go beyond one’s knowledge 
of the revealed will of God. It is just as much God’s will 
to heal the body as it is His will to heal the soul. As sin 
is sickness to the soul so sickness is sin the body, both 
can be healed.

• So many have been soaked in unbelief so long, it takes 
a long time to get it all out of their systems. “And 
because of their unbelief, he couldn’t do any miracles 
among them except to place his hands on a few sick 
people and heal them.” (Mk. 6:5) The Word of God is 
the seed of divine life. You cannot reap from the field 
in which no seed has been sown. God does nothing 
without his Word. (Ps. 107:20)

• Your faith is enough to take healing from the Lord, and 
enough to stand in the midst of a cold, unbelieving and 
cynical world. 

• Symptoms point to death, but God’s Word points to 
life.

• No sinner can become a Christian until he knows it 
is God’s will to save him. The same goes for healing. 
“Who forgives all your iniquities and heals all your 
diseases” (Ps 103:2). Many should say, ‘teach me God’s 
Word, so that I can intelligently cooperate with God 
for my recovery.’

• My son, pay attention to what I say; turn your ear to 
my words, Do not let them out of your sight, keep 
them within your heart; for they are life to those who 
find them and health to one’s whole body. (Prov 4:20-
22). 

• Speak and believe and do these scriptures. Our eyes are 
on the Word not on symptoms–attend to it.
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• Rom 4:19-21 encourages us to have faith in the 
“imperishable seed”, which he says will give “spirit and 
life”. There is no need to dig it up every day. We need 
to follow Abraham’s example who “without weakening 
in his faith…did not waver through unbelief regarding 
the promise of God, but was strengthened in his faith 
and gave glory to God, being fully persuaded that God 
had power to do what he had promised.”

• When we see our sicknesses in the same class as our 
sins, and see Christ as our sickness-bearer the same as 
our sin-bearer, then we know the truth of redemption 
and substitution as God intended for us to see it in his 
Son Jesus Christ.

The Gospel:

In the beginning, man transgressed through disobedience 
to the Word of God. Believing the words of Satan more than the 
words of God. The inmates of the garden sold themselves to be 
the bond-servants of the devil. The Spirit of God was removed 
and human intellect ‘crowned’. Two dark angels called ‘Sin’ and 
‘Sickness’ entered the garden. No longer was Man under the 
cover of the intimate revelation of the Lord. From the shaft of 
light came a lightning strike of hope — the seed of the woman 
would bruise the head of the serpent, that bruised the heel of 
Man (Gen 3:12). Jesus entered the world through a woman, 
and brought two angels of life called ‘Salvation’ and ‘Divine 
Healing’. Thus, in Exod 15:26, Mankind was introduced to a 
God who says: “I am the Lord that healeth thee”. 

In Moses’ day, we read in Exod 12:13, 14 of how, because 
of her criticism and backbiting, Miriam was afflicted by the 
plague of leprosy. But Moses cried out to the Lord, “Please, 
God, heal her!” and so forgiveness and healing came for Miriam.

Through their disobedience and sin, the Israelites lay dying 
in the wilderness from the bites of the fiery serpents. A bronze 
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serpent was fashioned in judgment against all and was lifted 
high for the people to look upon with faith and be healed and 
restored to life. (Num 16:46, 47)

The Pascal Lamb gave salvation and healing to all who 
obeyed. His Blood for life, His Body for healing. No sin will 
bar you from heaven. Divine Healing is not a law. It is a divine 
privilege.

It is like the cool water from a deep fresh well, called 
‘revelation’. The instrument with which we can access this 
water is the dipper of prayer which is right beside the well. On 
the other hand, we can drink from the well of brackish water 
(called ‘religion’). We will go thirsty… the choice is ours… 
how thirsty are we?

Divine Healing is like the beautiful shade of a tree in a 
weary land or as an oasis in the wilderness. There is no law 
forbidding us to walk in the broiling noon-day sun but it is our 
privilege to rest under the shadow of the healing wings of the 
Almighty and drink the waters of salvation and healing.

Coming to Christ for Divine Healing is like taking our 
watch to a watchmaker for repairs. We could alternatively take 
it to a blacksmith or a mechanic…but the results would not be 
what we were looking for. In the same way, if Divine Healing 
is what we are seeking, we must take ourselves to the One who 
made us. 

We can ask the carpenter to come to our house to repair but 
not allow him to come in when he rings the doorbell. When we 
are seeking Divine Healing, we can ask the Healer to come to 
repair what is amiss in our bodies and then refuse Him entry.

Is it then a sin to be sick?

No. There are some of the most godly men and women, 
saints of the Most High and who will without a doubt be over 
on the glory side but for whom, for some reason, deliverance 
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does not seem to come. As we have already said, Divine 
Healing is not law but a blessed privilege for those who can 
press through and touch the Master. Heb 11:39

Jesus came bringing the truth back about God and man. 
1Jn 3:8 says, “The one who practices sin is of the devil; for the 
devil has sinned from the beginning. The Son of God appeared 
for this purpose, to destroy the works of the devil”.  Or as it 
says in the TPT “Son of God came to earth with the express 
purpose of liquidating the devil’s activities”. Render illegal and 
void.

Sin simply defined is unbelief, not obeying the statutes and 
law that He gave Man to live by in the Word of God . 

The work of the devil is to “kill, steal and destroy”, to kill 
our trust in God’s Word, steal our identity and destroy our 
health.  Salvation and healing were accomplished on the Cross. 
Therefore we are to come back to truth. Not to theory and by 
academic study, but by revelation of who He is.

Vital Truths to Receive Healing from Christ.

These steps cover most of all the main truths essential for 
healing. The most probable reason why many have not received 
their healing is their not knowing the basics of Jesus’ will and 
ability to heal. Once people become acquainted with the truth, 
their faith clings tightly to what He has done on the Cross.

In Hosea 4:6, we read: “My people are destroyed for lack 
of knowledge”.

If every sick person would become acquainted with the 
following seven steps before they are prayed for or before they 
asks God for healing, I am certain that they would receive the 
answer to their prayer.

1. Know who the Healer is.
2. Become thoroughly acquainted with the Word.
3. Identify the Thief, Killer, & Destroyer.
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4. Know what the Condition or Illness is.
5. Know what the Prayer of Faith is. 
6. Stir up Faith. 
7. Know what action is needed to be taken. 

It is important for us to know God’s promises in the 
scriptures to heal and to be firmly convinced that they are 
made for each of us personally.

Many religious leaders make an abstract doctrine or 
philosophy of the truth, when it is meant to be as though the 
Master Himself were here speaking to us. The Word is His 
voice…it has the same authority. The promises we read are 
God speaking to us personally.

• “I am the Lord who heals you” (Exodus 15:26) Who 
is “you”?

• “By whose stripes you are healed” (1 Pet 2:24) Who is 
“you”?

• “Who heals all your diseases”. What is “your” medicine?
• “Faith comes by hearing, and hearing by the Word 

of God” (Ro10:17) Faith came to the sick by hearing 
God’s promises.

• “If you ask in my name, I will do it” (Jn 14:14)
• “If any are sick … the Lord shall raise him up” (Ja 

5:14-15).
• “These signs shall follow them that believe! … they 

shall lay hands on the sick, and the sick shall recover” 
(Mk 16:17-18).

God wants us well and whole. Satan wants us to suffer.

Faith is hindered by those, in their suffering, thinking God 
has some purpose for their suffering and that their sickness has 
been put on them by God. They endure pain and sickness with 
patience trying to seek the purpose of God in the pain. 
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They sang this in the desert describing their 40 yrs of 
wilderness travel. Ps 84:11 “For the Lord God is a sun and 
shield; The Lord gives grace and glory; No good thing does He 
withhold from those who walk uprightly....”

“Then Satan went forth from the present of God and smote  
Job with sore boils” (Job 2:7). Sickness was brought about to 
Job by Satan, not by God.

Jesus said of a woman who was bent over, “Satan has bound 
her”; and that she had a “spirit of infirmity” (Lk 13:11-16). 
Some diseases are not sickness really but are a spirit. So praying 
for the sick may not have a result, but when you command the 
spirit of infirmity to leave it will and will release the organ of 
the body it is dominating. So if there is no evidence of healing 
the first time change to evicting the unclean infirm spirit and 
‘healing’ follows.

Jesus proved that blindness was caused by a devil. When 
the devil was cast out, the blind man saw (Mat 12:22).

A boy who had convulsions and who was deaf and dumb 
was perfectly whole after the demon had been cast out of him 
(Mk 9:25).

Acts 10:38 is probably the most important scripture when 
it tells us, “Jesus went about doing good healing all who were 
oppressed of the devil”. 

Every disease has its source in some virus or germ. We know 
that a virus or germ is from Satan because of its destructive 
nature: it steals, kills and destroys. It is what Jesus called a ‘spirit 
of infirmity’. That germ or virus causes the disease to grow.

We have power over the spirit of the devil that brings disease 
because Jesus said: “In My Name shall you cast out devils”. In 
His Name we have absolute authority to command what causes 
the existence of disease to leave and it must obey us. When 
it leaves, the disease dies and the effects of it disappear. For 
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example, a cancer has a life in it. That life is called a germ and 
it destroys and kills. A tumour and cancer cannot pro-create. 
They do not have the power to do so. But they can hijack a 
biological human cell and the cancer causes the cell to replicate 
and multiplies itself and therefore, the tumour grows. It is a 
‘mass’ of the same cells. This violates the Creator’s principle of 
creation. How dare it! As long as that life-violation is present, 
the cancer will continue its work of destruction. However, 
when that cancer-life is commanded to leave in Jesus’s name, 
it must go. The cancer is dead. It will decay and pass away and 
the sick person will recover.

In Mk 11:12-13, Jesus rebuked a fig-tree which bore no 
figs. He spoke to the tree. He knew the life of that tree at that 
moment, and the tree withered. In vs 23-24, Peter saw that 
the tree had died “from the roots up”. We need to have a clear 
understanding of Satan’s work in disease. Satan caused it; it 
is a ‘spirit of infirmity’ or an unclean spirit; it is the life of the 
sickness. We calmly rebuke it in Jesus name, commanding the 
spirit of infirmity to leave. We can be sure that the disease is 
then dead. We do not doubt because we do not see the leaves 
(or the symptoms) wither instantly but we rejoice in faith as 
the outward symptoms disappear. All we do is talk to it, life 
and death are in the power of the tongue.

Divine Healing is part of Salvation.

If you want healing for the body, you must receive healing 
for your soul. If you want healing, you must allow the Healer 
to come into your whole life.

The carpenter is called to fix a house, the plumber called to 
fix water pipes, but neither are let in. The sick are lying inside 
the house, but the doctor is kept outside. Nothing can be done 
as long as he has the door of unbelief shut against him. He 
cannot minister to the sick person as long as he is outside the 
house.
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Ps 103:3 says, “Who forgives you of all your sins, and heals 
all you diseases”. Forgiveness of sins comes FIRST, then comes 
healing for your body.

In Mk 2:5, 11 Jesus said to the paralytic: “Son, your sins be 
forgiven you”, and then added, “Arise take up your bed and go 
your way to your house”.

In Exod 23:35, we read of God’s condition for healing: 
“You shall serve the Lord your God … and I will take sickness 
away from the midst of you”.

Receive Him and you receive what He has.

• “Except you repent you will all likewise perish” (Lk 
13:5).

• “Your iniquities have separated between you and your 
God, and your sins have hid His face from you, that 
He will not hear” (Is 59:2).

• “But His blood was shed for many for the remission of 
sins” (Mat 26:28)

• “You must be born again” (John 3:7).
• “If any man is in Christ He is a new creature; old things 

passed away; behold all things are become new” (2 Cori 
5:17).

When I was married and accepted my wife into my life, I did 
not get the ‘Marriage-Religion’. It was a person that I received 
– Callie, my wife. In the same way, I received the Lord not 
a ‘Christian-Religion’. I received a person – I received Him, 
Jesus Christ.

In both instances, one receives a PERSON, not a plan or 
program to be something.

It is as unreasonable to say, “I do not know if I am saved” 
as it is to say“ I do not know if I am married”.
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“I think I am saved and trying to be saved” is the same as 
saying, “I think I am married; I try to be, but I am not sure 
about it”.

To pray does not mean to beg and plead for healing.

• Ps 103:13 — “Like as a father pity’s his children, so the 
Lord pity’s them that fear him”.

• Jn 15:7 “If you abide in me, and my words abide in 
you, you shall ask what you will, and it shall be done 
unto you”.

•  Matt 7:7-8 “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and 
you will find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For 
everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, 
and to him who knocks it will be opened”

• Jn 14:14 “If you shall ask any thing in my name, I will 
do it.”

• Jer 33:3 “Call unto me, and I will answer you, and 
show you great and mighty things, which you know 
not.”

• 1 Pet 3:12 “For the eyes of the Lord are over the 
righteous, and his ears are open unto their prayers: but 
the face of the Lord is against them that do evil”.

• 1Jn 5:14 “And this is the confidence that we have in 
him, that, if we ask any thing according to his will, he 
hears us.”

• 1 Jn 5:15 “And if we know that he hear us, whatsoever 
we ask, we know that we have the petitions that we 
desired of him.”

Faith means that we are convinced that what God promised 
and what we asked Him for, is ours and that we have received 
it even before we can feel or see it.
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• Faith is both the ‘ear’ which has heard God say what 
He will do and the ‘eye’ which has seen Him doing it.

• Faith is the currency of heaven.
• Faith is not an unreal, intangible element, but it is so 

real that the Bible says faith gives substance (Heb 11:1).
• This substance forms the substructure upon which 

God builds in each of our lives His spiritual house.
• Faith becomes the very foundation of our relationship 

to God.
• Faith is the vitamin that makes all we take from the 

Bible digestible and makes us able to receive it and 
assimilate it.

• Faith lives in the light of anticipated results. It overrules 
circumstances and determines destiny by walking in 
the light of promised accomplishments.

There is a difference between faith and hope:

• Hope is directed toward the future Faith is established 
in the present.

• Hope is an attitude of expectancy concerning things 
that are still in the future. Faith is the substance, 
something real and definite within us, which we possess 
here and now.

• Hope is primarily in the realm of the mind Faith is 
primarily in the realm of the heart — (1 Thess 5: 8)

• Hope is not the basis of our salvation. The translation 
of Ro 8:24 in the King James version is incorrect 
when it says, “For by hope are you saved”. A far better 
translation which conveys the meaning of the original 
is, “for in hope we have been saved” NAS.

“The Divine Healing Prescription”.

This was used by Alexander Dowie and later by John G. 
Lake. The latter had over 100,000 recorded healings.
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The ‘Faith Prescription’ is found in Prov 4:20-27. If we 
follow the instructions there, we will be healed. God’s way is 
for us to keep our mind, our ears, our heart open and occupied 
with His Word while He brings it to pass. Man’s way is to keep 
his mind on the disease, his ears tuned to those who tell him to 
be careful, his eyes on the symptoms and his heart filled with 
fear and discouragement. 

Mk 11:23-24 is exactly how we pray and believe. Jesus 
instructs us: “Truly I tell you, if anyone says to this mountain, 
‘Go, throw yourself into the sea,’ and does not doubt in their 
heart but believes that what they say will happen, it will be 
done for them. Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask for in 
prayer, believe that you have received it, and it will be yours.”

What is the mountain? That is the disease you are facing. 
Cancer is a mountain in the mind — it is all you can think 
about all day and night. It blocks out your vision for living, 
you are in its shadow, your profile in life is lost, it occupies 
your every thought. It is so big you tremble in fear of time 
termination of your life. But faith says, speak to the mountain. 
The mountain has muted your faith. Speak to it, the power is 
in the declaring, just say the word!

Jesus used the mountain because it is impossible to deal 
with a mountain naturally. You simply cannot move it. As 
play on the situation He said the only way is talk to it. The 
ridiculous illustration magnifies the reality of truth. 

Ja 2:26 – “For as the body without the spirit is dead, so 
faith without works is dead also.”

Mk 2:11-12 — “I say to you, get up, pick up your pallet 
and go home.” And he got up and immediately picked up the 
pallet and went out in the sight of everyone, so that they were 
all amazed and were glorifying God, saying, “We have never 
seen anything like this”.
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Mk 3:5 — “After looking around at them with anger, 
grieved at their hardness of heart, He said to the man, “Stretch 
out your hand.” And he stretched it out, and his hand was 
restored”.

Jn 5:8-9 — “Jesus said to him, “Get up, pick up your pallet 
and walk.” Immediately the man became well, and picked up 
his pallet and began to walk.”

Mk 1:31 “And He came to her and raised her up, taking her 
by the hand, and the fever left her, and she waited on them.”

These scriptures are the perfect example of faith in action. 

Example: Mark 1:31

• He rebuked the fever.
• He made her arise and act her faith.
• The fever left her.

Acts 9:34 – “Peter said to him, “Aeneas, Jesus Christ heals you; 
get up and make your bed.” Immediately he got up.”

We act on the word of a postman when he tells us the 
registered parcel is in the post office — so we go by faith and 
get it.

We act on the word of a doctor.

We act on the word of our banker.

We act on the Word of our Heavenly Father.

Jer 1:12 – “Then the Lord said to me, “You have seen well, 
for I am watching over My word to perform it”.

1 Ki 8:56 – “Blessed be the Lord, who has given rest to His 
people Israel, according to all that He promised; not one word 
has failed of all His good promise, which He promised through 
Moses His servant”.

Mat 24:35 – KJV “Heaven and earth shall pass away, but 
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my words shall not pass away”.

1 Pet 1:25 – “But the word of the Lord endures forever.” 
And this is the word which was preached to you.
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Appendix :

ZANLA - Zimbabwe African Liberation Army.

RLI - Rhodesian Light Infantry.

SAS - Special Air Services

“The Column“ - A military convoy of armed vehicles.

AMP - Amplified.

MSG - Message Bible.

VB - Voice Bible

TPB - The Passion Bible

OJB - Orthodox Jewish Bible

All bible verses are in New American Standard version (NASB) 
unless indicated.

JOC - Joint Operations Command. 
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Epilogue.

As this is the account of what Jesus both did and taught, so we 
continue in the first footsteps from Jesus to the apostles, other 
great men and into the future until His return.

It is with huge pleasure that Callie and I have attempted 
to report on the great things He has done. As we have been 
writing this, more testimonies have come in and so this is not a 
final account at all. We have not done this alone, but with the 
help of other men and women of God who have mentored us 
into what little we know and walk in.

Enjoy, learn, share, and do.

To Mike and Jenni, Simon and Nicole, Peter and Lisa and 
all our grandchildren; may this, our ceiling, be the floor that 
you confidently stand on and build into the nations from into 
the future. Thank you for being incredible examples to many.

To the Exalted King, the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of 
God, be glory and honour forever.
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About Keir and Callie Tayler.
Keir and Callie Tayler were born in Southern Rhodesia, then 
a self-governing British Crown colony which subsequently 
formed part of the Central African Federation of the Rhodesia’s 
and Nyasaland, and is now Zimbabwe. 

Callie was the personal assistant to the Chief Civil Engineer 
of Central African Power Corporation, controlling the Kariba 
Hydro-Electrical Scheme.

Keir was a Senior Laboratory Technician in the Veterinary 
Research Laboratories. He was also a Sergeant Major in the 
Selous Scouts, a special forces military unit in Rhodesia. Keir 
and Callie both attended Christ for the Nations Bible Institute 
(1980-1982).  They have served in nine churches, being 
deacons in one and elders in four and have been part of an 
apostolic trans-local team for 20 years.

They have been instrumental in planting countless churches 
in many nations around the world. They have three children 
and nine grandchildren.

Keir’s encounter with God began when he was wounded 
in both legs in a military operation and cried out to God 
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for mercy for his life. God answered with an Acts 9:3 
experience: “… a light shone around me from heaven.” 
Whilst recovering from the wound he studied Medicine at the 
University of Rhodesia. They felt the call to full time ministry, 
and so he gave up medicine, and were obedient to God. 
1980-1982 Keir and Callie, with their two small 
children, relocated to Dallas, Texas, USA where they 
enrolled at Christ for the Nations Bible Institute (CFNI). 
In their 42 odd years of ministry (since 1978); they have served 
in 8 churches, traveled into over 46 countries, and done over 
150 open-air crusades.

Keir’s passion is to see revival in and through the church in 
communities, cities and the nations.

Keir and Callie have three children and 9 grandchil-
dren. They run a ministry called Hand in Hand Interna-
tional (which has been in operation for 24 years) and they 
trust God for everything. Keir has a degrees in practical 
ministry from CFNI as well as a Bachelor of Ministry (cum 
laude) and a Masters degrees.

DCMTech. (Bact. & Histopath.) FIMLT. APT. B.Min 
(cl) M.Min. MCSF.

Keir and Callie are part of an apostolic team called NCMI.

They operate by faith in every area  
including financial support.

They may be contacted at:

info@cornerstonechurch.co.za

keir@handinhand.co.za

Please visit their website:

www.keirtayler.com
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A Weapon in His Hand is a story of transformation: how a 
man can be used as a weapon of destruction, and then become 
a weapon of healing in the hands of God. Keir provides 
keen insight and illuminates how life as a soldier and life as 
a Christian man is fundamentally the same. An absolutely 
inspirational testimony of surrender, trust and miracles.
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The Apostolic Evangelist is a book for those who aspire 
to become evangelists and who would work with and in an 
apostolic team. This book gives teaching of how one grows 
into the governmental gift of the evangelist, of his message and 
mandate and gives practical instruction of methods of mass 
evangelism. Any soldier can wear a uniform. Any Christian 
can go to church. The uniform or church does not define our 
potential. It is what we do — ‘in, or with it’ that counts. This 
book gives insight on how evangelists and churches should 
work together biblically.

This book is accompanied by video teachings that can be found 
on:
https://youtu.be/bCCErspGOCI 
Or on this address: https://www.keirtayler.com
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This book will help a christian to discover his or her gift and 
grow in it by knowing their Sword - Word of God, The Oil 
- the Anointing, and Fire - His Presence. This book is an 
instruction from over 44 years of ministry. Recorded are the 
successes and failures and with testimony and demonstration 
in the miraculous and healing power of God.

Our heart is to help believers and ministers become better 
empowered to fulfil the Great Commission.
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In every Special Forces Unit the individual soldier tends to 
gravitate toward a weapon and a military discipline that he 
knows well, because of his skill in using it effectively. He sees 
the results of the weapon in combat. He knows it, all its details, 
abilities, where, when and what its potential is.

It is what you ‘hold in your heart’, your gifting is your weapon, 
it is there to set the captive free. These iBooks offer insight in 
how you would grow to become effective in the arena of your 
calling.

Any soldier can wear a uniform. Any believer can go to a church. 
The uniform or the church does not define your potential. It is 
what you do — ‘in it or with it’ that counts.
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This book is a companion to The Royal Physician.

The Voice of Healing Movement, (also known as the Healing 
Revival or the Great Awakenings - of which there were five) 
was a famous movement from the mid 1940’s to late 1950’s. 
It stretched from North America to impact nations all over 
the globe. The aftermath of the Healing Revival is said to have 
impacted over 550 million people worldwide.

Gordon Lindsay rose up to chronicle God’s works during 
the revival, by publishing the Voice of Healing magazine. In 
over a hundred of these magazines a column was given for 
the public to ask questions on healing. The evangelist of the 
day would answer them. This alone is a valuable resource for 
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many. By reading this book, “Question & Answers on Divine 
Healing”, you get the core of what took men and woman in 
the great Healing Revival many years of hard work to learn and 
document.

Not every answer about Divine Healing is given. I do not give 
my personal opinion on the subject but simply give what could 
help many.


